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The following document is the final technical report on the
materials -developed under cOntract number NE-C-00-3-0075
with the National Institute of Education bY the Computer
Technology Program of the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory. The purpose of the report is to document the
development and evaluation of t product contracted for:
Data Management & Decision Making.

C.

This report is designet,to be of use to a.variety of different .-
audience?:-. Tii sm-nmark given at the beginning of the report
provides information on the effectiveness of the Data _Management

15ecision Making materials for those interested in adopting
them for instructional use. The body of the ,report gives a
detailed evaluation of Data Manageznent & Decision Making
and provides evidence of successful" completion,.of the contract.
This report is-not intended to reach 411 posse)le audieaces
interested in these materials; this will be attempted by other
means.

A number of persons on the ComputO Technology Staff were
involved in the development and evaluation of Data Management
&Decision Making. Stuart Speedie and Susan:Sanders were
the primary developers of the materials. They were also
re spo ns ible for conducting the formative and summat lye
evaluations of thea-materials. Duane-Richardson served as
project director and wns responsible for the overall management
of the project. Antoinette'Ellis served as the editor for these
materials and Nancy 'Fargo performed all secretarial duties
associated with the prMect.

-Particular gratitucie must be extended to .seVeral persons outside
the Laboratory weo were helpful in completing the project. The
help of Drs. Ralph VanDusseldorp and Francis Miles in
itnplementing the fieldetests is greatly appreciated. The reviews
of brs. .John Lind, James MacNamara, Donald Treffinger and
Ralph Vanaisseldorp were extremely helpful in kevising the
materials.

'Any questions regarding Data Management It Decision Making
should be' addressed to Dr. Duane Richardson, Computer TechnolOgy
Program, Nopthwest Regional Educat ional Laboratory,

<
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THE MATERIALS LN SUMMARY'

Description of the Materials

Data Management & Decision Making is a set,of in4tructiona1

materials designed to teachwracticing and potential educational adm:nistrators

about the use6 of operations research in educational administration. It

consists of five units:
.-

1. "Operation's Research in Education"

'2. ."PERT/CPM: A Planning and Analysis Tool"

3. "Linear Programming"

4_ "Queueing Theory"

5. "Computer Siranlation"

The first of these units Is desighed .as an introduction to the other

four, and is intended to 1:le an "organizer" for the other unit's. Each of

the units introduces a specific operations research techniqne and provides...1.:

instruction on the basic terminology.' and skills involved in the, technique.

Each'sunit gives the user practice in the procedures of the technique and En/
using the computerized versions.,of the technique.. In each case, instrubtion

I
,

.i provided in using the computct, terminal, inputting.the data, and,
I

, interpreting the output of the computer program.. Throughout each unit,

6,

.f

eiamples from the field of'educ__9Sre used to illustrate point and

procedure's, =Id the finaj portion of each unit discusses "how e technique

can be used in solAring problems in-educational administration. The units

are constructed so that the user is made aware of the instructional.

, .

objectives of the unit before starting work on it and elc.arcies are
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interspersed throughout the tests to give the usex practice id using the.

concepts covere

As the titles of 'the units listed above indicate; the materials are

concerned with four specific operations research techiiiques beginning with

PERT, which is a technique for planning the 'allocation of resources in

large projects. The second is linear programming, which is a mathematical.

technique for optimizing such quantitiesas cost under conditions of

constraints. Queueing theory, thethird technique, is a mathematical

rnethrd for analyzing situation _in-which a queue or line of customers

must ;vait for Some service.. The final technique;, compute:. simulation,

. a much more general problem sOivirg,method. It is the proces of

using the computer tio investigate situations irewhic 5. it is too dangerous,.

el-pensive, or.woulditake'too long to experiment with the actual situation.
I

The two examples that are tised as illuStrations in the text are bus

routing and enrollment prediction.

Evaluation of the Materials
.6

-These materials were subjected to extensive testing and -:.evision
1.

as a part of ihe developmental project. -Vie' first step in the development

was to determine whether the goal of the materials was worthwhile and

fulfilled a need. This was first attempted by reviewing the literature
ft

in

educkinill adrnInistration. IT was found that a number of experts in,

1educational administration held that the operations research techniques

covered Là thtF;:-; materials could solve important problems in educational
If

_

% administration and that training in these procedures was needed. This

*16, provided justification for the initial development of the materials.,
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Further evidence of need was sought-hy implementing a needs

assetsment among the target populations,--students, administrators,

andprofessors of educational administration. This was' accomplished

/6-y surveying samples from each of the three groups. A questicanaire'

waS designed_ to elicit subjects' opinions about the impor)Ince of probkms

solved 'by the four operations research techniques ande/their perceiveebeed

foi- 'training in these techniques. Subjects were cooperating classes of

:students, in edficational adMinistratio , a random sitlyle of chief schoOl
.. .

district officers, and a random samp e of the American -Educational

Research Associations members ig the Administration Division. The

sample totalecr.t50 subjects. The outome of this needs' assessment was

that in all three groups, approximately 50% of the respondents)indicated

a high need for the'techniques and more than 70%\indicated that there wa
N,

- a need for the materials, though it may not be pressing... It was concluded
.(

that. tngre was evidence of need in the general pdPulation of /2idm.inist1.-ators

and professors of educatidnal administration, but tliat the conclusioncould
a .

not be quite so strong among Ludents since the sampling procedures did'
-

*Igsfnot permit it. , This surNmy provided farther justification for the Ovelopinent
4

) .° of the materials.

. After the. laitial clevbiopMent of the materials, they were subjected to
- . .

i .
two rounds of formal evaluation. In the first, the pilot testing,.., the materials

,

t.

were tried oUt in college classes: The sample consisted of 82 students who

were both regular students and practicing adminis rators. Each subject was,

randoMly assigned one of the technique ynits and vas given a pretest over

11



the unit's cognitive and affective objects. The unit was then studied for
-

approximately six to eight hours. Each student then took.a posttest over

the m.iterial's- objectives. At the conclusion of the testing, a random

sample of students were interviewed about the materials. The results
ifindicated three outcomes:

1. In eaâh case the unit caused significant learning with respect.

to tin: objectives of instruction.

.2. In-,each case, the unit was associated with positive changes

in attitudes towards operations research in education.

3: In each case, the students reported that they found the

materials to be motivating and relevant.

After completion- of the piik:A, test it was determined that Data

Management 8:. Decision Nlaking (DM/DM) was sufficiently developed for

a summative evaluation by,,the'developers (a possible source of bias).

The summatiVe evaluation of the materials was concerne4 with several

issues. First, could it be confirmed that the materials caused significant

learning, for both the cognitive and affective objectives? Second, how

does this learning compare with that caused by likely competitots of the
\.

DM/DM materials? Third, what were the side'.effects of using the DM/DM
6

materials and how do they compare to those sof the competitors? And

fourth, what were the costs and benefits of using the DM/DM materials

and how do these compare with those of their competit9rs?



- The firit part of the' suMmative evaluation Was a field test of the

'materials againk their competitors. The sample for this field test-

consisted of 102 coll.* students drawa '!re 4,140ef

educationai administration at two differeft ItikioattOlitt,

.aeses In

,VPith certain

11 exceptions, each,student was, randomly, assigned two units:to studya.
L 4 ,

DMADM unjt and one of. the dompet1tOr units which did not Correspond -

to the .DM/DM unit. An two cases only one unit was assigned. Eadi

student took pretests over the twr,s units'assigned to him and then posttests

after flnishhig the materials. Generally tWo class sessions were allowe

for the experiment, but some classes u*sed three sessions.' At the

termination of the last session; students also filled ogt a questionnaire

giving-41r reactions to the materials.
;.\

There were two major results of this field? teSti First, , the

significant learning caused by "each of the DM/DM units In the pilot test

was confirmed for thecognitive \ objectives.. In no case was an average
, .

of less than 60% of the instructional objectives achieved for a unit, apd

this was always a significant gain over performance on the pretest. 'With

respect to attitude change, no inforraation was obtained from the field test.

However, using inforiAation previously obtained, a was determined that

.the materials did not cau.zo ...ny overall significant positive change in

attitude toward operations re-gearch. Yet', if is important to note that the
g ',I.

attitude Instrument indicated ,that these attitud s were quite positive before

the students started the units.

I 3 ------
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With tespect to the competitors, the. results were mixed, -though
4no case did the DM/DM materials do 'worse than the competitors. 'rn

r,

seVeral cases the DM/DM Materials weite associated with significantly

better performance than their competitorsPERT/CPM, Linear Programming,
. -

and CoraputeSimulation. But these results d Ataied on whether or not

the unit- and its competitor were compared on'the full set of cognitive \st

items or only those test items which ,the two units had in common. There

was no consistent pattern. Th is , the conclusion was that the DM/DM

materials d

worse,

cause learning. and they sometimes do better, and never

an their likely competitors in the educational marketplace.

The second area of concern in the field te8t was side ,effects of the .,

materials, where side effects were considered to be unexpected outcomes
.

of the materials. this data was oblained by, interviewing the erincipal
t

instrUctors and analyzing the responses of the studentS to a questionnaire.

)"Due to thenature of the data collection, only information on short-term
,

side effects was obtained. *The results of th\is investigation indicated that

the primary side effects of the DM/DM materials had to do with the

computer. Students reported and instructors observed that students learned
_/ 0

to- use ,the 'computer as ,a problem solviit tool, they gained confidence in

using it,1 they Wanted to participate in additional use of the computer, but

they became somew-hat frustrated when first using the terminal. Positive

; side effects of the materials themselves were that .a majority of all users

would recommend the materials to others and that students wanted to learn

more about operations researCh in education. However, a sense of

14 6



fruStration with nie toterials was expressed by almost all students. The-
.

side effects reporteLt for the competitors were ettsentially similar to-those
-

reported for the "bp/I/01VI materials except they were smaller in number

and there were not ally associated with the computer. It was conclu
.

that the..plg/DM,m0.toi-ials have morr,

.. and that these side Otfects arr

computer.

side effects than their competitors

3sigve and had to do. with the

The final pase of th summative evaluation dealt *Ith the costs

'arid behefits of usipg the DM/tsM materials and how these compared with

those of its competitu-s. Costs such as cost of the materials, computer

uSage, instruciors, 4rid ldst personnel time were identified as the major

cost sources; hovvevor, the total costs of using eithei set of materials is_ .

highly. variable based on hOw t.he-;,materialS. are used. Thus, the costs .of

using the DM/DM fnuterials reUged from $41 .in the least expensive

condition of self t1.ly to $3,500 fol..a most expensive condition of a four

day workshop for 15 administrators. .Costs for using the rtkimpetitors in

theyme conditione Were comParable, -ranging from $45 to $3,400.

The benef1.0 of the materials were considered to be the objectiiies
, a.

that they met and Cho side effects they demonstrated.. Thus; the Primary

1.

benefits of the DM/Divi materials are the knowtedge and skills itaparted by .-
0.

the materials as deki-ibed abeVe. The benefits of the competitors are"

essentially the sartie, excluding those objectives dealing with us'ing the

computer as a pToPloto solving tool. As "stated previously, the side effects

of the-DM/DM matetiols Were also associated with the computer, while the

15
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side effects of their competitors were neligibre. The DM/DM niaterialS

appear( S to have more benefits of use than did their competitors. Thus

the conclus ion of the cost and benefits study was that for about' the same

costx its, competitors the DM/DM materials provide more benefits for

the user in terms of knowledge about, confidence in using, and awareness

of the usefulneis of the/computnr as a problem solving tOO1 in edrcational

adminis trat ion ti

research techniques.

. -^. The summative

Lion tO 4sfully- imparting knoiakrivo of operations

conclusion of this technfcl report is that Data

Management & Decision Making is a validated product with respect to its

us.e as instructional materials in college courses in educational administration.

This was concluded for the fdlowing reasons. First, there is empirical

evidence of need for these materials. Second, using the DM/DM materta46-
.,

causes significant increases in learning, with studentS achieving more -than

60% of the instructional objectives on any one unit after six to eight hours

of study under conditions ..not des igned to promote maximum learning.

Third, the use of the DM/DM materials was ssso?.tated with a number of "\

positive side effects with regards to computers. Fourth, in comparison with

its possible competitors, the DM/DM materials caused significant11y more

lea-rning for three of the four\ techniques units, and in no case did they-
'11, perform any worse; they had more positive .stde effects than Cik their

competitors; and they were more cost-effe.ctive. It was thus c,imcluded

that Data Mañagement arid Decision Makirl is a:validated pro uct which

meets an established need and is therefore a worthwhile prodect. rn

8
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,.
additidp, becauie comparison with coMpetitors .it was concluded that

it also has relatively more worth in the educatiqual marketptace than its

competitors. s

e

,
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THE DEVELOPMENT, OF DATA MANAGEMENT (Sz DECISION MAKING

The Developer -

Data Management & Decision Making was developed and tested by

the Computer Technology' Program of the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory. This S'et of instructional materials was developed in

accordance with the mission of the Computer Technology Program which

is stated .in part in their Basic Programs of 1972' as:

Objective: The objective .is to create a system a models,
materlils and probedures Jhat will faciliitate appropriate
use of computer technology to effect educational ren wal,
Strategy: , The program is produet oriented, re d primarily .

\ toward the development of: (1) materials fo t e education of
educational personnel and (2) curricular materials and
administrative applidations Jor their use. They are designed
to proitide: (1). schobl dministrators the opportunity toYt.

become competent in (designing, evaluating and implementing
administrative ,uses of cornpUter technolou,(2) teachers the
opportunity to become dbmPetent in designing, evaluating andt

, implementing instruetional!*es of ::computer technology and
(3) students, the opportunity to become more knowledgeable
about computers annain career capabilities In computer .

related occupations. ExPected Outcomes: Once the total,
_integrated system of products is available; a significant, increase
is foreseen in the 'availability of preserviee and inserVice
training for educatars. An extensive library of compUter oriented
curricular materials.- will-be available in d wide range Of

4. secondary subjects. The puraber ,and quality of courses
relating to the social ;implications of computer technology will
increase. Ultimately, this will facilitate education which is
relevant, practical, humane and appropriate for the. individual,

- needs of students. 1 /,

The personnel trainingcomponent of tttis ,mission provides for

the dgvelopment of instrdctional products for administrators. It states

in part that
si

1 Computes TechnolO47 Program, Basic Program' Plans, April 1972,
p.

is° 10
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Ob'ective: The objective is to provide educators the opportunity
for tr ining bcit'l in 7:sing available computer applications and in
active .partic _vain); in decisions which shape technology for,
\education and the implementation of that technology. Strategy:
Three types of personnel training systems are planned. (1) Four
courses1 for administratprs include an introduction to computers,
administrative applications, Ciata management and decisipn making,
and implementing computer systems. (2)- Three course's for' teachers
inc ude an hitroduction to compUters, subject matter applications,
and selection of instructional materials. (3) A course for
deve opers, of computer instructional materials provides relevant
.silL for teachers, wrifers°, Subject area specialists and rsons
involved in computer related activities. Expected Outcorpes:
preseiryice and inservice training utilizing Labdratory systems .

will increase the imoCedge f khool personnel about coniputers,
their skill Ia. using applications of computer technology for
instruction 'and administrative tasks, nd abilities, to deVelop computer
based materials. 1

One particular product of the personnel4 tAining component as

Data Lianagement & Decision Making (DM/DM). The overall goals oi these

materials were specified as the instillment of an awareness of and some

familiarity with specific operations research techniques in educational

administrators and creation. of a positive attitude toward using operations

research in educational administration. The techniques were identified as

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), linear programming,
c

queueing theory and computer simulation.

The target groups were determined to be pe!..sons who were

significantly -involVed in educational .\132ciinistration. :They were divided ;

into primary and secondary target pop lations.
tThe

primary target
-

populations were identified as studeats in educational administration and

practicing:educational adthinistrators returning to school for continuing 4

education. It was expected that these target groups. would_accomplishlhe\.\
general goal of the materials by using Data Managenient & Decision Making

as part of a cpllege or university -course in educational: administration.

1 CompUter Tecbrilogy Program, RaSic 4PRogram Plans, APril.1972,
.



Two secondary target groups were also identified. These groups

were considered secondaiy targets ln the s'ense that it was not ,intended

- that they should accomplish the goals of the *materials by directly.using

them. Rather, they yere to be persons who were Interested in using the

DM/DM materials as an Instructional tool. It waq assumed that t

groups ith this interest would be professors of educational administration

and ,persons responsible for conducting adMintstrator Inservice workshops.

It appears that these groups overlap considerably, and thus for the purposes

of this technical report these two groups are considered one.,

Preliminary Evidence of Need

After the general goals of the pro,cluct were developed, it was

necessary to determine If there was an apparent need for tin product as

defined by its general goals. The .method by Which this was accomplished

was a review of the relevant literature in education. It was assumed

/that this- literature was writien by experts' fn education in general and

specifically by experts in educational administration. The following

' reasoning was used to determine evidence of need from the literature.
,

..?_ . . -If experts claim that operations research techniques can produne _needed.
solutions, then there is the posSibilit3F that there exists a' need in

educational" administration ,for knowledge of these techniques. 'klso, if .

there is the possibility that a need exists for knowledge of the: e operations

research techniques, then' there is the possibility UT_ txaining materials
.

-
in these techniques are needed.. If this Is the case, then there is some

justification for the development of these techniques.

2 0
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The following review of the literature is divided into five sections.

The first deals with the need for operations research in general, and the

other four deal with the need for specific eechniques.
,

Operations Research In nrneral

A nun'. er of authors have indicated that there -(s a need in educational I

administration for operations research techniques. Hirsh et al. (1967) lin .

Inventing Educatiol for the Faure stated tliat education needs to change to keep pace

with the rest of 'society and that opprationsresearch la planning and.forecasting.are

one of several innovations which can effect these chsasres. Sisson (1967) indicall

that 'operations research techniques are potentially useful for study of large

urban school district problemeSuch as administrative decision making and rt
board policy functions. Cook (1968) also stated that- operations research

would %be _useful for solVing-problems in educational, project management and

administrative decision making.. 1Y1cNamara (1972) strongly iniplied- that

operations research- can be succeisfully utilized in educational organizations

to effect needed ,changes and program improvements. Bruno and Fox (1973)
t.

asserted that quantitative Methods can 'greatly assist the school administrator ..

in certain decision making prociesses; that there is an increasing demand
,

for administrators trained this-way; and that training materials in such ,

quantitative techniques as those in operations research were needed.

, VanDusseldorp, .-Richardsom and Foley (1971) demonstrated that operatIons

_research 'techniques can be used to solve a number of types of problems

in edudailOnal administration.. Alkin and Bruno (1970) claimed that systems

approaches areruseful for solving both mico-problems such as .school

2 L
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business functions and IL .oblerms. Operations r rch woci

be usc:ful. The prenAninailt u evressed by these authors

appears to be iltat operations research techniques.can be very useful

in educatio'n and that knowledge of these techniques is important for

educational administrators.

Planning, Evaluation and Review Technique

A number of itithors provided evidence that there is a eed for
41

PERT. Cook (1966, 1967), perhaps one of the foremoit propone

PERT in education, gserts that an important problem in educationa

planning is the allocation of time and manpower for specific projects,

And PERT is a technique ,which facilitates this type of planning:

Coaran (1969) indicate4 that planning is an important part of decision

making and that PERT has great utility in planning. Knezevich (1969)

-stated that new apprbaches to decision making and problem° solving

in educational ddministration are needed; that systems analysis

affords promising 'approaches, and that administrators wotild benefit from

A.

implementing 9ch a rational approach as PERT. Maier (197d) .asserted

that PERT is a basic procedure for project anagement in education.
. .

Katfman (197r) agreed. Alkin and Bruno (197'0) maintained. that PERT

and the Critical Path Method 'have muth to offer the implementor/ in

managing and controlling educational systems.

. et nl. (1971) stated that °The use of PERT to

Einally,.VanDusSeldorp

allocate and mailage time

involved in the various activities comprising a project have proven very

useful in education." Thus it is possible to conclude that experts

;
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considel 'E HT to be an important tool for eduCational'administrators.

Linear Programming

The need4or linear'programming was also expressed in terms of its use-

fulness to the educational administrator. Correa (1966) demonstrated that linear

programming cri be used to help solve the problem of whether we should have

more or better schools. MacNamara (197.1, 1973) examinea recent developments

in linear programming andsdemonstrated h. kouldbe applied to problem solving
. -

at the state and lobdi. level. Alkin and Bruno (1970) aaserted that there existed a

large class of assignment and distribution problems in eduCation, such as

allobating classrooms and facilities, which linear prograinming is especial%
6

suited to solve. Finally, VanDusseldorp et al. (1971) claimed that linear

programming is useful for solving educational problems in which resources
. 1

, are allobated or are assigned so that the outhome is, optimal,. and thus it ;,

can.11e a powerful' tool for educational prdblem solving and decision' making.
_...;,.

.
_ .

From this it may be .concluded ticav,,these experts viewed linear ,progiamtaing
- -17 I. ' -

0 ,

ap, pltcable to_ educational problems.

Queueing Theory

Two autliors have indicated that there is a need for queueing

theory. Alkih and Bruno (1970). state that "By applying the queueing

-theory- techniques to the business-like: activities of education,-' those
_

I

activities could lie greatly systematized. " And VanDusseidorp

(1971) indicated that waiting lines are common in education whenever

facilities are shared by _a number of persons and that -queueing theory is

'-..,applicable sin making utilization of facilities more efficient. ThUs there,

is some evidence of the usefuluess4gueueing. theory.
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Computer Simulakir

As was the case with_ queueing theory, the need for computer

simulation in educational administration was implied by two 'authors.
,

Wilson (1969) asserted that there was a need to establish goals,

guidelines and constraints in educa4orial planning and furthefmore

that there was a need ,to studk large and complex educational ostems. He

concluded by stating that' computer simulation can provide a powerfal toor.for

=meeting these needs. Alkin and Bruno (1970) maintained that there Is a need

th examihe and understand educational systems interactions and that this ,ts

feavsible by means 'of a modelpwhere the model reflects ihe complexity of

. theAVystem. They conclude that computer simulation can provide such

modets. Consequently, there is some evidence in the literature that
efr

'compuevr simulation could be a useful tool In educational administration.'

Conclusion

From the literature cited above, it istossible to conclude that
. ,

there .exists evidence in the literature of ethication liat operations research. .
1 .

.

and its teclibiques, such as 'PERT, linear programming, queueing theory. ,-
t.

and compute/I% simulation, can be used to solve important educational

problems. ,Ftivr.thermoret number of sources (Alkin and Bruno, 1970;,

Bruno and Fox, .1973; VahDusseldorP et al., 1971; Hirsh, et al., 1967;

Knezevich; 1969;" McNaara, 1972; Sisson, 1967) indicate that these tool's

are not widely used. Therefore, 'it is possible to conclude that training

materials, which are concerned with these operation research -techniques are
4

ne4ded and thus /that tItere is justification for developing the Data Management
,

Decision Making materials in line with the stated goals.
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Detailed Description of Materials

In this section the instructional materialp that were developed out

of the generalized goals for DMIDM will be described.

this sec tion inform the reader of the nature of the

The purpose of

DM/DIVI materi ls

with respect to .enstructionaj objectives, specific cOntent structure.. In
, ,

the.. following sections each of the units will be described.

Operations Regearch in Education

This unit is intenc4 a's the introduction to operations research and was .

constructed to serve as an "advanced organizer" (Austibe: and Robinson, 1969) in

that it should organize the thinking style of the users so as to be moie readily

adaptable td the rest of the materials. Since this'is the case, specific Instructional

objectives were specified for the unit, blip it was considerecci of little

importance whether or not the individual user actually achieved them.

. The unit discusses .th,cdecision procees in general torms - and analyzes

this process into three malca4Componentsthe decision 'context, decision

strategies, and the payoff. . These components arudisc ussed m some 'detaa..

This unit also introduces the four specific decision strategies or operations

research techniques which are treated hi the other four units. These are '

PERT/CPM, linesir programming, queueing theory, `and computer simulation:

%The purposes sad applications of each of these techn4qués are 1:rleffy

'described and are intended to aserve as organizers for the -four 6ther

The booklet concjudes w li a summary of thF main points'.and a listing of
.0-

the instructional objectives. These instructional objectives may be found

' in Appendix A. The present' ferm of this unit -is a. paperbound booklet' Of
- 01
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20-pages printed on both sides with intervening illustrations and e.xercises.
.

These exercises are interspersed through the unit-for purposes of provtding
a

the studeni with practice in the concepts under discussion. After .completing

this unit, the student 'is free to Proceed to any or l of Hie remaining foul.

traits.

PER'fitPM o
fr-`;

This unit provide an,introduction to PERT for the'educitiónal.
administrator. , The teditnique is áiethod for plg.nning the allocation

of resources in the.exec ition of projects. ,The version of PERT covered

in this unit is concerned with severial tasks .in tile planning process:
.

1. Identifying th e. sPecifx activities- tn a project

2. Determining their interrelations
,r

, Mappirg thek-Telations in network form

4. Assignini estimated time durations for each of the
, (

' qdtivities

5.24,Determining various timing charaCterisitics of the project;

including the key sequences Of events for completing. the p

on scheduh:, -called the Critic'al-Path Method (CPA).

.This content 'serves as the basis for the instructional goals of =nip -unit.

'The unit first diScusses the applications of PERT/t 13M in general

with particular references to 4pp icationq in educational administration:.
.

The unit then goes on to introduce the user to the steps in executing al

PERT/CPM analysis including identifying the activities, 'constructing a

PERT/CPM network, coMputing pc-oject times, and finding the critical path.

2 6
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After the user has learned to execute a PERT/CPM analysis by hand, he

is. introduced to a computer program which carries out these analyses.

Th4s program is GCPATH, which is presently implemented on.a. Hewlett-
,

Packard 2000F time-sharing computer, and is written in.the BASIC

language with the intent of being transportable to a variety Of BASIC

systems. The user is lead through a step-by-step process of using the

computer program and is provided With a variety of exercises to practice

his or her skill. Next the user is taken through a section which discusses

other uies of PERT/CPM and the advantages and -disadvantages of using

PERT/CPM in an< educational setting. ,The unite., concludes with a summary

of the topic and a list of the ,instrudtional objectives for the tuna. (TheSe

objectives may be found in 'Appendix A.) The unit presently takes the .torm .

of a 68-page booklet with illustrations and interspersed exercises. The

answers to the exercises are included at the end of the booklet'. This unit

may be used lone, being dependent on only the introductory unit, or in

cdnjunction with any of the other three .technique units.

Linear Programming

. This unit deals with applications of he mathematical' techniques of Ungar

programming in educational administration. Linear programming is a mathematical

process for determining a set of conditions under which a specific quantity may be

optimized.. The technic* assumes that all conditions in the problem .31tuation can

be expressed ai mathematical equations or constraints, that the basic components

of thSystem Linder consideration are quantifiable, and that the quantity which is

to be optimized is expressable as a function of the basic quantities. 'The

2 7
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technique will take these mathematical express ions and find the- values of

the basic components such that the quantity of conepi (e. g. , cost) is

optimized (either maximized or minimized). This forms the content from

which the instructional objectives for this unit are derived.

In introducirig the educational administrator to the operations research

technique Of Linear programming, the unit first leads the user through a

detailed but conceptually simple example of a problem solved- by linear

programming. (\Since tte mathematical procedures for solving linear

programming problems are quite sophisticated and complex, and since the

purpose of the unit is to introduce the administrator to the technique rather

than make him an expert on the subject, no attempt is made to teach the

user any Of the applicable mathematical manipulations. Rather, the user

is provided with a computer program : u.se in sol:.-ring linear programming

problems. This program is called LliNPRG and is presently operational on a

Hewlett-Packard .2000 F computer and is .written in the BASIC language with

the intent caf.. being transportable to a variety of BASIC systems. In teaching

the user to employ the program, he is lead through a step-by-kep process

of entering the necessary information on a computer terminal. Then the unit

_goes back to a more general..discussion of the procedures for formulating

linear programming problems. The text then describes in detail several ,

-applications of linear programming in education such-as planning low-cost

school-lunches and determining a salary schedule. In the process of going

through this section, the 'user is confronted with a number of opportunities-

to use the computer program to solve a variety of problems. In the final

20
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part, the advantages and disadvantages of using linear programming

educational settings are discussed. The unit concludes with a summary

of the main points of the unit and a listing of t!,1 instructional objectives.

These objectives may be found in Appendix A: The unit presently takes

the form of a 124-page booklet with illustrations and interspersed exercises,

The answers to the; exercises are included at the end of the booklet. This

'unit may be used with the introductory unit alone or in conjunction with' any

of the other three specific techniques.

Queueing Theory
a

This unit is concerned with the application of the mathematical-

techniques of queueingitheory to educational administration. This technique
_

provides several mathematical models, of situations in which queues form..,

tn educaticin it is applicable to/situations in which some customers are

waiting to use" a service `where the customer arid the services may be a

1great number of different things. Queueing theory will yield a number of

quantities which describe this situation such as What the averate time a

customer must wait for service, how much of the time the service is

idle and what is the probability that there will be a given number of

customers waiting in All these characteristics of the queueing system

can then be used to make decisions about changing the components of the .

queueing system. This mathematical technique forms the basis from which

the instruct ional objectives for this unit were' derived.
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The unit _begins with an_explanation of the terminology of queueing

theory and the conditions necessary for it be be employed accurately. The

unit then presents four sets of conditions under which qUeueing theory may

be applied and gives examples of problems which illustrate these conditions.

In the process of presenting these problemS, the user is introduced to a

computer program which will- solve queueing theory problems. This program

is called QI.IEUE and is implemented on a'Hewlett-Packard--2009 F computer.

This program is written in BASIC so that4it can be transported to a variety

of BASIC systems. In teaching the user to use the QUEUE program, the unit

provides' a step-by-step process of .entering the necessary information on a

computer terminal. This program is used throughout the test to' solve

queueing theory problems. The final part of, the unit presents the adyantages

and disadvantages of using queueing theory in educational settings, summari7,s

,the Main points of the unit, and gives the instructional objectives for the unit

This unit is presently 89 pages with illustrations and exercises interspersed

throughout the test. The answers to the exercises are included at the end

of the booklet. This unit may, be used with the introductory unit alone, or in

conjunction 'with any Or all of the other three %units.

Comt,uter -Simulation

The ,unit on computer simulation is concerned with familiarizing the

educational adminiStrator with simulation as a problem-solving technique. I

In this case, using a simulation involves identifying a model of the system

of interest. This model is then computerize& and the _behavior of the

system is investigated by experimenting with the comPuterized model.

;
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- The unit begins with a theoretical treatment of simulation. It

details the components of a simulation, thwelasses,and types of-simulation,

and the purposes of simulation. Tht§ general treatment is followed by two

specific educational applications of computer simulations. The first involves

a computer program called BUSRUT which simulates the routing of school

buses. The second is a computer program named ENRPRO which simulates

the changes in a school district's student population over a period of years.
-----Both of these programs are implemented on a Hewlett-Packard 2000 F computer

and are written in tlie BASIC language for maximum versatility. In the case

of each simulation, \the student is lead through a detailed, step-by-step

procedure for using the simulation and interpreting the output, and then is

confronted with a series- of problems whicc can be solved by using the

simulation. The final portion of this unit is an overview of computer simulation.

It discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using simulation in educational

settings, summarizes the main points of' the unit and lists the instructional

objectives for the unit. This unit presently takes the form of a 101-page

booklet with illustrations, computer printouts, and interspersed exercises.

The afiswers to the exercises are included at the etid of the booklet. Like

the other technique units, this unit may be used with only the introductory,

unit or in conjunction with any or all of the other three units.

Intended Uses for the Materials

Data Management & Decision Making is designed to be used in ahy

of three instructional situations:

1. College level courses in educational- administration
23
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2. Inservice or norm al training workshops

3. Independent study in operations research.

Each of these three uses of-the DM/DM materials requires 'different

conditions.

When the DM/DM. materials are us:.--Jd in a college course in educational

aitministrat0ion, they are- intended to. serve as a .supplernetit to the usual

course content. Consequently, it is possible to use anything from a single

unit to all of the units, depending upon how much time the instructor wishes

to devote to operations iesearch.. Due to the structure of the.units, it is

not neCessary for the instructor to tectuveLn the techniqUes-he or slie wishes

to cover, but the learning process will .Ve fa.cilitated by having the instructor

---Akicrailable to answer questions and condUct group discussions concerning the

topics under consideration. Optimal use of these materials requires having.

access to a time-sharing computer and several, computer terminals. Some

1),evidence indicates that it is also facilitative for'stildents to work on die

materials in smal groups, as it is conducive to problem solving. In addition,

the testing of the materials indicated triat a minimum of two class sessions

should be devoted to each unit, since approximately six to eight hours are

necessary to go through each of the units. With arrangeinents such as those

stated above, it should be possible,to obtain _results as good as those obtained
.

in the field test, and with the additional participation of the instructor, it 'is

anticipated i..t.iatY the results .of instruction should, be even more positive..t
4
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When the DM/DM materials are used in inservice training or

a workshop, a lakge variety of instructional configurations, are possible.

The three most-probable configurations will be discussed here. The first

is a one-day inservice training session for practicing administrators. fiere

it will probably be most appropriate to concentrate on only one\Sechnique,

since about six to eight hours will be required. Again computer access
*

must be arranged for and terminals must be available. It is also assumed

in this situation that the presence and participation of,the instructor is

particularly important. The most successful use of the materials in this

r situation would probably be a combination of lecture, discussion, 'group work

and self-study. These same cautions and conditions will also be true .of short

duration workshops of a day or two. The second -ilternative is the' long-
,

duration workshop in which the entire set of DM/DM materials is used.

This will be a Period of concentrated study in which each of the four

techniques would occupy one day of study. Again leadership will be

-important-to the success of the workshop, even though the matertals are

designed to be largely self-instrudtional.

The third method of use of the DM/DM materials is1 in the self-study

mode. The materials were designed so that individuals Interested in usiug

Operations research in education could learn the use of some tecimiques by

working through the booklets; however;'in this mode additional.assumptionsi:\

are made about the user. using some of the units, the mathematics is

modeiately complex, arid so an individual; to be entirely. Independent, must have\

a good background in mathematics.. Also, in order to effectively use the

3 3
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Computer as a learning tool he or she must be somewhat familiar with

the operation of a computer terminal and have some knowledge of what

to do to correct mistakes. In addition, in this mode it is especially

Important to work through the exercises, because the user has no other

source of feedback.

In summary, this section has described in detail the content and

structure of Data Management & Decision Making. In addition, it has

also described the three modes of instruction for which the materials are

Intended. This completes the description of the materials.

Developmental History

The Data Management & Decision Making materials- passfd through

several stages of development and evaluation before the product which is

described in this report was produced. The developmental proc ass had

three formal stageS. Associated 'with these developmental stage 3 were

two formative evaluations of the products. The first developmeat stage

was the Exploratory Product Which was subjected to Exploratory Testing.

Based on this evaluation, the Prototype Product ,was developed a id this, in
7,-

turn, Ikas subjected to Pilot Testing. Out of this Pilot Testing, the Interim

Product was developed,' and this vas.the subject of the final investigaticin

presented in this report.

In the development of the Exploratory Product, a number of steps

were carried out. First, the instructional goals were developed for each

of the units based'on the overall goal of the,materials. Each gilt was then

outlined, and suitable computer programs to accqmpany each unit were searched

3 4
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out. As the last step in this initial development, the first version of eac)i

unit was drafted.

At this point the Exploratory Testing pf the materials took place. This

involved two activittesespert review °and individual trials. In the expert'

review, five authorities were selected to review the first draft of the

materials. These individuals were:

1. Dr. John Lind, Professor of Educational Administration,

Portland State University

9 Dr. Charles Klein., Professor of Educational Administration,

Purdue Univers it y

3. Dr. James MacNamara, Professor of Educational Administration

specializing in Operations Research; UniveKity of Texas

4. Dr. Donald Treffinger, Professor of Educational Psychology

and specialist in curriculum design, University of Kansas

5. Dr. Ralph VanDusseldorp, Professor of Educational Administration, -

and specialist in Operations Research, University of Iowa.

Eadh of these persons was sent a copy of the product along with a specific

list of questions concerning the materials and was asked...to carry out a

detailed reviewe of the materials-; Each performed the review and the

developers received back the answers to their questions and the review

copies with prguse marginal comments.

The other activity involved in the Exploratory Testing was individual

trials. F6r die purposes of these trial's, about 20 persons were randomly

selected from a list of students in educational administration at Portland-
/ .

/
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State University and asked to be paid volunteers. Each of these volunteers.

was randomly assigned to one of the technique units making a total of five

volunteers per unit. A time was then set when the volunteer and the

evaluator could meet. At this meeting, each volunteer was asked to work

through the material in the presence of the evaluator and to comment On

anything that caused difficulty or was worthy of comment. These.sesSions

were also tip recorded. After all volunteers had gone through the materials,

the materials were revised by the developers based on the outcomes of the

trials and the validity of these changes was confirmed by going through the

same process with two other individuals for each unit.

The information derived from this Exploratory Testing became the

basis for the revision of the Exploratory Products to Prototype Products.

The suggestions and comments of the experts were collected with the

responses from the individual trials. These, were then used to again revise

the materials. These reviseo materials were then printed to produce the

Prototype Version.

This Prototype Version of the DM/DM materials was eValuated in an

initial test. The initial testing Of the Prototype Version is reported in-

detail in the document entitled Report on the Evaluation of the Prototype
,

Version of Data Management/Decision Making (Speedie, 1974). This formative

evaluation of the materials will be summarized here.

In this initial testing, the 'cooperation of classes of sumMer students

was obtained at Portland State University and Northern Arizona University.

Two class sessions were used at Northern AriZona University and four class
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sessions were used at Portland State University. At the beginning of

the first class all students received "Operations Research in Education" and

were randomly assigned to one of the four technique units. Before studying

the units each student took a pretest over both cognitive-and affective

objectives of the units. They then worked through the units, reading the

materials, performing the exercises, and using the computer. Then at

the end or the last class session, the students toolZ a posttest over the same

objectives. Finally a randomly selected sample stratified by techniqtie unit

was interviewed by telephone concerning their reactions and opinions about
-

the materials they studied.

The results of this evaluation indicated a number of things. It was

discovered that students needed a minimum of six to eight hours to work

through the materials. Apparehtly by studying the mateiials the students

were able to achieve significantly more objectives on the posttest for each

of the units. The units appeared to change some attitudes toward operations

research in education and in the posit ive direction. Finally, the interviews

indicated that the studen6s were generally satisfied with the materials and

thought them appropriate for educational administration.students.

Since the results °of the pilot test were so positive and no changes

in the materials were indicatnd as necessary, it was the decision of the

project staff that the materials should'be advanced to Interim status and

subjected to field testing. At the same titne.a summative evaluation of the

materials was called for by the contract so that these two activities were

combined. The 'surnmative evaluation of the DM/DM materials i in the

next section.



SUMMATIVE EVALUATION OF DATA MANAGEMENT & DECISION MAKLNG

The purpose of the summative evaluation of the Data Management 8z

Decision Making materials is to determine the worth of the finals outcome
(

of the developmental process executed in this.project. The materials

studied are therefore those' which emerged from the Interim stage of product

development. The purpose of this report Es to communicate the restilts of

this evaluation to the audiences interested in tile product and thoseJesponsible

for decision making with respect to this product.

All persons reading this report should take note of the possible sources
.0

of bias which may exist in those individuals who executed the suramative

evaluation and who prepared the report. The circumstances were such In

the Computer Technology Program that the person primarily responsible for

product evaluation within the program was initially assigned the responsibility

for deeloping the DM/DM materials. After the initial development, this

same person conducted the formative evaluatibns of the product though he

was no longer dire9tly responsible for the development of the materials.

,-Finally, this perVn.also executed the summatiye evaluation of the product.

Thus, the possibility of co-option does exist; however, the responsible

evaluator attempted to the best of his ,ability to' maintain maximum

objectivity throughout the evaluation. Since this might not prove sufficient,

this summative,evaluation was also reviewed by knowledgeable persons within

the Laboratory who were in no other way connected with the project.

Therefore, while the possibility of bias, in this report exists, every reasonable'-

attempt within the limitations imposed by the funding ,agency, has been made

- to mirunnze this bias. 7

.3 8/
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Areas of Concern In the Summative Evaluation

The stimmative evaludtion of the Data Management & Decision Making

materials was concerned with judging -the worth of the product With respect

to five criteria. The first of these focused on the empirical justification for

the development of these materials. The question of concern was whether or

not there was a denionstrable need for this product.V The second concerti

fobused on the ability of the product to Cause learning--particularlY with
-

respect to the attainment of the objectives specified for the materials.* That

is, it considered the question of *hether or not using the product resulted in

.the achievement of the specified learning objectives. The=third criterion

focused on a comparison of the developed product with .materials which were

its likely competitors. It was concerned with determining if DM/DM
*14 -

,performed better than its likely competitors with respect to a number of

criteria. The fourth focus of attention in this evaluation waS the side effects

of the product. It focused on determining if the product and its likely

competitors had important side effects. The fifth and final con6e.rn centered

on the cost-effectiveness of the product.' It was concerned with determ ing

, the costs and benefits of the product and comparing them with those of its

likely competitors.. The followhig list of questions summarized the niajor

areas of concern in the summative daluation of Data Management & Decision

Makino-

1. Is there empirical evidence of a need for Data Management &

bec is iorr- Making?

2. Does using.,the Data Management & Decision Making materials.

cause attain.ment of the specified pals of Instruction?
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3. Do the Data Management & Decision Makin&.materials

perform better than other materials which can compete with

them in the educational market?
I.

4. What are the costs of using Data Management & Decision

Making, how do these costs compare to the benefits of these

materials, and hOw do they both compare to the costs and
-

benefits of its likely competitors?

5. What are the important side effects of the Data Manaement

& Decision Making materials and ho44, do they' compare to those

of its likely competitors?

Assessment of Need

In order to deteimine if there was empirical evliice of need for
. ,

the Data Management & Decision Making materials a needs assessment was

conducted. That is, there was an attempt to determine if there was a need

for the results of attaining the goals of this project. '4 -

To accomplish this ta:sk a survey of the target groups for this

product was undertaken. From the 'empirical results of this survey,

Inferences were made about the need for the D DM materiali, In the

following sectjons, the sample; procedures, res ts and cohplusions will be

described and discussed.

Sample

The population's of interest for this needs assessment were. the,se
1

groups which weiv spec died as the target groups for DM/DM. These

groups involved both primary users Of 'the materials .and those in

4 0
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decision making roles with respebt to using the materials. 'The groups

were:

1. Students enrolled in educational administration courses at

the college or' university level

-2. -%Pradtitioners of e,ducational administration

3. Professors of educational administration

Sampling Plan

Each of the three groups was sampled from a defined sub-population

of the total population of that group. The population of students was

considered to be all students enrolled in educational administration

in the'United States. The population of practitioners was defined by the

entries in Patterson's American Edtication (1973),- a listing of all school

districts in.the United States along with their chief administrators. Tlie

population of professors ot educational administration was defined as all

members of Division A (Administration) of the American Educational

Research Association, as listed in the 1973-1974 Directory of Members.
"N

Individuals were sampled-in each of these aggregations so that the
_

final sample was stratified according to group membership. The sample

of students consisted of 50 stUdents enrolled in educational administration

courees at Portland State University. This group contained some practicing

adininistrators returning for 'further edtcatiOn as.well as full-time students

in educational administration. The practitioner sample 'was selected by

randomly choosing 'approximately five school districts within each state to
.;

yield a stratified national sample. Within each of these, districts the chief

.33
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administrator was contacted. To choose the sample of professprs, persons

were selected from the AERA Directory. Each twelfth individual listed in'the

Directory with Division A membership was selected io be contacted. It

should be evident that only the practitioner sample -was a truly random

sample. The professor sample approximated a random sample, adtI the

students sample was ah "opportunity" sample-.

Survey Instrument

The survey instrument was based on the validity of an t erence

designed to infer need from two "lower order" responses. Since it was

assumed that most of the survey subjects were not familiaf.with operations

research terthinology, it was decided that the problem of determining need

was to be approached indirectly. Instead of asking directly if ther6 was a

rieed for training In a specific operations research technique for educational

administrators, all subjects weie asked two related questions, concerning

problem types theoretically solvable by the operations research techniques of

concern in this project..., That is, each subject was presented with a brief

description of a problem type and asked ,how frequently they encountered that

problem type in their`work and what level of need they perceived for training
,41

materials in techpiques that could solye that problem type. The inference

',was then constructed that "If a subject indicated that he'encountered .a

Iroblem type in his work and that If he Jell that there was a need for
s (
1 ,

appropriate training materials, then it was inferred, that there was not

only, a_ desire for appropriate training materials, but a genuine need for them."

That !,is, such responses indicated that appropriate training materials were

34
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wanted and that accomplishment of the goals of these materials would' be

of some utility in.solving problems encountered by educational administrators.

To illustrate hovi this was accomplished, a sample item is shown below.

See Appendix B for the full form of the instrument..

pr.oBLEMS
ErCOUNTERED MANAgEHIAL I'UNCTION TRAINING MATERIALS

Please cheek only one box. Please check only one box.

Needed
Some- Hardly Needed But Not

Often time Ever Very Much Esse tIsI VatElL:I 13. Predicting changes In school enrollment 0 0

Fig. 1. Sample item from the needs assessment instrument.
,

Procedures

The 4ocedures involved'in executing the survey involved drawing the

samples, mailing -out the instrument, and tabulating the responses. o'lerical

, personnel selected the survey subjects according to the sampljzig proeedures

as specified in the sampling plan. The names drawn from the professo

11,actitioners samples were typed on, reproducible labels and stamped

self-addreSsed envelopes were prepared. An introductory. letter (see. Appendix. B)
_ . , \

was prepared by the evaluator and attached to each copy of the 'instrument.

In addition, all professor and practitioners instruments, along with the

introductory'letter and the return envelope, were mailed to each subject.
.

After a period of 30 days, all instruments which had been returned were

checked off against a master list of instrument numbers. These returns

were to two types--completed forms and mail not deliverable. For, those

subjects it was not possible to contact (i.e., mail not deli rable)

4 3
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replacernents were drawn fi.om the populations as in the original

sampling. These new subjects, ar.d all other, subjects w1 had not

responded to the first mailing were sent a secondmal

the first. This completed, the attempts to contact übjects../
After an elapsed time of approximately six months, the survey

instrument was -tabulated and the results anal.Yzed. First, the formS
r

were divided into three /groups correspon,:ling to the three- groups of I

interest. The responSeS were tabulated in matrix form as in, Fig. /2.

trig, identical to

i
..

n

Problems Encountered n

Often(1) I Sometimes .,(2)
1

Hardly Ever (3)
i

,
.

Training
Materials

Needed ,
very much (4)

,

Needed but
not essential (5)

Not
,

needed (6)-
/

:Level .1
Response

,

,

1

1

. I

..

.

,

.

Li.

..

'''

Level 2
Response

_

, ,

, .
.

r

Fig. 2. Possible cornbinations of responses as portrayed by a matrix.

\'
Since there were two responses '(or each item and threc. Issible levels for

\each re.slionse the data were tabulated in a 3 x 3 matr Jntaining all

possible combinations of responses, where each entry represented the total \

number of responses of that type for that' group. Since all the -operations
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researcfi techniques of interest to thiL project were represented by
,

more than one problem type , the mactrices fot eadh technique were

aggregated in order to derive a total response. mat1/4rix for each, technique.

The ombinations of items which were used tO` calculate the total responses

for each technique are given in Table 1.

Table I.

Correspondence of Questionnaire Items with Content of DM/DM

,
Conterit Area. Pertinent Itenif .

1. Operations Research. ..

in Education 1, 8, 14

. PERT/CPM . , 2, 3, 6, 10, 15

3.

4.

Linear Programm\ing
I

i ,

\Queueing Theory \,

zli

5,

11,

7,

15, 16

12 ..f

A'

\ _..

.13,5. Computer' Simulati
-..

\ 9, 17

..

' .
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Then in'order to translate the results into readily comparable texlms, the

entries in each total matrix were'transformed into percentages of the total

responses for that matrix. At the next level of summation, percentages

were calculated for the matrices of:

1. Each technique across. all groups
t

9. ' Each group 'across all techniques

d. Overall responses across all grbups and ail techniques.

Finally, in order to facilitate interpretation, two additional figures. were

calculated for each technique In each group, and the three listed above. The

first of these was c..Llled Level 1 response and was the percentage of responses

in each matri,x which 'rated a ,tectnique as. pertaining to problems which were

often encountered and in which training was very much neeqed. The second

was the Level 2 response and was the total percentage of responseS which

indicated that problems related to techniques were at least sometimes

encountered and training was needed if not. essential. Thus the Level 2

response included.Level 1 response. See, Figure 2 for a pictorial'

representation of these two figures. The final analysiS performed on this

data was to test the differences on Level 1 and Level 2 responses among the
1

groups by means-of a t-test on the proportions.

Results

The first result calculated was the response rate for the surveythe

percentage of subjects who responded to the survey. The student response

rate was 100% due to the.nature of the administration procedures. The

response rate for the sample of practitioners of educational administration_ /
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65% and the resPonse rate for the professors of educational administration

was 63%.

The basic results of the survey, the total response matrices, and

ct
petcentage matrices are presented respectively in Tables 3 and 4, on the

next two pages. Since these tables are large and complex and their

information density is so thin, these tables are Included here for perusal

but they will not be directly =disdussect.

The most important, results of this, study, the Level 1.and Level 2

responses, are given in Table 2. The first .figures that this table presents

.Table 2

Data Management & Decision Making Needs Survey--
Percerftage Indicating Level 1 and Level,. 2 Responsegl` .

'. Technique
Students (1) Adzninistrators (2) Prof. of Ed. Admin. '\ All .

Level 1 Level'2 Level 1, Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2

Analysis of
DecisionMaking

PERT/CPM

Linear
Proerarnming

Queue ing
Theory

Computer
SImulatioar

45
3.*

50

248

26

20

85

91

382

2
71

63 2

44

483

3 160 ,

3
33

28

85

3
85

0.1 OS95'
3 1

89
,

174

50

1,2
.39

512

00 2

27

87 .

90
2

912

0-76
.

67

45

46

53

27 -'

25

.,

-84

88

91

its
.

68

?Total 382 802,3 , 4313 3,1
87,

392
.

1,2
84 41

..

5

'* Level 1 response: Indicating thata type of problem is often enCountered
Level 2 response: Indicating that at least a problem type Is encountered

needed, if not essential. (Level 1 is Included.)

Indicates that tlie Student Level f response 'to PERT/CPM is ,significantly
the Lvel 1 response of Professors of Educational AdministraRon (3).

* *

and training is ne'eded very much.
sometimes and that training is

different at the .01 level from
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are the Level 1 and Level 2 responses by technique within survey uoup.

Student, practitioner and professor Level 1 responses indicated that all groups

considered the intrbduction, to operations research, PERT, anskalr ear

programming to be the three areas in which training materials were most /
needed. For all three groups much smaller Level 1 responses w3re given

for queueing theory Old computer simulation. For the first three techniques

the Level 1 responses across all three groups ranged from 39% tc 60%

indicating that approximately one-half of the respondents in each of the groups
1

felt that these were techniques which solved frequently-encountered problems

and Were techniques for which training materials were much neecied. Level 2

responses for each of the groups followed eSsentially the same pa.tern as

those for the Level 1 responses with one exception. Administrators gave a

higli Level 2 response to queueing theory. It is important' to note that

practically all'Level 2 responses exceeded 70%, except for students' and

professors' responses to comp4ter simulation which were slightly Less.

Significance tests among the Level 1 and Level 2 respons3s

within techniques across groups revealed a number of significant differences;

however, most of these differences- were reasonably 8mall En that they did

not. exceed 11%. The, one exception was between the Level 2 respDnses for

students and administIrators to queueing theory. The response for the

administrators exceeded the response for the students by 18% and proved

to be ,the second highest response for the practitioners.

4 8-
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\ Table -3

Total Response Matrices for Each Technique for Each Target Group.1

Students Administrators Professors of Ed. Admin.

Introduction to
Operations
Research

PERT/CPM

Linear
Programming

Queueing
Theory

Computer
Simulation

4
5
6

4

6

4

5
6

4
5
6

1 2 3
66 28 . 2

1 29 11

1 10
N = 148

1 2 3
124 41 9

13 49 8
0 1 4

N = 249 .

1 2
96 28

8 44 9
0 2

N = 199

1 2
38 13 4

9 45 23
"1 0 1 15

.14 = 148

6

iS 2 3
30 26 8

7 31 21
0 1 27

N = 151

4
5
6

1 2
.210 80 8

11 107 17-
1 11 37

N = 482

4
5
6

4
5

6

1 2 3
392 419 5

34 183 15
46 17 39

N = 810

1 2 3
389 62 1

4
5

6

33 129 7
6 5 17

N = .649

1 2
160 61
27 179 11
4 13 25

N = 483

5
6

Total
4
5

\,6

1 - 2 3

322 129 25,
37 192 72

0 6 60
N = 843

4
5

1 2
134 . 68 3
16 140 23

. 11 14 76
N = 485

4
5
6

1

253 49 11
17 122 15",
2 , 9 23

= 501

1 2 3
4 305 132 3

5 57 213 23
6 11 13 25

N = 782

1 2 3

5

5

6

348- 71 10
60 148 12

1 9 20
N = 689

1 2
111 60 8

23 181 31
1 20 '60

N = 495

1 2 3
132 66 10
21 114 .30

0 26 93
N = 492

1 2 3
1181 355 20
126 714 . 71'

31 58 190
N = 2746

4
5'

6

OVERALL
1 2 3

2616 844 87
330 1653 4251
46 141 468

N = 6436

4
5
6'

. 1 2 3

1113 . -.360 42
167 747 108

15 77 218;
N = 2847

1 See Fig. 2 for the responses corresponding to the numbered categories.
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Table 4
. -

Percentage Response *.trices for Each TeChnique for EaCh

rfarget Group' atc Summary Percentages

Students
-

\ Administrators \ Prof of Ed Administration All Groups

1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

45 ' 19 1 4 ,.,44 17 2 50 10 2 4 45 15 2

5 .1 20 7 5 2 22 4 5 3 24 3 5 2 22 5

0 1 , 7 0 2 8 2 ° 5 '6 0 7

1 2 3 1 2 3
, .

2 3 1-2 3

4 50 16, 4 4 48 10 1 4 39 17 0 4 46 14 . 2

5 5 20 , 3 5 4 22 '2 5 7 27 3 5 5 23 3

0 0 2 6 6 _ 2 5 6 1 2 3 6
.

2 1 3

' 1. 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

4. 48 14 2 4 60 10 0 4 51 10 1 4. 53 11 -1
5 4 22 5 5 5 20 41 5 9 21 2. s 6 21 3

0 1 4 6 1 1 3 6 - 0 1 3 6. 0 1 4

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 '3 1 2

26 9 '3 4 33 13 1 . '' 4 . 22 12 2 - 4 27 11 2

5 6 30 16. 5 6 37 2 5 .' 5 37 6 5 6, 35 . 4

0 1 10 6 1 3 5 . 6 0 4 12- 6 0 3 9,

1 2 3 1 _ 1 2 3 1 2 - 3

20 17 5 4 28 14 . .1 4 27 13 2 4 25 15 3

5 5 21 14 3 29 5 5 4 °23 6 5 4 24 8

0 1 18 6. 2 3 16 6 0 5 19 6 1 .. 3 18

Total 1 , 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 OVERALL ,
38 15 3 4 43 13 ' 1 4 39 13 1. 1 2 3

4 ?A 9 5 5 26 3 5 6 26 4 4 41 13 il
0 1 7. 6 '1 2 7 6 10 3 8 5 5 26 4

6 1 2 7

0
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Table 2 also presents the Level 1 and Level 2 responses of all three

groups combined for each of the techniques. These appear In the last set

of columns in the table. These figures redeal a similar pattern of responses

for both levels. The highest rated was linear programming (53%, 91%)

folloed by PERT. (46%, 88%), introduction to operations research (45%, 84%)

queueing theory (27%, 79%) and computer simulation (25%, 68%).- Level 1

responses ranged from 25% to 53%, while Level 2 responses ranged from

68% to 91%.

Finally, Table.2 presents the responses across all techniques

comb ined for each of the three groups and the ir aggregation. These figures

appear in the last row of the table. The practitioners gave tile highest level

Level 1 (43%)and Level 2 (87%) responses of all the groups, which were, in

fact, significantly greater than the respOlie's for either of the other two groups.

The responses of the students and professors were essentially similar, with the

-exception of a significant 4% difference between Level 2 responses. The final--).

summary figures are the Level 1 and Level 2 responses across all groups

and all techniques. These were 41% and 85% respectively. 'these last

*figures would appear to indicate a reasonable ley:el of need for the techniques.

Conclu.s ions

Several conc\usions. are readily. eVident. from the above stated results.

First, since almost all Level 1 responses exceeded 25% Et may be concluded

that at least one--quarter of all surveyed groups sair the problems related to
'

operations research techiiiques as encountered often and felt that need fot

training in these techniques \vas-great. Second, since almost all of the, Level 2
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-responses exceeded 66%, it m1áy be concluded that at least two-thirds of all.

surveyed groups saw the prob ms solvable by the operations research

techniques as sometimes encountered and that training in these areas was

needed, if not essential. Third, the survey revealed that all groups surveyed

had differential perceptions with respect to the different techniques, with

linear,programniing given the highest re§ponse. Fourth, the practitioners'
,

Vof educational administration seemed to hold these techniques in greatest
a

v'alue. And fifth, for the total package of techniques across the combined

groups, slightly less than half the respondents perceived it as being greatly

needed, while more than four-fifths perOeived the package to be needed if

not essential. Thus it would appear that There exists Orong- evidence of

need'for Data Manaument & Decision Making.

Before drawing the final conclusion, however, it is appropriate at

this, time to discuss briefly some of the caution's concerning the conclusions.

It Should be evident that the student sample' was drawn from a single

.university in a specific geographic region, and thus may not be representative

of tho entire population of students in educational administration. In

additlon, there may be some blas,in the professors of educational administration

sample. Since all respondents were members of a research organization,. it

is possible that there is a bias in this group toward using scientific techniques

for problem soWing, and thus a higher lever of response may be given that is

actually the case for the entire poplilation. SinCe these sources of possible

bias exist the strength of the` conclusions raust be tempered.
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What may be concluded from this survey is that among important

decision Taking groups, 'though they may not be entirely representative of
.c,

the target groups specified for the product, there ,is :strong evidence of

need for training in the techniques of operations research as specified in
A -

Data Management & DeciSion Making. .Among students -in educational

administration, there is some evidence of perceived need but it is not

possible to generalize this to the entire Oopulation.

Field Test of Product

The field test of Data Management & Decision Making dealt with

three aspects of the summative evaluationaChievement, competitOrs and

side effects. As previously stated, owever, these concerns are

insufficiently precise for conducting an experimental inquirf into the,

effectiveness of the DM/DM materials. In the following.paragraphs the

evaluation questions will be refined so as to derive testable hypotheses
r -

for the field test.

The first aspect, achievement, has to do with whether or not the

.product is able to cause achievement with respect to the- goals of instruction.

If we define learning as a positive change in the level of goal attainment,

then the question becomes one of learning. Consequently, one of the questions

this.field test inventigates is whether or not the DM/DM materials cause

cogni,tive. learning. For, purposes of generating the experimental situation,

\thia question was phrased as:
-

"Do -the DM/DM materials cause a significant,--positiverchange from .

pretest to posttest on a questionnaire designed-to measure attitude

toward operations research in,eclucation?"
45



The second aspect of the field test; competitors, has tO do with :

comparing the DM/DM materials to possibl competitOrs in order to,
ascertain if tiler "do better" than , the ir competitors. We are therefore

interested in determining whether or not the DM/DM materials compare'.

.favorably with their competitors with respect to a: number of criteeta. In

this 'field test two particular criteria ,are of interest-:-cognitive learning and

attitude change. For the purposes of the field test these concerns are

phrased in the form of two questions:

and

"Are the statistically adjusted posttest scores on a test

designed io measure 'objective attainment for the DM/DM

materials significantly better than those of its competitors?",

"Are the sta:tistically adjusted posttest scores on the instrdment,
u. 3

designed to measure attitude toward operations research in

.= education for the DM/DM materials significantly better than

those of Lts competitors?"

The third and final aSpect with which this field test is concerned

is the question of sid effects. That is, the investigation is interested in

determining if there a e important outcomes of using the DM/DM materials.
f

which were not...planned for in the original description of the IntentS..4 the

materials. A subsidiary matter of concern in this area is a.comparison

between the important side effects of the DM/DM materials and its
4

compet itors .
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It is important to note that the questions as phrased above imply

that it is desired to evaluate the overall performance of the DM/DM

materials. This is not the case. Since the materials were originally

designed so that the instruction on each technique would be independent of

any other of the units of instruction except foi the introduction, it is

appropriate to focus on how each unit performs. Consequently this eValuation

is concerned with how each of the questions stated above is answered for

each of the units of instruction. "Introduction to Operations Research" is

not included since it is intended merely as an "advanced organizer" for the

four technique units. Therefore this evaluation will attemi3t to answer each

of the six evaluation questions stated in the previous paragraphs for each

of the four technique units--"PERT/CPM: A Planning and Analysis Tool,"

"Linear Programming," "Queueing Theory" and "Computer Simulation."

Design ofthe Field Test

In the following sections the sample and sampling procedures will

be described, the testing instraments will be depicted, the procedures

explained and the analyses delineated.

Sample. The sample for this field test was drawn from the

primary target poPulations of the DM/DM materials. It consisted of students

in educational administration courses in universities at the graduate level.'

Due to.the nature of postgraduate education in the field of education, the

sample included both practitiotlers of educational administration and full-time

students in educational administration. The sample was drawn by contacting

professdrs of educational administration at several universities around the

5



country and asking for their cooperation in this field test by making their

classes in educational administration available. This starch revealed four
A

such persons _who were willing to coOperate. Three of these were at. the

University of Iowa (UI) and one was at Northern Arizona Untversity (NAU).

These persons volunteered a total of six graduate classes for the field test.

Two of these classes were at NAU arid totaled 27 students: The other four

classes were at UI and totaled 75 students.

Table 5 reports a number of characteristics of the sample which

are considered relevant for this field test. At both schools the predominpnt

Table 5

Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample Used in the Field Test
of Data Management and Decision Making

sd'HOOL
NATI IJI

Posit ion
Student 2 20

Teacher 7 28

Administrator 1 14

Other 3

No Response 11 10

1)e ffree
Bachelors 7 20

'Masters 15 41

Doct orate 1

No Response 11 11

Admini. ritive
Expt:!ience.

. 0 15 34

175 years 1 13

6-10 years' 6

11-15 years 7

16 + 3

No Response 11 12
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number of respondents were eithef students or teachers. While .there

was only one practitioner at NAU, there were 14 at UI, a reasonable

number considering that the courses were in the fall term. Most of the

degrees held were either Bachelors-or Masters with a very few Doctorates.
---

The predominant years of experience in administration was zero for both

schools. At UI approximately one-third of-the subjects had some

administrative experience ranging from 6 to 16 years. From this infor-
.
mation it would appear that the subjects sampled met the specifications

for the target groups for the materials in that they are generally either
-students or administrators returning for further education generally at the

graduate level,, thou h there is a predominance of potential over practicing

administrators.

Instruments. Ten instruments were designed for this field test.

They were intended to measure both the cqgnitive and laffective outcomes

of the products and their competitors. Eight of those were cognitive learn'

instruMents constnibted in four subject-matter pairs. Each pair was use

to measure cognitive learning with respect to one of the four operations

research techniques--PERT, linear programming, queueing theory and

computer simulation: The purpose of 'constructing the instruments in pairs

was to provide parallel forms ,for use fn a pretest-posttest situation. Each

form in the pair of instruments was const7ucted so.that each item

corresponded to an instructional objective for the unit concerned with a

particular technique. thus in each instrument-pair\there were two items

r each instructional o tive--,one on one form of the instrument and one
\

on the other. All instrument-pairs .were evaluated during\ the pilot test of
49
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the materials. They were found to be generally acceptable according

to some heuristic criteria for objective-referenced tests. _ Before the field

test, however, some item pairs were revised to correct for deficiencies

discovered in the pilot testing. After the completion of the field testing,

internal consistency reliability coefficients . were calculated for each of the

forms in each of the instrument pairs. Since the item scores were variable

rather-than dichotomous, the Kuder-Richardson Formulas were not appropriate.

In this case, the. measure of internal consistency was that for the reliability

of a composite test--Coefficient Alpha (Lord and Novick, 1968). It should

be noted that, this is not the true internal consistency reliability of the test,

but rather a lower bound on that reliability. These reliability coefficients

are reported for both the pretest and Posttest in each of the. following

instrument descriptions.
/

/
/

1. PERT: The Pair of instruments designed to measure the

content lea from the unit on PERT consisted of 18

item pairs keyed Co the instructional objectives for this

unit aslisted in AppIndix A: These pairs were split

as described into a pretest and a posttest form with_a

total Of 34 points on each. These forms took approximately

45 minutes to complete eaGh. The lower bound of their

internal consistency reliability as expressed by Coefficient

AlPha was. .24 for pretest and .65 for the posttest.
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9. Linear programming: The pair of instruments designed to

measure the content learned from the unit on linear

programming consisted of 16 item pairs keyed to the

instructional objectives for this unit as listed in AppendLx A.

These pairs were split as described into a pretest and a

posttest foi:m with a total of 30 points on each. Each form

took aPproximately 35 minutes to.complete. The lower bound of

of their internal consistency reliability as expressed by

, Coefficient Alpha was .63 for the pretest and .66 for the

posttest.

3. Queueing theory: The pair of instruments designed Co measure

the content learned from the unit on queueing theory consisted
.1

of 17 itern pairs keyed to the instructional objectives for this

dt,

unit as listed in Appendix A. These pairs were split as

described into a pretest and a posttest form with a total

30 points onimach. These forms each took approximately

35 minutes to complete. The'lower bound bf their internal

consistency reliability as expressed by Coefficient Alpha

was .60 for the pretest and .71 for the posttest.

4. Computer simulation: The pair of instruments designed

to measure the content learned from the unit on computer

simulation consisted of 16 item pairs keyed to the

insiructional objectives for this unit as, listed in AppendLx A.
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These pairs were split as described into a pretest and

posttest form with a total of 34 points on each. Each

form took approximately 40 minutes to Complete. The

lower bound of their internal consistency reliabilities as

expressed by Coefficient Alpha was .62 for the pretest

and .72 for the posttest.

Each of these instruments was scored in_two ways. The first

score reflected achievement on the entire set of cognitive objectives for

each DM/DM unit, and was the total points scored on ,the teSt. Tht sCore

was known as the Full Cognitive Test Score. In order to make a more

rigorous comparison between the DM/DM materials and their competitors,

an additional score was calculated. This score was determined by adding

up the scores on items which reflected objectives in common for the two

sets of materials. This score was called the Common Objectives Score.

Both these Irgres were then used to compare the *two sets of materials.

The two affective Measurement instruments were designed to'

measure attitude toward using operations research in education and toward

using the developed products as a learning tool, 'and feelings about the

structure within which the materials lere used. A copy of each of these

instruments May be found in Appendix B. The first of these. instruments,
'Illi

'\:0Questionnaire 2a, was used to measure attitudes oth before and after the

products were used. This questionnaire conSisted of 18 statements with

five point Likert scales of agreement. The first 10 of these items were 4

designed to measure participants' attieudes toward using operations research
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in education. The measure of the attitude was the average response on

the 10 items by each individual. The last eight items dealt with attitudes

concerning the materials studied. In using this questionnaire as a pretest

of attitudes the students were instructed to ignore the last eight itemS. ,When

the questionnaire was used as a posttest, the students were aSked t respond

to all items. The internal consistency reliability of the first 10 i ems of the

questionnaire was evaluated by means of Coefficient Alpha. For the pretest

the lower bound of the internal consistency reliability (Coefficient Alpha was

.81. This was judged as acceptable. No attempt was made to evaluate the
-

reliability of the last eight items since each item was interpreted individually.
,The other instrument designed to determine attitudes related to the

use of these materials was Questionnaire 3 which may be found in Appendix B.
)

This questionnaire collected the descriptive data given in the Sample section

and asked several free response questions about the materi as. These

questions conFerned the students feelings about the manner in which they

studied the matc;rials, dffficulties in 'using the computer, the best and worst

things about the units they studied, possible improvements, specific criticisms,

their recommendation to others conberning these materials, and their overall

reaction to the materials.

It is important to note in judging the quality of these_ingruments_wrth

respect to reliability that several factors may have contributed to the rather

low values. Accurate estimates of reliability of this type are dependent on

two factors. The items must be approximately homogeneous and the size of

the _sample must be fairly trge in order to obtain a "good" estimate of Ow
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internal consistency reliability by means of Coefficient Alpha. The validity

of both of these assumptions is in, doubt, for this field test. The objectives

for the materials specified a number of different pieces of knowledge and

several skills, all of which are not necessarily closely related, Thus, the

items may lack homogeneity in that they attempt-to measure different things.

Second, the group sizes used to determine the reliability were rather small

(ail less than 30 Ss). The effect of the violation of these two assumptions is

that the lower bound of the reliability is generally underestimated. As

result all lower bounds on the rcliabilty of the instruments used may be

underestimated.

In the next section the uses to which these instrurr .its were put will

be described.

Procedures

Th irst step of the procedures for this field test was the

identification and selection of the competitors against which the products

were to be compared. The first attempt at this involved a search for a

te product which could compete directly with DM/DM in the educational,

marketplace. This attempt'resulted in nothing directly comparable to the

DM/DM materials in a single entity. The search then sbEfted to a second

incus--locating competitor materials for each of-the four operations research

techniques units. . In this second phase of the search, materials were sought

Which possessed evidence of empiric'al validabion and which were parallel in

content to the 1DM/I)M units) The search was unable' to discover any

materials which met either of these criteria. There were no units of
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instruction concerned with the four tertniques of operations research which

were empirically validated. In addition, there were no materials which

included both a discussion of the operations research techniques and

emphasis on using them as computer-based problem solving tools.. The

search did reveal, however, a number of units of instruction that did

speak to a subset of the instructional goals specified for the DM/DM materials.

PERT and/or CPM has been a popular instructional subject in many

fields of manageratnt for about the last ten years. This popularity hai

resulted in a profusion of, tests and instructional materials on the subject.

However, without egception, they maintain an abstract or general business

-emphasis. Problem examples are generally concerned with demonstrating

the application of PERTor CPM to general management tasks or typical

business projects.. Nowhere was-there any evidence of concern with problemq,--

characteristic of educational administration. Thus, it was not possible to

select a competitor that was concerned with problem solving in educational

administration. The best that could be done was to select an acceptable

general test concerned with PERT and/or CPM.

The competitor selected aS being the best treatment of the subject

within the stated resirictions was A Programmed Introduction to PERT (1967).
.

This particular text was chbsen for several reasons. First, being programmed
tr

instruction, it was intended to be largely self-instructiOnal as was the DM/DM

unit on PERT. The basic objectives concerning the technique were

essentially the same as those expressed fbr"PERT/CPM". The teXt was

fairly short and was estimated to- take the same amount of instructional time
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as "PERTICPM." nd finally, this text was not heavily business oriented.
(

For purposes of the field iesting the text was modified slightly in that a(
section concerning probability calculations using PERT was deleted. This

was done sirce research dealing with PERT has revealed that these

calculations are quite often spurious ang useless (Cook, 1968).

There are also a number of texts which deal with linear programming;

hOwever, most of ihese are written at a very sophisticated level and are often

heavily mathematical. Most have been written either by econometricians or

mathematicians with the intent of communicating the mathematics of the

techniques rather than its uses. Only a very small number of texts deal

with applying linear programming to practical problems, and even fewer with

applications of linear programming in education.

The competitor selected as being' the best treatment of the subject

within the stated restrictions was Making Reliable Decisions with Linear

progammis (1968), published by the American Management Asgociation.

This text was also chosen because L., was a programmed text and therefore

highly self-instructional. It' covered the same basic topics as "Linear

Programming" including the basic terminology,- model formulation, meaning

of solutions, and interpretation_of the results of af linear programming analysis.

In addition, it had a section on using the computer as a tool in linear

programming, but there was no "hands-on" experience included. One

modification was made in the materials. A section on the mathematical

technique of the simplex method was deleted. This was done' since it was

determined that it was not relevant to the important goals of instruction
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in linear programtning. With this deletion, it was estimated that the

materials would take as long to work through as -Linear Programming."

The number of instructional materials available in queueing theory

proved to be quite small. Most information existed in the form of journal

articles rather than texts. Of the few that were available, most were

matheniatically oriented mud highly complex. In addition, almost none

attempted to demonstrate any practical applications of the technique and

even fewer applied the technique to educational administration.

The instructional material selected as being the best treatment of

the subject within the stated restrictions was the queueing theory chapter
>

-from Educational Decision-Making Through Operations Research, anDusseldorp

et al., 1971). It was chosen as the competitor to "Queueing Theory for

two reasons. First, it is, to the best knowledge of the evaluator, the only

non-technical treatment of queueingtheory presently available. Second, it

attempts to deal with queueing theory applied to educational administration.

Since it was a chapter from a text, it was not designed to be largely self-

instructional in the manner of the. JDM/DM materials. Also,- since it was

only about 13 pages long, it did not take the samEi time to complete as the

"Queueing Theoiy" unit. It was selected, however, since it seemed to be

the only exiAing competitor of any similarity.
-

The field to choose from in selecting a competitor for "Computer

Simulation," also appeared at first to be fairly. large. A closer examination

of the aliailable texts ,revealed, however, thaf the number of directly relevant

texts was quite small. Most of the available texts dealt with constructing

simulations of specific 'systems rather than using existing simulations.
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In addition, most of these texts were either oriented toward deriving math-

ematical equations for portraying a system oi constructing systems for

bUsiness applications., No available text dealt with using simulations in

educational administration or involved direct experience with the coblputer.

The competitor selected as being the best treatment of the subject

within the stated restrictions was 'a set of chapters from A- Primer on

Simulation and Gaming, by Barton (1970). While this text,did not deal with

examples -ofcomputer simulations that educators could use in administration,

it did discuss some of the terminology of computer simulations and described

the different types of simulations that did exist and examples of each. The

discussion was 'essentially non-technical and non-mathematical as was

appropriate for the target audiences and it appeared to fit the same ilme

frame as -"Computer Simulation."

The four sets f materials described above were chosen as the

materials with which DM/DM units would be compared. No competitor

was chosen for "Operations Research in Education" since the primary intent

of this unit was to serve as an advanced organizer for the other units rather

than as a primary instructional unit. None of these competitors weie perfect

fits with the DM/DM materials, especially since none included hands-on

computer experience;,however, they appeared to have enough objectives in

common to warrent their use as standards against which to judge the

Data Nanagement & Decision Making units.

After the Critical covetitors were selected, the experimental

treatments were specified. The particular combinations were determined in
.

part by the number of subjeCts that were available. Calculations of power
58
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(cf. Cohen, 1969) revealed that a group size of approximately 30 subjects

would be needed in order for a st)atistical comparison between two treatment
,

groups to have sufficient power/4o detect moderate treatment effects. Singe

one major purpose of the *field test is to compare the DM/DM materials

against their competitors, it wouid first appear th:tt eight groups would be,.

needed with about 30 students each, or 240 students. Since it was also

important to keep time to a minimum (all classes were volunteer classes

taking tinae out of their regular classwork), the size of the treatment must

6e kept as small as possible. One possible compromise in this situation is

for each student to study more than. one unit of instruction. The compronaise

made for the purpose of this field test was that moSt students would study

two -booklets. For reasons of scheduling and lack of access to computers,

this was not true for all groups.

In designing the experiment it was also necessary to control for.
. .

two sources of bias. One source of bias was the possible effects due to

different instructors. This was controlled in two ways. First, for purposes'

of.assigunent" to treatment, all the NAU 'classes and almost all a the 1.1

classes were combined into single groups. Then students within each of

these groups were a ssigned randomly to a set of treatment conditions. The ,

exception was one class at UI which was an extension class and had no access

to computers. Therefore, it was necessary to assign them-all to a competitor

condition. The other method by which instructor-effect was controlled was by

instructions tootte professors. They were asked tO keep their interaction

with the students concerning these materials tO an absolute rniniminn--
,

answering' only procedural.queStions.- In this way, the effect of.teaching style
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answering only procedural questions. In this way, the effect of teaching

style was reduced if not minimized.

The other source of bias lay tn the possible interactions of the

materials studied where students studied more than one unit. To control

this source two methods were used. First, it was decided that to control

for interactions among the DM/DM materials and among the competitor

materials, no student should study two of each. That is, within the DM/DM

'units and within competitor materials, interactions were to be precluded.

This left only competitor DM/DM interactions, which it was not possible to

control completely. Since it was net completely possible to control for this

interaction, itt- effects were tested to determine if they actually existed.

First DM/DM units were randomly paired vrith coMpetitor units. Then' mOst

a the treatments were defined by using both possible Sequences of these pairs.

Due to the problem with the extension class, however, this was not possible

for all materials. 7he "Computer Simulation'. unit and the competitor for

queueing theory were assigned alone to groups. The resulting eight treatments

for this desIgn are given .in Table 6.
k

The procedure' for administering these trealments titnisisted of the

following steps. These steps were spread over tAo contiguous class sessions

at NAU and three contiguous class sessions at UI. At the beginning of the
Pt,

first class each instructor briefly explained what the students were going to do,,
6

descr*d the natlire of the field test and assured the students thvt their,

perf6rmance on the tests thex.were about to take w6u1d remaih anonymous

and have no' effecit on thair Arnde in the course. They them distributed a,
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Table 6

Treatment Groups for the Field Test of DIVI/DM

.

Group .No. University1 Treatment 12
,

Treatment 2 'N

.1a UI PERT/CPM CSC' 9 (10)
.

'. lb UI CSC PERT/CPM 8 (10)'
2a UI LP PC 7 (10)
2b UI -PC LP 8 (10)
3a NAU QT LPC 8 (13)
31) NAU LPC QT 8 (14)
1 III CS

.

.
14 (16)

5 UI QTC '13 (17)
- ,

UI - University of Iowa, NAU - North,ern Arizona University

PERT/CPM.- PERT/CPM: A Planning and Analysis Tool
PC 7 PEBT/CPM Competitor
LP 7 Linear 'Programming
LPC Linear PrograMming Competitor
QT - Queueing Theory'
QTC 7 Queueing, Theory Competitor
CS - Computer-Simulation .
CSC 7 Computer Simulation CoMpetitor

.'".-



packet containing the attitude questionnaire, pret'ests over the unit(s).

assigned to the student (these were in the same order as he was to study

the booklets if he was assigned more than one), and the assigned units.

Students were asked to first complete the questionnaire an.d then complete

the pretests in the order that they were .. the packet. Thg students wre

instructed to answer only those questions for which they Isnew the answer and

to avoid guessing.

The students were then instructed to begin studying the first unit that

they found in their packet. That is, they were instructed to reacrthe raaterials,,

work the exercises as they came to them, and interact with the computer at

the specified points if they were studying a DM/DM unit. They were also given

explicit instructions to work through the units they had in the order that they

appeared in the packet, and they were informed that the instructors were to

help only with procedural questions such as how to use the computer terminal.

The posttesting sessions differed for the NAU and UI groups and-also

within the UI groups. At NAU, at the beginning of the secox< class session,

each student received a packet of tests corresponding to the units he studied.

The studdnt was instru5ed to first complete the test over the first unit he

studied and then to complete the s dnd test. Again, students Were asked

only to complete those items 'for which they knew the answers. After

completing the cognitive tests, students were asked to complete the full

attitude questionnaire. Finally, they were asked to complete a Questionnaire 3

for edach of the units that they studied. The two single treatment groUps' at

UI (groups 4 and 5) went through a similar procedure .except that tkere were
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no second forms of the cognitive instruments and Questionnaire 3. The
./

six groups at 1.3I (la thfough 3b) who had two units folloWed essenti7ally
7

tire same procedure except that there was a two-week lapse betWeen the

two testing sessions. As a fir6I step in the procedure ail/instruCtors

"'ere interviewed- after the conclusion of the testing to obtain their impressions

of the materials and how ithey worked.

Analyses

In order ,to check if the sequence of materials"had anyeffect on

either cognitive learning or attitudes, it was necessary tescompare the

, pretest scores, the posttest scores, and posttest attituje..97-betWeen -the members

of each pair of groups. Thus, these scores were compared beiween groups la

and lb, 2a and 215 and 3a and 3b. These group differences were statistically

tested by raeah of a t-test.
-

To determine if cognitive gains were caused either by the DM/DM

materid-SC; the competitors, it was necessary to compare the pretest and

posttest performance on the cognitive instrumen6aairs for each of the unit. ,

In the event that the sequence effect was significank, this test would have to'be
t,

carried out for each- of the groups that received two units; however, if the

sequence effect proved not to be significant, each of the pairs of groups that

studied the same materials could be combined. The statistical procedure for

testing these gains was a 'correlated -t-test on the gains from pretest to

posttest for each of the grouPs. Attitude' change was to be tested by the same

method for each group.
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The final analysis had to do with comparing the performance of the

DM/DM)units against their, competitors with respect to cognitive learning

and attitude change. This was accomplished by using an analysis of

covariance with one faCtor and two levels of treatment corresponding to a .

DM/DM unit and it's competitor, for each unit. The covariate used was the

pretest score on the appropriate insirtifnent.

Results of the-Tield Test

Means and standard deviations for each of the subgroups for each of

the instruments used in the field testing for each testing session are given'

in Table 7, with the exception of the results from Questionnaire 3. Since

these figures do not relate directly to the evaluation questions even though

they form the basis of the data, they will not be discussed here.

In order to determine the structure of further analyises, it was first

necessary to analyze the sequence effects for the materials. The means,

standard deviations and t-tests between the groups with the different orders of

Traterials are given in Table 8. This table compares the -,cores on tests

concerning a particular unit when that unit is studied first or second.

These means and t-tests are given for the pretest and posttest cognitive

instruments, the subset of common objectives both pre- and post, and the

attitude posttest. It is evident' from the table that there was nodifference in

-performance which depended on the order of unit studied for any of the measures

used in the field test for any of the groups. Thus, it would appear to be true

that the order, of study of the units does not affect the subsequent.performance

on instruments designed to measure either cognitive dearning or attitude change.
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Table 7

Means ar.d Standard De'viations for Each Treatment Group .
in DM/DM Field Tesi;

Group1

a lb 2a 2b, 3b 4 5

ArrrruDE
Pretc,71

X
SD

Posttest

SD.

Materials Posttest

SD

COGNITIVE-
Operations Researcb

Pretest

7
.510:

Posttest

1Z

SD
Treatment 1

Pretest

Full Cognitive

2.25

.20

2.11

.34

2.65

.54

5.10

1.52

18.10

5.88

(nTrr/
cm)

2.40

.74

2.05
.53

2.38
.8O

4.7Q

3.77

21.13
3.23

(csc)

2.58

.15

2r01

.68

2.98

.61

6.22

4.60

16.80,

5.39

(LP)

1.86

.47

1.88

.54

2.54

.74

3.56.

2.40

17.50

6.06

(PC)

...roc'
2.27

..64:-.
. ,..-

2.1.4

.41

2.24

.55

6.73

4.24

7.10

5.88

.

OM

2.09

.50

1.92

.51

1.89

.51-

5.85

3.46

13.22

2.73

(LPC)

2.23

.41

2.13

.47

2.49

.48

3.69

1.39

14.87

6.50,

(CS)

2.18

.59

1.96

.28

2.60

'.36

5,50

2.42

18.00

5.20

(Q7T)

2.50 11,10 3.89 4.11 10.82 5.38 11.88 9.44

so 1.96 6.90 4.2A 0 2.09 6.66 2.93 499 6.99

Common Objectives

7 2.50 3.00 3.89 - 3.78 6.36 -1 5.31 2.75 5.69

SD 1.96 .94 4.28 1.92 , 3.83 2.84 1.39 3.65

Posttest

Full Cognitive

3? 19.90 15.38 10.30 15.10 17.70 11.44 21.07 17.93

SD 791 -6.46 5.81 7.72 9_67 3.28 5.94 6.83

Conumon Objectivesl

5? 18.20 5.25 9.50 14:30 10.50 10.11 6.64 11.50

SD 7.47 1,49 .4:97 7.35 5.99 2.76 2.53 3.32
Treatment 2 ,

Pretest

Full Cognitive (PERT/
.

(csc) CP/4) (PC) (Lp) (LPC) (QT)
13.30 4.20 2.00 4'.67 6.64 . 7.00

SD 6.02 2.97 1.51 1.58 5.66 3.11

Common Objecliives

3E 2.40

,

4.00 2.00 4.67 6 19 5.65

Sn 1.65 3.06 1.51 1.58 5.03 2.19

'Posttest '

Full Cognitive

15.80 16.75 9.80 16.10 8.30 23.11

SD 7.91 2.19 7.27 7.14 5.72 1.48

Common Objectives

5.00 15.13 9.50 13.70 7.50 13."8

SD 1:56 2.10 6.98 5.14 4.86 1.56

See Table G for descriptions of these groups.
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Table 8

Means and Significance Tests Between Sequences of Booklets for
Three Groups w ith Mult [pie Booklets

Group 1
PERT/CPM and CSC

r Group 2
LP and PC

Group 3
QT and LPC

PtRT7CPM i CSC LP -1 PC QT LPC

Fuil Cognitive
Pretest

7 "%mot

Ca2: 2.50 13.30 3.89 2.00 10.82 6.64

Xb 4.20 11.10 4.67 4.11 7.00 5.38 .

. .' -1,51 .76 -. 51 -2.36 . 1.85 . 70

d.f. 18,00 18.00 16.00 ''-- 15.00 22.00 22.00

Posttes!,
. -

....Xa 19.90 15.80 10.30 9.80 17.70 8.30

Xb 16'.75 15.38 16.10 % 15.10 23.11 11.44

t 1.09 .13 -1.99 -1,58 -1.66 -1,44

, cl.f. 16.00 1 t',. 00 18.00 18.00 17.00 17.00

.

Common Objectives
r.

1

Pretfit
,

Ica 2,50 2.40 3.89 2.00 6.36 6:.09 .

Xb
t

4.00
-1.31

3.00
-1.00

4.67
-.51 $

3.78
-2.10

t 5.85
.41

5.31
.48

d.f. 18.00 18.00 . 16.00 15.00 22.00 22.00

/ Posttest
.

Xa 18.20

,

5.00 9.50
,

9.50
'..

c"-----10-.50 -j 7.50
1

Xb 15.13 5.25 . . 13.70 14.30 13,78 10.11

t 1,12 -.34 - -1.86 -1.50 -1.59 -1.42

d.f. 16.00 16.00 18.00 18.00 17.00 17:00

.._

1

, Attitude
Posttest

,... 2.11 2.31 2.14

Kb
2.05 1.88 1.92

t . 28 1.57 1.04 .

. d. f. 15.00 18.,00 17.00
I
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Therefore, the combination of groups la and lb, 2a and 2b and 3a and 3b

is justified for purposes of furthft analysis.

'With the question of sequence effect no longer of concern, we may

proceed to the results concerning the evaluation questions. The first has to

do with whether or not the DM/DM materials caused learning with respect

to the cognitive objectives. Of . subsidiary interest are the s imilar figures

for the competitor materials., table 9 contains these figures. This table --

presents the mean and standard deviation of the gain from pretest to posttest

and the correlated t-test for .each of the operations research techniques for

both the DM/DM materials and their competitors on both the full cognitive

instruments and the subsets of common objectives. It is immediately evident

. Table 9

Mean pains on Instruments Designed to Measure Achievement
of Cognitive Objectives for the DM/DM and Competitors Materials

I.

. DM/DM Competitor

X SD
D t d.f. SD -'

D t d.f.

PERT/CPM 1.
Full Cognitive 15.17 7.08 9.0944 17 10.29 7.94 534* 16
Common Objectives 13.50 6.83 8.39* 17 9.88 7.67 5.31* 16

Linear Programming . .

Full Cognitive 8.83 7.02 534* 17 4.25 4.58 3.71* -15
Common Objectives 7.17 5.25 5.79* 17 3.25 3.84 339* 15

. )
Queueing Theory,

Full Cognitive 11.81 7.98 5.92* 15 7.62 4.70 5.73* 12
Common Objectives 6.69 4.08 6.56* 15 5.46 3% 28 6.130* 12

Computer Simulation .

Full Cognit Iva 8.21 6.55 4.69* 13 2. d3 6.41 -1.88 17

Common Objecti4s 3.93 2.37 , 6.21* 13 2.39 2.00 5.06* 17

. 05
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that all gains are pOsitive .and that all are significant at the .05 level, with one

exception. Under the comPuter simulation competitor condition, the gain on

the full cognitive instrurnent was not significant. Since all the gains are

positive and almogt all of -them signifibant, it is evident 'that both the DM/DM

materials and their competitors caused statistically significant increases in

performance from pretest to posttest for the cognitive instruments. The

mean gains for the DM/DM units ranged from 8 to 15 points from pretest

to posttest. This is .a gain of 24% to 45% of the points on the tests. By

contrast, the competitor gains represented gains of from 8% to 30% of the

points on the test.

The other part of the achievement. question- had to do with attitude

change as a result of using these materials. Unfortunately, a lack of

foresight in designing the testing situation lead to an inability to determine

these results from the field test. It was originally hypothesized by- the

evaluator that the primary attitude change would be effected primarily by

the first unit that a treatment group studied, and thus attitude changes

could be estimated, if not identified exactly. Also, since the DM/DM units

evidenced a greater concern for educational problems than their competitors,

it was hypothesized that these units should caurs,le a greater change in attitude

toward operations research in education than their competitors. Evidence
_

to support these hypotheses should come from the coMparison between

treatment sequences on -the attitude posttest score-. If these hypotheses are

true, 4the groups studying the DM/DM units first should demonstrate more

positive attitudes toward operations research in education than those groups
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that studied the competitors first. The evidence from Table 8 does not

support these hypotheses. Them were no significant differences between

the groups using different sequences of the materials on the posttest attitude

score. Consequently, it Is not possible to attribute any atkitude to a single

unit within any of the six groups that studied more than one unit. The only

two 'treatments for which this information is avail are "Computer ISimulatioh"

in the DM/DM materials 'and the queueing theory competitor. The mean

attitude change for the group using "Computer Simulation" was not significant

(mean = -.12; S.D. = .47, t = -.96, d.f. = 12).

Despite the fact that it was impossible to derive information from the

field test concerning attitude Change caused by most of the materials, It is

not impossMe to obtain information concerning this evaluation. question.

The pilot test can provide some evidence concerning attitude change Caused

which occurred concurrently with the use of the DM/DM materials. Table 10

summarizes this information. Due t, the scoring procedure for the attitude

Table 10

Mean Attitude Change Concerning Qperations Research in Education
from Pilot Testing of Prototype Version

DM/DM Unit N X D S. D 'D t

PER T/CPM 12 -.60 . 86 -2. 40*

T.,Linear
Programming 10 -.41 . 73 -1. 78

,

Queueing
Theo-7. 12 -.26 . 93 ... 96

Computer
Simulation 22 -. 67 . 81 -3. 94 ,
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instrument a negative gain indicates a positive change in attitude. In the

pilot only two of the four DM/DM units caused a significant change in

attitude--"PERT/CPM" and "ComPuter Simulation." This evidence is a

bit contradictory, however, since in the field test "Computer Simulation"

was not associated with a significant change in attitUde. It would appear

that the available evidence does not provide a great deal of support for the

hypothesis that the DM/DM materials change attitudes; however, some

additional information may be gained by examining the mean attitude scores.

(See Table 7.) The mean attitude scores of all groups on the pretest ranged

from 2.09 to 2.58 indicating that before the students studied the materials they

generally had a positive attitude toward using operations 'research techniques

in educational administration (where 1 is strongly agree, 3 is neutral and 5

is strongly disagree). The posttest attitude scores ranged from 2.31 to 1.88

which wotild seem to.indicate a slightly more positive attitude, though not
.1)

These mean scores indicate, however, that

attitudes toward the use of operations research. In

It may be important to note the fact, therefore,

sipificantly so in any case.

students still beld positive

educational administration.

that students still were positive about operations research techniques after

using the materials.

The final statistically tested question in this field study was concerned .

with comparing the DM/TDM units with their competitors, both with respect

to cognitive and affective outcomes. For the reasons stated previously, no

information was derivable from the field test about the relaiive changes in

attitude as a result of using either a DM/DM unit or its competitor; .however,

70
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considerable information was derivable concerning cognitive learning.

The first step in analyzing this data was to perform analyses of covariance

comparing each DM/DM unit-with. its competitor with respect Co performance

on the cognitive Lastruments. Table 11 on the next page summarizes zhese

analyses. This table presents analyses both of. the Scores on the full

cognitive instrument and qn the subset of common objectives sfor each of the

operations research techniques. There were significant differences between

the competitdr and DM/DM groups for PERT, linear programming, and

computer simulation; however, the pattern of significant differences was not

consistent. For "PERT/CPM" and its competItor, the difference between
. _

the full cognitive scores was significant_ while the difference fpr_common

objectives was not. For "Linear Programming" and its competitol..the

opposite was true. Finally,- for "Coniputer Simulatidnb and its competitor,

both differences were significant.

The meaning of these significant differences can be more clearly

understood by considering the adjusted posttest scores for each of the

experimental conditions. .Table 12 contains these means along zith a -

summary of the analyses of coariance. The fizst thing that is evident

from this table is that in no case does the adjusted mean posttest score

for the competitor exceed the comparable mean for the DM/DM unit.

Thus, all of, the significant differences favor the DM/DM units.

This analysis of the .adjusted pbsttest scores for the DM/DM units

versus their competitors completes the analyses. In the next section, these

results will be examined and interpreted in the light of the eyaluation

questions and the conditions of the field test.
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:Table 11

. Analyses of Covariance on Cognitive Measures for DM/DM
and ,Competitors

Source ' "Adjusted
SS,

Adjusted
MS

.

df F
.

,

PE RVC PM
Full Cognitive Treatment 2f5.97 225.97 1 4,35 p < . 05

Error 1662.61, 51.96 32
0,

Common Treatment 143.12 143.12 1 , 3.06 --
Objectives Errdr 1495.84 46.75/ 7, 32

.

5l,
'Linear rArograrara ingi / . 1

Full Cognitive Treatment 136.65 139.65 1 3.83 --
Error 1105.41 35.66 31

,,..

Common_ Treatment 98.42 98.42 1 4.75 p < . 05

Object Ives Error 642.87 20.74 31 ..

Queueing Theory .

Full Cogaitive Treatment 96.66 96.66 1 2.25
Error 1114.6 42.87 26

Common Treatment 8.98 -8.98 1 0.64
Object Ives Error 365.0 14.06 26

.

Computer Simulation
Full Cognitive

,
Treatment 231.17 231.17 1 6.38 p < 05

. Error 1051.41 36.26 . 29

Common
..

Treatment. 13.54 18.54 1 4.65 . p < . 05

Objectives Error 115.61 3.99 29
, .

8
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Table 12

Adjusted Posttest ScoreS on Cognitfte Instruments
for Dl\-1,/DM Units and Competitors

DM/DM
Adjusted
0 y

Competitor
Adjusted

7
d.f.

PEBT/CFM
Full Cognitive 18.59 13.41 4..35* 1, 32 ,,
'Common Objectives 16.86 ', 12.80 I 3.06 1, 32

. Linear Programming
Full Cognitive 13.55 9.45 3,83 '1, i't
Common Objectives 11.84 8.37 4,75* 1, 31

-6.
,

Queueing Theory
Full Cognitive 20.55 16.86 1, 26
Common Objectives 12.16 11.04 0.64 1, 26

. . .
i-----fr

Computer $pnulat:on 1
Pull CognftiVe 21.05 15.63 6.38- 1, 29
Common Objectives 6.64 5.11 4.65* 1, 29

e.05

Conelusions

Therynajor conclusionf of the field ,test will be disci.ssed and

interpreted in this section by evaluation questions, with the\ exception of the

questions c.f side effects of the materials. These si.de- effects will be discussed

in a Separate section of. the T-ecluical Report.

1.- Do the'DM/DM "m2terials cause significant increase frOm pretest

to posttest on tests desi d to measure the -attainment of instfructional

objectives?

Yes, for all DM/D.th units the gain from pretest td posttest -was--

statistically s ipificant. Moreover, these increases in performance. ranged

from 24% to 4570 of the points on the test. It appears, therefore, that studying,

"6.

,
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the DM/DM units results in increased attainment of the specific instructional

objectives for those units. Thus, we can conclude that learning is associated

with studying, the DM/DM units On operalions research in educational,

administration.

2 Do the DM/DM materials cause significant positive changes from _pretest

to posttest on a questionnaire designed to measure attitude toward operations

research in education?

The results are equivocal w,th respect to this evaluation question. The

available evidence indicates that the mat.rials changed attitudes toward using

operations research in only one case. This was for "'EAT/CPM" but it was

derived from information obtained in the pilot, test. All other available

information was either negative or contradictory. Thus, we must conclude

that, in general, using the DM/DM mate'rials did not _cause a significant

change in attitude towarO.Using operations research,in educational administration.

There is, however, some additirnal information that may account for this

resultthis is, that students responded quite positively on the pretest

attitude questionnaire, so that the studonts apparently entered the treatment
a

conditions a favor ible attitude rather than a negative or neutral

athtude. Due to the fact C.:at this waQ represented by a rating of 2 on a

scale in which 1 represented the most positive attitude, there was not a great

dealof latitude, to detect improvement in the attitude rating. Therefore, it

seems quite logical that there should be no significant improvement f-i attitude

as mesured by the questionnaire over tLe .period of the treatment. The best

8 :t
";".
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that wok can conclude is that the ro-t-2ria1s did nothing to discourage those who

used the .materials from their ori7inal positive attitude toward using operations

research in educatConal administration.

3. Are the statistically adjusted posttest scores on a test designed to measure

objectives aitainment for the DM/DM materials significantly better than those

of its competitors?

The results vary with the unit under consideration. The answer is yes

for "Computer Simulation." The answer is no for "Queueing Theory" and the

answer is equivocal for "PERT/CPM" and "Linear PrograMming." For

"Computer Simulation," those using the DM/DM unit performed better than

those using the competitor both on the full cognitive instrument and on the

subset of common objectives. This indicates that using "Computer Simulation"

caused more learning th1;11 the competitor regardless of whether or not the

items concerning the computer were taken into consideration. In the case of

-Linear Programming," the DM /DM unit caused better performance than. the

competitor on the set of common objectives but not on the full cognitive

instrument. This result appears rather unusual in light of the experimental

conditions for this particular set of units. Those conditions were that the UI
\

group which .studied "Linear Programming" had two weeks to work on \,two

units, while the NAU group 'which studied the competitor had only one week
--

to study the Same number of units. Thus, conditions independent of the

unit studied should logically have had some impact favor1t, the DM/DM

unit. Yet, this prOved true for only the common objectives. This, in turn,

also contraciiLts logic since inchision of items relating to the computer on

the full cognitive inst.rument wou...' argue that if there is any difference

8
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between the DAI/DM unit and its competiter, it should favor the DM/DM

unit on the full cognitive instrument. Thus, for "Linear Programming" it

muse be concluded that the results do not conform completely to

however, they do favo the DM/DM unit.

In the case of "PERT/CPM" the _results are much more logical.

Here the DM/IDM unit only caused better performance than the competitor

on the full cognitive instrument. This conforms with the logic stated in the

previous paragraph. From these results, it must be concluded MN. "PERT/CPM

causes better performance than the competitoi' only when objectives concerning

the computer are considered. When the more stringent criterion of common

objectives is applied, the DM/DM unit alid its competitor do equally well 'in

causing learning.

Finally in tht case of "Queueing Theory," the DM/DM unit did not

appear to perform any better than the competitor under any circumstances.

In this case, there may be mitigating circumstances which might have

affected the outcome. "Queueing Theory" was studied by NAU students who

had only one week to study two units, while its competitor was studied by

UI students who had one week to study only that unik Thus, it may be true

that the performance of the students using the DM/DM unit may have been

unduly negatively irifluenced by conditions of the particular treatment other

than the materials used. That is, the time available for study may have

had an important effect. Students who had less time to. study the unit

performed more poorly on the test. This, in turn, might account for the

fact that there were no significant differences between the two materials
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conditions. It should be noted, however, that under detrimental conditions,

the DM;DM unit performed no worse than its competitor. Th,:refore, the

conclusion must be that students who studied "Queueing Theory" performed

at least no worse than those studying its competitor, even under detrimental

conditions.

It is important to note that both the DM/DM units and their competibrs

caused learning which was statistically significant and so these conclusions

cannot be interpreted in the manner of deciding which materials worked and

which did not. Rather, they imply that in several. _ases the DM/DM unit:.

causc:d greater gqins in knowledge than did their competitors('

Summary

The following statement gene/ally summarize the conclusions of this

field test. The DM/DM.mP.terials as individual units did cause learning

with respect o using operations research..in educational administration;

however, they gen2rally did not cause a change in attitude toward using

operations research in edueational administration because this attitude on the

nart of the participants was already Auite favorable. In F-mme tik

DM:DM units caused greater learning with respect to the instructional,

objectives of the DM/DM materials than did their competitors. In those

cases where this was not true, the DM/DM materials caused performance

at least as good as their competitors. Thus, the DM/DM materials do

cause learning/and they sometimes do better, and always no worse, than

their likely competitors in the educational marketplace.

8 6
\
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Side 'Effects of DM/DM Materials

All educational products Cause outcomes that are neither expected nor

planned for by the developers of that product. That is, all such products

have side effects. An important part of the evaluation of an educational

product is the identification of these side effects, Fcr- in order to make an

effective decision, Ow decision maker must be a, Ind able to evaluate

all the outcomes of his or her decision alternatives.., The purpose of tills

section of the suminative evaluatio- is to identify the side effects associated

with Data Management & Decision Making. It is, however, not sufficicnt to

merely identify the' associated side efferts:_.,, In order to determine the worth

of the side effects, it is necessary to determine if these side effects are

,unique to- the materials and if these side effects make the materials more
-

'worthwhile than their competitors. Consequently, thiS section will also be

concern-ed with how the side effects of the DM/DM matcria1s compare with

those of its competitors. Tn this section, then, the side effects associated
...-

with the DM:D?1 rnal,-rials and their (:ornnetitors will be enumerated and_

these will be compared in _order to establish thei.relative value of the two

sets of product::- in terms of the side effects they produce.

The.process et identifying side effects of an educational product is

oflaen facilitated by The attempt to anticipate possibilitres that may occur.

In the case of the DM/ Di\Nmateria18, a number of side effects were

considered possible. 'Mese were anticipatod to be concerne primarily

with attitudes i-rf two areascompute.7s and operat ions rt. :::arch in educcAnal

administration. The folloing list presents- thei; :.:..pated side effects.
' .
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1. Increased awareness of the utility of computers

2. Increased confidence in dealing with computers and eomputer

personnel

3. Increased desire to use the computer as a problem solving tool

4. More negative attitude toward computers due to trouble with

using the terminal

5. More -negative attitude toward spec:ic techniques due to complicated

mathematics

6. Negative attitude toward operations research in educational

administration due to the concentrated study required

7. Improved 'problem solving by school qaministrators

8. More group problem 'solving usirg opel-ations research techniques

9. Higher incidence of use of operations research techniques in

problem solving in educational administration
I.

10. More widespread use of operations resealch as a course topic in

educati nai adiiinistration classes at the university level

11. Lack of motivation Cue to no perceived Ulm .diate use of the

techniques

With this list serving as a starting,point, the attempt was made during'

the field test to determine if these si(:c effects in fact existed and if this list

w,as complete.
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Procedures

The collection of the data concerning side effects of both the

DM DM materials and their competitors took place during the field test of

the materials. Due to time restrictions involved in the development and

evaluation contract, only time during and immediately after the test was

zed for this data collection. Hence, it I.va8 not possible to ,,11ect data

on all the anticipated side effects of the materials and there may be side.

effects of the materials that were not observed. Only short-term side

effects could be observed and no data was available concerning long-terra

effects.

In order to detect short-term side effects, observations were made

during the field test, using two separate methods. These were self-report

by the students and post-session interviews of the instructors who lead the

groups. Student self-reports were collected by means of Questionnaire 3

(see page 53 for a descriptioM-7specifically from responses to questions

designed to3,determine if subjects would recommend the materials they

studied to others, what they felt were the best and worst things about the

materials, and their overall reaction to the units they studied. Since the

evaluator was not able to be on site, approximately one month after the

conclusion cf the treatments, the instructors who lead the groups were

interviewed concerning their observations.of the field test and were specifically

questioned on 3 ide effects they noticed. In the following s:?.ction the results

ef these procedures will be summari:,ed.
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Observed Side Effects

This section be divided into two parts. The first part will

report the results !..1-athered from Questionnaire 3 and the second part will

deal with the instructors' observations.

Student Self-Rep.ort. These results are a summary of the responses

made by the students to Questionnaire 3. For purposes of repor:ing, these

results will be reported by operations research technique.

The respenses for PERT indicated that 60% of those students studying
,-

-PERT/CPM" would recommend the unit to others while the same percentage

of those studying the competitOr would recommend that 'booklet. There were
A

no negative responses for "PERT/C PM " and two or 10% for the competitor.

The rest ot the students gave no response. .3'e data gathered from the other

items un Questionnaire 3 revealed very few side effects, from a small number

-of total. responses. Those responses dealing with "PERT/CPM" indicated that

the main side effect concerned the computer. Various stn ts reported the

computer as being motivating, an exciting learning experience and the best

thing about the materials. Vlrious students wing the competitor materials

reported that they "got some great ideas on uletihóds of solving problems ina r--
back home situation," and that this technique would not be much good at

school principal level.

The r.:tudents that studied "Linear Ptogramming" indicated that 55% of

them would recommend the UT, it to. others while 15% would not. For thet I.

competitor, would recommend it while' .vould not. Remaining percentages'-

are accounted for by those Itho did no_LrespGnci. Various studens using the

DM, DM materials reported that they created an warenesF of new administrative
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teniques, that they will continue to work on learning the technique but tJhat

the technique will probable be of little use at their level. For the

conloetitor the student reports revealed such side effects (in the responses

of individual students) as providing potential for all types of management

problems, creating the opinion that operations reSearch techniques should be

included in doctoral programs, and the opinion that the materials give confidence

and knowledge for future use--'lessens the unknown."

The responses on Questionnaire 3 for the groups using the queueing

tbeory materials revealed that 60c7c, of those using ;,'Queueing Theory" would

recommend the materials to others while 53(.7:, of those using the competitior

were of the same opinion. The rest of the students did not respond. The

predominant reported side effects for "Queueing Theory" had to -do with the

coMputer. Various students indicated that the materials made them aware

of the manifold uses of the computer, increased their confidence with respect

to computers, and were a good introductioa to the computer and the services

it can pmvide. Several students reported that the materials gave them a

new outlook on administrative problems. A negative side effect appeared to

be the perceived lack of relevancy of queueing theory. The only side effect

reported for the competitor was the opinion of one person that the technique

should be emphasized more in educati )nal administration courses.

For computer simulation, the rate of recomMendation was also fairly

highi. Seventy-five percent of the students who use ."Computer Simulation"

would recommend the materials to others, while 457-, of those using. the ,-/
ornpetitor would. The rates of ne7a1ive recommendation were G and

frA
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resi_ectivelv. With respect to the side effects of the DM/DM materials,

several students reported that the best thing about the materials was the

compult , and that they felt more confident in dealing with it. .One

student reported that he planned to use the enrollment projection simulation

in his own school district, and two students indicated that they were anxious

to read the other materials. In the :ompetitor condition, two stuc:ents

reported that the materials 'gave the_l a new perspective and that it appeared

to be a highly usable technique; however, ,=..veral others expressed frustration

with the materials.

This completes the description of the results of Questionnaire 3 with

respect to side effects. As should be evident, there were only a very few

responses which indicated_ prevalent side effects, and not many students

iesponded to the questions. There may be several reasons for this, including

the fact that the students completed the questionnaire immediately after taking

a posttest over the materials they studied and that they often had to fill out

two identical forms over tlitc two units that they had studied. The paucity of

-responses generally would seem to indicate tw& things. "rst, that th

students were frustrated with all the testing, and vented this frustration by

refusLng to respond to Questionnaire 3. And second, filling out th, question-.

naire almost nimediateIcfter finishing the materials did 'not give the

students the opportunity to develop a perspective on the materiand the

time to form definite opinions. Thus, there appear to be very fcw reported

side effects of the materials. The 'best that can be said is that for the

DAVDM materials there w. 3 a consistent side effect having to do with the
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computer as a problem soiving tool and as a fascinating manine.

Int=trucEor ob!=ervation. The persons interviewed for the purposes

of identifying side effects were those peincipally responsible for implementation

of the field test at each test site. The side effects -that they observed

focused on two primary positive concerns having to do with the computer

nd continued interest in the materials.

The side effects having to do with computers appeared to be most

predominant at CI. The principal instructor reported observing the following

side effects.

1. Students gained an Lm r ion of the power and utility of the
k

computer.
Aes'

o. Students learned t.o use and deal with the omputer as a tool.

3. Most of the students wanted the materials that dealt ixith

the computer.

4. Students e:erienced nr tration with using the computer.

These side effects were detected by discussions with the students an .

observatin cf thcir work at the terminals.

ibis instructor alSo observed several side effects having to do with

the DM/DM materiaP, themselves. A n-rnber of students (the exact nuMber

was not specified) asked the principal instructor for other materials that

they could study on a voluntary ba-sq. ln every case, these materials were

the DM/DM materials. Evidence of this continued inter,...A was also frfund

in that students are tiI1 using the 'omputer programs which accompanied



the materials approximately one and line-half months after the completion

of the field test. Another side effect was observed in another course that

this person was teaching. requirement for this course was that each

student do a project 1,1 educational administration using the computer.

Twelve to eighteen members of this class reported that they were using

one of the operations research techniques that they had studied O.,- tg the

field testprimarily PERT, linear -lrogramming and computer simulation.

The majority of these students were using PI:.:RT and its associated

computer program. A specifi side effect of "Computer Simulation" was

also reported in that two students indicated to the instructor that they had

used one of the simulation progiams to solve pretrams i their own districts.

As should be evident, the instrUctor had some difficulty in attributing the

various side effects to the specific units, but the overall outcome at this

test sir.e would seem ia indicate that there were n.any more obseable side

effects for the DM(DM materials than thr were for their competitors.

At the NAU test site, a smaller number Of side effect's were reported

and there appeared to 1-.e more negative ones. It is important to note that

at this test site only ''Queueing Theory" and the linear programming

competitor were used. At this site there were also reported several side

effects having to do with computers. The instructor observed that:

1. The students learned to use the computer as a problem solving

tool.

2. The students appeared to be more confident about tuling the

,mputer at' or going .hrou._ the materials.

.1
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1 Students exwessed a desire for additional use of the

computer beyond that required.

SruclenIs exprtssed a desire te use the computer in other"

classes.

5. Students were sometimes frus-rated in using tbe computer

terminals.

t.: ace the DM/DM unit -Queueing Theory" was the unit that used the computer,

it is logi, 1 to attribute these side effects to thr,t unit.

With respect to the uni% themselves, several side Jects were also

observed. A small- nu.mber of students (three) requested to go through the

other DM/DM materials çn a voluntary basis. Several students also suggested

that the DM/DM materials be made the basis of a course in educational

adir itstration. On the other hand, some students._ exp essed the opinion that

they were "more at home" with the linear programming compuator, since

had confidence that wher they made a mistake it was their fault, in contrast

to the possibility of computer difficulty with the DM/DM rnateri: A

negalive side effect that was observed for both units was that many ptiaetieN-g

administrators did not complete the materials. They reported that they had

more pressing obligations, but the instructor interpreted this as a perceived
.

lack of relevance of the m6lerials; this, however, was not attributable to one

he other of the units studied.

Conclusions

Before d conclpsions from this study it is important to take

notc,.. of several t_ .iditiofts that limit th abdity of- these restilts. The
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first h4,-; to do with :he computer side effects at UI. The program within

which this field test- took place at CI has had for some time a definite

pocit7x.. orien:ation to,.vard the use of computers in education. In facta,- the

.priacipal instructor 7-,t this test. site is considered to be an expert..-in the
"

area of computc-r applications in educational administration. Therefore,

there is the possibiltty of A positive bias toward computers in the-

Instructional environment and it rs possibl;Thq, the studts have absorbed

,ome of this bias. In addition; there might be some bias on the t of
_he observer, since he is strongly committed to the use -of computers and

operations research in education. The evaluator was aware of this possible

s.ource of bias and he ati;empted to structure the interview so that c.vidence

opposed o this bias might be brought out; however,' the conclusions

concern1ng the side eiffects as reported at this test site must be tempered

by this knowledge,/

Thking this knowledge into account, it. is still possible to conclude

.that the primary side effects of the DM/DM materials l-ave to do with the

computer, :ince there is confirming evdence from another Lt site. It

wotdd appear that :he folio:iing are beneficial side effeots of using tilt;

DM/DM materials.

1, Studens learn to use and deal with he cornpu.ter as a

problem ol-Jing tool.

2. Students confidence in using thc computer s a result

of using the materials.

,. Students desire additio:7al usage or ekperience with the computer.
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'

4.. Students find the use of the comfater to be a motivating

thcperience.
-

On the Other hdnd, there is also a negative side -effect d:ssociated with` the

DM/DM materials in that students become somewhat frustrated in Using -the

.bomput er ermint- :

:r" There appeaf: .also to be tWo important piisitive side'effects °of the

DWDM materigs themselves. First, they are interesting and relevpnt
(

enough ttat majorities of persons
I -

using thse unit would recommend ,them
,

Others. Second, they aptiear to be sufficiently interestinuso that lany studentf

,w ar desire to, learn more about other operations researailechniques.
- 't

negative side effect

the materials which

A major

is that students often experknce a sense of.frustration with
-

was apparently due to a number of sources, but rhich,was

in evidence fior all unitsf-='

Some side effects were also reported for the coinpeiltorsrhowever, 43,
-

most cases, these were essentially duplicates of the'side effects of th OM/DM

materials.excluding computer. StUdents reported that the competitors:for
- ,

"PERT/CiM" and "Linear Ptogramming".0rovided new ins ightS concerning
.e.t...

,
.

the problthns of the educatiohal administrator. The one different side effect
. k

1 ,

0 wai noted a NAU for the linear programming competitor' En that students
. .

k A\ . .
..'.

1
, felt quite 'ccomfortable" with \theMaterials.
. t :

,.,. ok. \
,In comparing-the two sts of niaterials with respect to side efiects,

-a.>' , .

irr

. one result is- particularly efrklent. _The DM/DM miterials are associated
. 1

. -
-*with. a number of side effecbS concerning computers that the coMpetitorS

s iMply do not have.
-

In add it ion, the DMIDM rnater rah gene rallyj evidenbe
,

07
, :
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to a 'greater extent the side .effect.oemotivatiOn to go beyond the

given znaterial to Search out new ideas in_operations. research. It is also
.-

...true, however, that DM/DM rnateri..'ls demohstrated more zegative side

'effects than their ccvmpetitors,, thou0.-these did not appear to be major
t.

4actors in using the materials. Thug, it is reasonable to conclude .that We

DM/DM maxterials ave more -s0e, effects than their competitors and- that these.

side effects are gene-rally positiye.

-Costs. and Benefits of Data Management & Decision Making

This analysis of the costs and benefits.ci the Data Management &

Decision Making materials is designed to provtde ,information as to the costs

to potential users .of the am/Dm materials and how these costs Compare with

the benefits derivable from "us the materials. The analysis will also speak

to the ncern.of how the cos,ts and'henefits of ihe DM/DM materials compare

with4ho e of their competitors. The focus "of.the analysis will thus be on

thiee major questions.

1. What are the costs

Making materials?

of using the Data Management Decisicin)

,

2 What are the- benefits of. using the Daia 1Vianagemen;_ & Decision

Making-,materials?

,3. _How do the, 'costs and benefits- of the DM/DM materials, cornpare

to the Costs:a.nd benefits of using Lheir competitors?- .

to
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In order Id accomplish this arialysis of:cosks and benefits, severs.

tasks must be accomplished, It Is necessary to define_ what is meant by casts

. anewhat is meant by benefits and what units of, measure are appropriate fot

these outcomes. Sources. of costs must 'be 'identified and the estimated costs

in the given unitd determined._ Benefits must be determined. And finally,
.

the developed product and their competitoTs must be compared a 1 conclusions

'draft with-respect. to their relative cdst-effectiveneSs. -In the idllovaing
N

sections each of these tasks Will be addressed.

Costs

In this section, Chg-'costs of using the DM/DM materials, will bir
,

-.11

examined as will the costs pf using their competitors. First'', however, the
4

concept with_ which the sectioi, deals must be defined. Fisher (1971) defilies

costs as benefits lost. That is, the costs of particular, decisions*ar6, in
.,

ithe broadest sense, thp benefits which might of cave bpen gainedt!y choosing. ..._

, ,
other alternatives, but are lost by choosing this partic lar alternative:: The

- . .
question immediately arises, however, of how these c sts can be measured,.

4 0,. _ _

:

One such measure of these costs is ,to determine the resources that must be
. . A- o

allocated in order to implement a decision alternative. An infportant measupe'
NI ,

. a 7. . . .
I `.* of these regources is themonetary value df thest resoutces----the'. dollar., t/4

In this analysis, the unit of theasur will be.the dollar. Yet,. -this, is

not .a perfect measure. It provides a poor measure of many Of the intangible .

t t ,
4.

costs df a decision ialternative, .for lizew are 'such,. inipartant aspects of 'decisibn
1,-.. _' _ . . ,

alternatives as staff morale quantifie4 .in dollar terms. In spite of its

inablaity to, represent all costs ()if a particular decision alternative, dollar_
.._

costs are of great 'concern td many dect ision.makers -in ding,.those 14,_
..... ., . .
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education. And thus, it will provide information of considerable .Use

-the decision maker
.

S.

to

4-Iterrhin1ng the costs of using instructional materials such as the

DM/DM mateals,- the first step is to identify the, sources of costs which are

Inv9ved.

theareas

For the purposes of this analysis:\ these costs are subdivideVinto.

of imrdedtate costs, secondary costs and opportunity costs.

Immediate cbsts are" those costS, for which the decision maker rn,ust
O. e

.budget when choosing to use the materials. These are' the resources that '
10. .

, must be immerliately allocated in order,. to use the instruction'al materials.
.

Such costs incluae the Cobt of the instructional materials' themselves. If the

materials are t to be use in a *course or workshop setting, an instruetor arid. .

.-
all his associ.aCed costsinust Pe coneidered. Cost of seeting Up and arranging

I'\ T

for the wokkshop must be, included. PersOnner may have to be compensatecL
. .

:.
= .

for their time spent in studying the materials. If a computer is required,
' I

ill+ will be the 66sts of cordputer time and equipment costs, .Resoieces

yatist be Mloaated -to provide .,factlities for a workshop and if liniverMty,
. :'

. V . . . (

credit is to be :,given the costs of arranging for it must be. included. ' -NJ. ,N .. o
''

'Potential secondary costs are -those 'costs which.. may, result. indirectiy .

;. ;
',from using the instructional materials.' In this -ctse, the identifigatton of cost

tsources is based on. the assum Hon that a decr isiOn has-been made. to use one
1

. .

of the techniques deséribed in elle ntatN als to solve a Problem irmeducationaj.

.4

dministrat ion, ,as a result of studying the maper ials . In this case, the- sC.4urces
)

of secondary mists will be a result ef,tteittirg to iraplement the teDhhique.
0,

, _

PoeSsible so4ceS. inclgde consultants awho might be necessary gto implement-
' t

. 1. A.
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"
the finer points of the technique. Since all theae techriiques are based

on analysis of data, an _important -source Of cost, will be the gathering
.

of the-necessary-data. ;Also, sinCe most of these operations research
^

techniques require a computer, 'there may be costs for computer services.

-Finally, since personnel will be required-to perform,the tasks of solving

-the problem;- it is- necessary to consider tile costa Of usifig those personnel.
. - . -

The
.
final category of cost- sourcesopportunity costs--reppesent all

, ..
. -. .

1,--- "benefits lest" which have not been included in' the previous categories..

,.. f I

That is,. these cqsts represent benefits lost by not raaking decisionS other

than thoie to use the mdterials. This is essentially a category-with an 0-
,

' infinite- number oi cost soiircesAsince there are always an infinite number af

-pos,sible decision-alttliatiVes. With resPect tes these "matenials1 -however,
4, .

there dre,two may& sourcei. The first is the apportudity_costs of traintng
-

in)other administrative problem:solvIng technique& other tharm the four

p presented in these materials.. The second: of these are the benefits lost of -

the personnel in training who are not'performing theig norm l work
,

,
assigrunenta. TDe..se aze but two of" the possible sou.7,es of opportunity costs,

4
%

. - .
itt. ": . .

but they niay be of the most iMmediate importance in makikdeciions /
. ,

. , : (..-- 1 .

.. , , \-_---', . . . / .
coikeriiing the Use, of/ the DMVDM" materials. . . . ,

.,, s- , t
.. 'After idedifyifig the'-potenti41:- sourtes of costs in- usiag th ils,

) --.
) .

*next-step' iS- to estimate tre m'aknitude of those costs. In t e following.
i '. . -...

1/4 ...

1 ,
, ..

paragraAs, the co'sts eniinating from the sotrces previously identified will'
t.-

Ix- estimated. it

0

-
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Materials. .The cost of the materials was assumed to be their

purchase price. 'For the DM/DM materials, it was as, sumed that they were
-11

41published as a single, 450 page, hardbound text byP-;
a commercial Opblishing

3
company. The resulting cost as estimeted by the NWREL Offike

-

Dissemination was $12. Since the competitOrs were 'separate units of

materials, their costs were estimated separately from their purchak. -

t -

prices. For the PERT competitor the cost sias $7, for the linear programming

competitor, it, was $25. TThe queueing theory competitoi was available only
c, .

as 'p art a a text which- costs $8,50- and Ole. computer simulation competitor -
. ,

"in text forth. costs $4.95. Thus tlie cost of a set -of competitors (for the

DM/DM materials totaled $45.45.
... - ,

1Iirstructv.le For purposes of determining costs, it was asumed that
C

.
...s. \ %

the instructor for any workshop or course would be a univers,ity or college
,

. .

faculty member in educational administration. For- a workshop it wds
l .- -

. I . t .

assumeg that this ,person'would charge a fee of $200 per daysor instructional..
d .s e,s s ion. la additiori, travel expen.ie would,have to be paid. , For th iis t- was

,

assumed' thalt. an instipctor wduld be available within-200 mile; of the workshop
,..

. : site. Thus, .travel-wreimbursement was estimated at 15 per mile for a 400-
, ,

. .
'mile_ round-trip, or $60 per ,trip. If. the

-
materials were used- in g university_

elaSs, there -wou19f be no additional exPeilsesfor the instructor that would not
. .. ... . .

be.\art' of his -salallr'froir, the institution. it should be nofed that these
,

. .- _ . . .
exoerises 'would not depend on whether the, DM/DM materials ox: their -cOmpetitors.., , ,.

1 4 . -.. .i . .

-a

used. . .
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1

Class-Setup. Costs-for clhss setup in using the DM/DM materials

would depend- on whether it was a workshop or a &liege class.' For a
-

college class, there would be no additional expense in usini the DM/DM
*

materials since the university provides this service regardless of the

instructional content of the course.
4

If-the situation .were a workshop,. it. -.. .
might be n'ecessary to. install telephones for commtintcating wieh the computer. .

(estimated bY Pacific Northwest Bell..total at $30 per phone). and there would
.

also
t
be operating co- sts -for. the woikshop such as lunches, 'coffee, and so ,..,, ,

. . .

forth (estiraated at -approximately $3 per

would beiraiscellaneous costs which,.for.

, .
person per day). Finally,. there P

. -

the pufposes of this analysis, are

estimated at $50 for -a four-day workshop.

rPersonnel Reimbursment. If the use .ts in a college class, this' cost

will .be notlaing, since the university fdoes not reimburse students for- their
.

time. If the use is in a workshop for practicing administrators, however,

there may be_ a number of coVs suck as per diemand travel. Ali ekiniated
'0 I

figUre for -per diem is' $20 per day, though many school. districts may not
;.P

pasc;pq diem at all..-.. If-travel expenses are reimbursed, it is 'asumed that ..

.. ..
. .. 0 / ,...

ther pftrIcipffnt inust make no ]ilore than a 400-mile round-trip at I.5. per mile;
. ,

or $6Q per participant. Group travelwould make t-his figure less.. .-.

, Computer Teiminals. Since a complater terrhink l:is a vita component .

- -

...
P

.

,N. , .1 /1
.r-

sif'DM/EK iitrucetional system, additional costs will be incurred when using-. .,
.

'these materials. , If the 'institution which is sponscfring the instructional
N.

.
-

,

session already owns and operates the terminals, the 4costs for the tel-minalt
Nt e .

.

themselves will be negligible; however, if the terminals must be leased, the
*
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oosts_ will be of Cacern. Assumlig that the cheapest terminal available,

a teletypewriter, is leased only for the time needed, it is etiMated that

the costs would be,$5 per pay per _terminal.

Computer Time. Since the DM/DM ma.terials reqUire the-use of the

. computer, some expenses for Computer time will beincurred. Evidence
C

,

.1
from the pilot and field testing- indicates that each partkcipant would use

-

.approximately two hours of terminal time and five minutes of CPU time to

work thronih all of the computer exercises. The literature

indicates tliat terminal time generally costs between $4 and $9 per hour and

thus .the cost of terminal usage for each.nparticipant wOuld be $8 to $18 if
--

all the DM/DM units were studied. This, same literature Indicates that the

CPU time required would cost, from $1. to $6 per participant.

C.ollege Credit.- In_ the case that the materials were used as a-part

of a college course, there would be no additional/ cost to the students and.*.

-college /beyond the usual costs of the course. ''he situ ation t.-(Fou;d be different
is. , . ,

,

4 .
if college credit were arranged for a workshop. In this case, the cooperating

. .

college would most likely charge a fee-for granting credit. Since a four. 6 4 6- i . ." I , I" . a , 0

day.workShop loveri.4 all the units would be .tCe equivalent of three credit -
-,

,

;pourse in terms of class talme, the charge woad most likely, be for granting
, ..-k- . , \.three credit hours. A pall of local colleges and tmiversities indicated that

.< , . ,
, . .. ..

., ...-. . ., ;the- charge .is about $30 per participant per credlt hour ot, $90 for three
, a

credits.-

/la



Facilit'ies. Since some type of facility will-be required for any

group se of -the materials , some facilit ies costs may be incurred. In the

case of a college coikxrse, there will again be no additional costs beyond those

incurred by the course as a whole. If a commercial facility is used fur a

workshop gIoup of approximatély 15 participants, it will cost in the range from

$20 to $50 per day. Use, of a university or college facility might fall
,

in the' range of $5 to $12 per day for comparable facilities, and nse of

school fa:cilities of comparable quality would cost $25 per day.

The direct, costs of uSing either the DM/Iim materials or their

competitors are fairly easy to estimate; however, the estiration" of _the -

secondary costs is much more diffiCult due to their lack of definition and'
/clarity. In t4e next few paragraphs some cost'estimates will-be given .and

-
types of costs identifier!, though these may vary greatbr from the stated

figures.

Consultants. Since consultants are usually employed by:the day this'

costs may be estimated on a per dax basis. It is'asstimeil that for most of

the, work a college or university faculty member can perforni the consultaa

-work: A Common tconsulting fee charge by .indivitluals of this type is $100

per day; however, estbnates of total consulting posts cannot be est,imated_

. precisely. since the number of consulting days required depends. wholly .on

the complexity of the problem and *the typesi of attempted . solutiOns.
1 .

.
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Computer. It is also impossible to give any meaningful estimate

for _this co% for a number of reasons. It depends once again on the scope
...I

ana complexity of the problem under consideration,the type of computer

a-a.ilable, and-the skills of the personks using the computer.

Personnel. This also depends on the same factors as in the previotth

categories of costs. The most that ca'n be said-is that this will be generally

an important category of costS in solving problems using operations research
S.

techniques,
4.

Data Gathering. As with all previous categories, these costs are

highly variable depending.on the scope ,Xn.d complexity of" the p9blem, in
i .

addition to the availability of data. The most that can be said for this
1

- G. .

-

A 4
category is /that this will generally be an inm3ortant non-zero expense which

I
. t

will include I at a minimum costs for clexical'Personnel and keypunching.

The estimation of opportunity costs is equally as difficult as' was

estimating the secondary costs of u3ing the materials. In ontryie very

fewest cases is it possible to put dollar figures on the coks incurred;,

however, in the following paragraphs'an attempt will be made to discusEt-
i

. . ,
these cost Sources,

.

*Normal Work. In training practicing administrators, there will/ _, I

. .
4always be a: cost due to delaying or lat completing the normal work done,

by the.participants. This may be estimated by determining what the cost

td the school district. Is for having normal.woz:k accomplished and ,identifying.

\ 106
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this as the benefit lost. An estimate of the average hourly- salary of

practicing administrator is $11.30,(Project FACT,1973-1974) with aildition of

15(.70 for beneras, the total comes to $13 as the average hourly North 'of an

administrator. If the administrator spends eight hours studying a unit

ninStead of working on district business, it viU cost the district approximately

3104 in benerits lost. For a four-day workshop, this would amount to$416

in oppottunity Costs toa disfrlet for each participating administrator,

Other Training. Again, costs incurred in 'this category are benefits

lost by not acquinng training in other problepi solving techniques or any 'other
A

training. In orde to estimate this type of cost it is necessarir to speedIy

the possible decision alternatives (other training).and estimate the benefits
.

from each of thes.e. What little information there .is. on this subject dOes

not relate to. training educatinal administrators. Thus, the most that can be

said IS' that this will be a cost, but its magnitude is not possible.to eatimate

in aollar terms.

Comparing the DM/DM Materials Costs with those of its Competitors
1.

As- should be evident frOm tge description of the alternate use of the DM/DM
,

4' materials, it is not possO)le to arriVe at a single estimate of the costs for

using the materials.- Nevertheless, it is uSeful to determine Cie ,costS of
. _

using the materials under a specific set of' conditions and corapar,J it with ,the
1

.costs for using its competitors. In 6als way, it is possible to obtain a.n

estimate of the relatiVe costs- of using the DM/DM or its competitors.
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/ Fitst; -lei us assume a Most expensive case. Here we wilLcon.lider

only the immediate costs since those will probably be of Primary concern to

most decision makers Assume that this decision maker will be reSponsible

for all costs. Ilirther, assume that there will be a workshop of.15

educational administrators in a workshop of four days in duration which'will

take place at a local commercial facility. The workshop will require an

instructor who is a college or university faculty paember who must travel
.

20,0 miles. II will also be necessary to assume that all terminals must
-

be rented and that commercial coMputer services must be purchised..

Table 13 presents the estimated coste for -this workshop using either.

the DM/DM materials or their competitors. It is immediately evidvnt frmn

,Table 13

,costs of Using iData Management & Decision Making
or CoMpetitors in High Cost Situation

Source DM/DM Competitor

Materials. .
Instructor

Pee
Travel . .

. . .
Class Sekup

,Telephone
Miscellaneous
Operating Costs

Computer
Terminals (l)
Time

Connect Time.
.CPU T ime

Facilities

Immediate Cost aibtotal

Opportunity Cost
_

Personnel Time

..
.

Total.
.

$ 180

--7-- 800
, 60

> 120
50

180

80

208
160

120

$ 682

800
60

.,--
.. 50

.

13.0
..

--
-...

120

.

,/
..

$1,958

1,560

$1,392

.-

1,560

$3,518 $3,451
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the 'table that, the total posts in this situation -are e;ssentially- the' same,

-differing by less sthan $100. This .is preliminary evidence that there is no

" cost adVantage in usitigi either the DM/bM materials or their competitors,

in this ssituatioh:

In, order-to galn additional
5

two sets of imaterials, let.lis also co

elatilre .costs of the

Adjgst expensive case. Here
.c_ .

it Is ,assumed that La. single administrator is sbialying the "materials on his
-- .. . .

. -
own time. The district pays only for the maferials and the computer time

i . - ... .

used on machinery that the district owns. Table 14 contains a comparison

of the costs for the two sets of materials. Again, the difference between

. the two sets of materials. is quite small, indicating that

there is essentially no co'st difference between using the

or their competitors.

Table 14 1

In'this condition

DM/DM materials ,

v

Costs Of Using Data Management & Decision Making
or Competitors in Low. Cot Situation

Source
.

-
\

DM/DM
, \

Competitor ,

..

r Direct- Costs .

Materials . $12 .$45
. Compute,r -

, Terminals (.65 'firs.) , 3
CPU i

.
- 266

Direct Subto al ) 41 45

Opportunity Co s
"N

Personnel - -

..

.
Totak

i, ..,.
. ..

$41 $45
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ntrther perisal orthe two cGinp-a:risons reveald the ,reason for the
.

. lack ,-d.ifference costs between the two- sets of materials. Note that:in

materials costs, the- competitor greatly exceeds the DM/DM materialse

However, it sholild °Also be :noted that the .cocapetitors vequire no use of the

comphter, so_that usi.ng Elie computer with the DM/DM materials .incur\s ,

14,

additional expenses. These expenses ba1a406 do** anoiker out, s.0 tha.t te

oVerall_expenses, will come dut essentially even under most circutadtance/

/

4.

."The; investigation- of. the relative costs of 'the DM/DM miaterids and

theL,c'ómpet[tois has reveale) -no 'advantage for one

do s riot mean that there are no differences: There
.

benefits derived for the 'same coSt.,

BenefitS .

or the :-other:,,.but this

, may be differences in,

-Benefits are the "good" or' desirable outcomes of choosing a particular
. ,

.

decision aliternative ". _ The problem with determining benefits- is .that outcomes,--

vary in desirability for different decision makerd. For the purpose of ,this
. .

analysis, an asskimption muse be made. Here the assumptiori will be made

that a benefit of instructional program is the attainment of one of the goals.

.of instruction, We will also assume tilat evidence Already exises' that

attaintaent of-these goals Ls desirable by some target population. In fact,

thW evidence does exist fo the goal of the DM/DM materials in the .results

of the need52 assessment. Thus, comparing benefits becomes genarally. the
.

, task of comparing, goals of the Materials;

The first task in considering benefits then, is to enuMerate the _goals

of the materials. To summarize the section of this report. describing the
r

iio
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DM/D.M materials, the goals will be briefly listed. TM overall goal-Of the:

materials is to .e.reate an -awaren'ess of opertiOns research tecbntquestjn
,

)educationdl 'administrators. 'Within thig mdin goal are the following subsidiary'.

goals.r
1

.1. Acquisition of the vocabulary of each technique
N. *.

opmen r.2'.' Drelt of sorr.c. rility with the spectfics of each' o
#

fopr techniques f
*

Acquisition of knowleui; on.how tp use the-computer as a

problem- solving tOol, with respect to the four techniques

Development of the' Willy...to -.determine appropriate uses of
2 ?,

each of the techniques in edilc.ational administration
f;--,

51. Development' of the ability ro make decisions based _on the
_

results of using each of the -techniques

Creation of a more positive attitude toward operations research

ineducation
+2,1 -Since the competitors were chosen to reflect esedntially the "same. goals ,as

;

the DM7DM materials, this, list sastantially represents the goals of the

competitor materials as wLl.

. In order to rhake the most rigorous comparison. betwetn the costs

and benefits for each-of:the sets 'i)f materials, it is necessary to quantify

these benefits:in dollar terms. This quantification, however, is e,itremely
,

difficult if not impossible. First, accomplishing the g9als ordy 'provide. the

, potential for better problem solving in.educational administration, and this
.

potential ks realizable -in a great. number of wayg. In turn- each of these,

102
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,*---). -. -,, .- .
ways implies benefits in-AoLlar terms such as cOst savings depending almost,.

, . , ..,
, __,. i ..

ehtirely on the indiVidnal situation, Thetoretically, It'ehOuld be possible.I

_ .
situations which. i.n these techniques are used; however, no such eviOen'cp-

to determine an dollar benefit by Observing a great' numbe; of
v

N t
',

,

presently exists and it is beyond the 'scope. octhis evaluation to carry qut
. -those observations. - 11:hus the best that can be .done in examining the benefi

of these sets of materinIR i this, evaluation is to entia.,erate their benefits

and leave it to ue decisio ,. maker todecide the relattve importatKe- of
.,

these"IDenefits.

In.comparing the benef s of the two sees of materials it seems most

obvious to compare the goals th y apparently profess. Table 15 summarizes

this comparison, ..This table shows thai t1.3' DM/DM material's profeas three /
,

more. important goals than their competitors, with the exCeption of linear
1 41 7

.
programming. Of these, there was evidencp in the field test that tro were

c/
accomplished or at least partially.attained. The DM/DM materials did not

appear to change aftitudes;- consequently, while this goal ,was professed, ft

Was not attained. In sum, it would appear that the DM/DM materials have
-

two benefits that the competitors do not have relating to computer qsage and.
probleni identification in educational adMinistration.;

rIt should-be noted that thiq treatment of the benefits of the DM/DM
--

materials and their competitors took place at a verir\gOneral level. Yhere
ait \

may be specific goals of either the DM/DM materials-/or their competitors
,

which Were not taken into account-in this analysis. n the whole, howevet,

,

ta. 2
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Tatle 15
fr....

Comparison of- Apparnt Goals o pm/Dm 'and Competitors

-

Gcal / DM/DM Competitor

,
. Create an awarehess Of operations

research techniqueA In educational
adminis.tratOrs_

. ,
2. Aercit.t' lsition of the vocabulary of

each technique ', . td.
3: Developmeni pf some lac:Litty with the .

specifics of each of the four techniques

4. Acquisit ion of knowledge on how to .

Use the computer as a problem-
solving tool with respect to the .

., .. Qfou techniques

5. Development of the ability to
determine appropriate uses of -each
of the technlqiies in educational
administration .

6. Development of the .ability.to Make
4. .

decision's based on the rpults of
usirug the tecnhilmea

...

7. areat ion of a more positive attiude
toward operitionb r esearch in
educational. ictnitnistration .

_ .

'

Yes

. ,...

'Yet

Yes
c

. ..

Yes

.

Yes
D

.

Yes
-

.
Yes

1

Yes

Yes

N2 (3)
Yes (1)

4

.. No

qb

.

Yes

.. ,-

No

.

.

a

4

11 a

.

thiS should not contrOict the conclusion .gtated above. There are a number
11

of small differences in the instructional goals of the two seks of materials.

Tor example, in the linear programming competitor,, an attempt is made

to impart a :simple pictorial understanding of fin optimum solution while this
V

is pot done in ""Linear Progmming." In no instance are these fferences,
, .

e

o major, however, as to substa4Mly'alter the list of goals as gL en Ln
.t

/.' ,
, -_Table 15 and in no casedcr they change t4 attribution of goals,

.1 1_3
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"

Conclusion

This cost and benefits analysis of the ,DM/DM materials i\r
4

,

cOmpetitors has 'revealed two Smpontant results. fir ere is essentially

no difference in ctist of using the sbM/DM materials or_their competitors..

Second, 'using theDM/DM materials resulfsi in. two ore benefits than using.
0

.the CetitodrS. The -conalusion 'of this analysis st 'be that if the decision
--

maker considers it iMportant to learn about usitig e computer as a problem
),

,=
solving tool in. educar al administration and to identify types of educational

. 7
problems which may be solved by fotir bperattons' research techniques, as well

..

as tb create an awareness of operations research techniques in educational

adminiStrators, then he will gain more benefit by using the Data- Management

& Decision Making materials. ,

'



-o0i.;CLUSIaNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

., ...
ThC sumraL :.-(3 ,... nclusion of-this Technical Report la that Data

. , a 4 . .a \ 1 1

Management & Decision. Making Is aoralidated btodutt with,respect to RA, .,.,
! -

e , luse as instructional materials En college courses, This has .been 't oncludecl

for the following* reasons. In the needs assessment, it was demonstrated,

...A
1 4 ,

. that\athong,t least two of the three target groups for these .--aterials",

. stude\nts of eciucat)nai administration, administrators, and professors, of
. L - ,

educational:administration, 'there is a need for training malerialb in .the.
II.

. .

four operations research techniques of concern in the lalaterIalS-. In the

.

pilot te st, it was demonstrated that the DMI,JIM materialcan, cause learning
. .

.. aboi,' operations researcb abhniques in that students .eVidencecIfincl'eased
. 1... . ., .

'attainment of the instructional objectives gter workine through .the'.materials.-
-This pilot test also sh9wed that using Erie DM/DU materlals-dould change,

some attittdes ttWOds ope rations research in education in a positive

..

. .

direction.. In the-field test it was again demonstrated that the DM/DM
, 7

,-,

-m-aferials cause.learning. Moreover, it was demonstrated that in some but
,

not all cases it causes significantly more learning than its most. likely "...c

competitors, and in all cases rit do no worse than the, competitors. It
/-

also demonstrated that appal.' ntly no changes Were evidenced in, an oVerall

measure of attitude towards o erations research in 'education no matter
. . . .

whether the materials -were DM/DM- or their competitors. This is not a..*

negative conclusion, since this attitude was geleraky quite positive wheh the

.students entered the course. As a result of the field rest, it wassia1so4,

demonstr ated° that the DM/DM materials apphrently had several positive-side
=

-P



s..

/

. . .

effects having to do-with using the computer and increased motivation to

learn about operations research techuiqueS. When these. were compared wiErt
,

the comgetitois, it was evident that the competitors had fdwer positive side-
,

effects and did not have any Of the minor negative side effects of the DM/DM

materials. Finally in the costs "and benefits anaLysis, it was revealed that
. ,

for a cost approximately eqt1ll to that of its competitots, the DIVI/DM
.t .

materials could' deliVer a, greater number of.benefits tO the. USer. If the

dec is ion maker cons iders fayorable .exper lences with . computers a:hd, zreater

. motivation toward learning about operations research to.be valuable benefits,

theh Data Manageient Si-Decision Makincis more dost-effective than its

compet itors,

For tErcisons.stated above, DaT. Management" Si Decision'Making IS
.4. , 4

, . a vAi.lidated product with respect to learning,. both 'cogAitive'and .affectiye,.. . .. .
..... h . ' c.1

_

.
. cost and, benefits, -and side- effects:t Ince it meets a need-and is a validated\ ....

. . .
. product that meets an empiricarly established need, it is a worthwhile. prodnct.

. . ...,
... . .

.
Finally; because it compares favbrably with its likely, competitors, it has °

,

relatively more worth in the educational marketplace.

Based on these conclusions,. it is recommended that dissemination of
4 e

- --. 7

this.product be initiate.d and that a publisherbe sought for this protct.
*.

r
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.0131JETIVES FO.R. INTRODUCTION TO. '"OPERATIONS RESEARCH
,.

1. General Objective: The student will know and comprehend the'

concept of : DeC ision CoriteXt.

Behavioral .0bjective:. Tie student will e able-to define the

terra dectsipoicontext. (p.,

b. Behavioral Objective: The student will list andylefine the
V .

three coMponentd of a dedision context. (pp. 4v5)

c. Behavioral Objective:.1The student will be able to identify

the three componen ts of a decision contextoFtv.en a specific

problem in educational administration. (pp. 5-6)
,

General Objective: The student will know and coTprehend the concept

of-decision strategy.

a. Behavioral Objective: The ,stedent will be abte to 'define the

term decision strategy. (p1..s8)

b. Behavioral .Objecttve: The student ewill be ail& o list and desctib
i

. the four chaiacteristic components of a deciiion strategy. (pp. 8-10),
A

General-Objective: The student will know-and comprehend the concept

of payoff.
-

a. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able 'to define the

b.

4,0

concept of payoff. (p. 10) - --) ,

Behavioral Oblective: The student will be able to identify possible
. , .. 1.:

payoffs in an educational administration prob1ici situation. (pp. 10-,11)*

1 Page numbers in parentheses refer to pages in' the text where the objeetiye70...
is addressed. The text -are the units accompanying this\ report.

-
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. -General Objecy.e_ The subject will know the meaning of the term
. ,

'-.operatk9ns research and will befiarniliar wIth four techniques- of

,ppe rat ions research.

ehavioral Ob'ective: The Studenfsvnilitt able-to define the

en operatio,,..-:: research. .(0=:1/4' 12)

BehAvioral (;bjective:_ The studentivili b'e able to list fOur
.7,

operat,ions esearch technlques:zind briefly

of 'education. 1.adnainistratiomprob1em each

applicable. op.

.

avic;rop to !ivhat ,tytev

,techniqiie is most',

.t

1



OVJECTIVES FOR "PERT/CPM"

1. General Objective: The student will know, comprehend, and apply

the concept of PERT/CPM as a problem-solving tool in educational

administration.

a. Behavioral Objective: The stud4nt will be able to define the

P'ERT/CpM terms project (p. 5), activity (pp. 5-6), event (p. 8)

and network (.p. 7).
,

b. Behavioral Ob'ective: -The student wih be able to describe the

three uses of dummy activities in PERT/CPM networks. (pp. 12-15)

C. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to define the

terms: Earliest Start, Latest Start, Earliest Finish, Latest

Finish, and. Slack Tim . (pp. 17-23)

d. Behavioral ObjectiV6:- The student will be able to conaruct a

PEAT/CPM netwprk, given a list- of activities .for a project and

each activity's, immediate predecessors. (pp. 7-15)

Behavio.ral Objective: The student will be able to define the concept

of critical 'path in a PERT/CPM" network. (pp. 23-25)

f. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to translate the
%

times g1ver2in a complete PERT/CPM chart into calendar dates

specifying t e earliest start.date and latest completion date for

the aztivitie in a project; (pp. 33-38)

12 3
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9. General Objective: The sfudent will be able to use the corhnuter

program GCPATH.

a. Behavioral Objective: The student will -be able to eause Me proper

execution of the computer program GCPATH by- entering the

appropriate response to the interactive- questions asked by the

program. (p. 30)

c.' Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to find the cyitical
4

path .1/1 a PERTI/CPM network using the computer program

GCPATII. (p. 31)

)d. Behavioral Objective: The s dent will be able to Correctly interpret'

each item of :information given in the output from GCPATH. (p. 31)

General Objective: The student will be able to use PERT/CPM as a
1

.

decision-making tool with refererce to specific problems in educational

administration.
. ,

a. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to identify at least

five educational administration projects for which 'PERT/CPM is

(p. 4)

b. Behavioral Objective: The student will be-able to descrilDe the use
4

of(-13"ERT/CPM as a communications tool. (pp. 33,38)

c. Behavioral Obje_t_y_el The studentrwill.,be able to choose between .

two dr mc..=..e decision alternatives and j4stify his choice by referring.

to the principles of PERT/CPM, given a specific project planning

problem in educational administration. (Not directly approached but

dealt with by exercises on pp. 27 and 38.)

115
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d. 'Behavioral Objeciive The student will be able to_list seven

-

ti

advantages and four disadvantages of PERT/CPM. ...pp. 39-41)

0

a

P,

4

*t
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OBJECTIVES FOR "LMEAR: PROGRIIMMING"

1. General Objective: Tip student will know, comprehend, an8-apply the
-

concept ot linear programming as a problem-solving tool in educational ;
_

administration.
c..

g

a. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to define the term8

constraint: (pp. 5-6), controllable variable (p. '.5); object futiction (p.

and measure of effectivendss (p. 5).
-

b. Behavioral Objective: The studeni will be able f6 contruct a

mathematical model (donstraints, controllable variableand object

functio4, for .a simple problem in linear programming (pp. ,4-8).
, . .

c. Behavioral ObjeCtive: The student will be able' to distinguish 'between

possible and-uptunal solutions to a linear programming pro1cn.

(pp. 12-13). -

d. Behavioral.Objective: The student will be ;able to -ouiline" the general
3,

steps necessary Li. solving a linear programming problem. .L (pp. '30-36)'

2. General Objective: The student will be able to use the scomputer program

LINPRG.
I .

. .,
a. Behavioral ObiecLive: The student will be able to constr4tond

enter file proper %DATA statement's, given a specific matl4matica1
. I

r.
model of a linear programming problem (pp. 17-20) I

b. Behavioral Objective: The student will be abIe tOcause, a proper
Ne

exectition of the computer program LINPRG 'Ely entering the approPrLat

I..t, ./response to the intertactive questions asked by the program. (pp.*).20-24)

# /
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. Behavioral Objective: The student will,b able to 'correctly

interpret the output ofILNPRG..as the solation of tile linear

programming problem. (pp. 24-25)

3: General Objective: The student will be able to use linear progra3nming. .

as a decision-making tool with reference t6 specific problems, in

educat tonal administration.

a.i.BehaVio-tal Objective: The student will be able. to dtscribe

general type of problem to which the technique of linear programming

is applicable. (p. 3, 31-32)

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to list two reasons
. ,. ..

.,,

why the technique:of linear programthins has only recently been used
, -

.

in educational administration.. (pP. 29-30)

c. Behavioral Objective: The Student will be able to list five typical

resources to be allocated in educational-problems and five quantities

which could be used as measures of effectiveness. (pp. 31-32)

d. Behavioral Oblective:*4-The student will be able to list five adtrantages

and tio disadvantages,of using the technique of Linear programming

in probleMs ofs educat tonal administrat ion. (pp. 86-87). .
.

e. Behavioial Obje'ctive: .The student will be able to chooseobetween

two or more decision alternatives and to justify his choice by

referrthg to the results of a rmear programming analysis, given a

.pvoblem sittration in educational administration w,hich requires

optirnizaSiod. (All of Part IV: pp! 38-85)

1 i7 118
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OBJECTIVESt"FOi "QUEUEING THEORY"

L. General Objective: The student will know, comprehend, and apply the

.concept of queueing theory as a problem-solving tOol.

a. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to outline the basic

co-nditions which problems must satisfy b'efore queueing theorY can

give useful resurts.- (pp. 8-12)-

b. Behavioral Objective: The mudent will be able to 'define the queueing
f

terms: source fle,id, customer, service facilitk, arrival rate, service

rite, idle time and waiting time. (pp. 5-6; 16).
.

f.
c. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to list the queueing

statistics that dan be derived from the basic information
_gt

waiting line situation. (p. 25)

about a

d. Behavioral. Objective: The student e able to identify in a
/-

specific queueing problem ,which parts of the-problem function as

constraints, controllable variables and payoff. (p. 33; 40)

e.

.%

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to explain the general

effdcts on length oi waiting line, waiting time, and probability of

service facility idleness as the number of service facilities or the

arrival rate, or the service rate varies. (pp. 37-38; 43; 47-48; 54)..0

f. 'shawl-oral Objective:. The student Will be able tc; identify the source
-

field, customers, service facilities-, arrival rate and service rate
i

for a specific queueing problem. (pp. 6-7 and numerous exampies

in entire booklet)
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2. General Objective: Th'e student will be able to use the computer program

QUEUE.

a. Behavioral Objective: The student will cause proper;eleecution of.

the computer program QUEVE by entering the appropriate problem

parameters in response to the interactive questions asked by QUEUE.
.

(First example: pp. 24-28).
.34 .

b. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to correctly interpret

the output of QUEUE with respect to the queueing statistics that it

yields. (p. 27 and other numerous-examples throughout the text)
/ f.

3. General Objective: 'the student will be able to use queueing theory as a

decision.-making tool with reference to specific problems in Nucational

dministrat ion.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to choose between two

or more decision alternatives and justify his choice by referring it) .

. -

the results of a Queueing Theory analysis, given a problem situation

in edubational administration to*hich Queueing Theory is applicable.
. -

(Present in all examples of booklet, beginning with ftrst exarnple

on p. 21).

Behavioral Objective:- The student will be able to list four ath;antages

and four-disadvantages in using queueing theory for problems in

educational administration. (p. 55)
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OBJECTIVES FOR ""COMPUTER SIMULATION"

1. General Objective: The student will 'mow, comprehend, and apply-die .

concept of simulation as a problem-solving tool.

a. Behavioral Obje-ctive: The student will be thle fo define simulation.

(P. 3)

b. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to list the four

components of a simulation. (pp. 6-7)

c. Behavioral Objective: The student*will be able to nathe _at least

two uses .of simulation in an educational. setting.. (Numereusexamples

throughout booklet)

d. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able- to list and describe

the three classes and two -types of simulations. .(pp. 7-11)
_

e. Behavioral Ob*ective: The student will be able to list and explain
. ,

4the four purposes of simulation. (pp. 11-12),

General_ Objective: The student will be able to use the computer program

BUSRUT which simulates bus routing protileins.

a. Behavioval Objective: The student will be able to constrticrand

enter the proper DATA. statements required- for the program BUSRUT,

given a map 7i1h-Ahe pickup locations,,'coordinate axes and. number

of children'to be picked up at each stop. (pp. 14-18).

b. Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to cause the proper

execution ofo.the computer program BUSEUT. by entering the required

information. in the required sequence. (pp. 18-21)

130
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Behavioral Objective: Jhe student 'will be able to cor4ectly interpret

the output of the computer program BUSRUT as the solution of the

bus routing problem. (pp. 21-24)

d. Behavititj Objective: The student will be able to choose- between

two or mory decision alternatives and justify his choice by referring

to the output of the BUSRUT program, given a problem situation

involving the routing of buses. (First egample, p: 25; others:

pp. 6-30).

3. Oeneral ective: The studPntzwill be able to use the computer simulation

'ENRPRV, which simulates sciiool Anrollment and provides prOjec t ions.
.

a. Behivioral Otjective: The student will be able to construct and

enter the" proper DATA statements required for the ENRPRO,

given a table of enrollment data over, at least, a -aye year period..

(pp. 38-39)

b. Behavioral Objective: The .studeht will be able to cause theproper
7_

execution of the program ENRPRO by entering the required

information in the required sequence. (pp. 40-44)

c. Behavioral Objective: The student will-be able to correctly

interpret the output of the progiam ENRPRO with 'respect to

projected nrollments, year-to;-year -comparisonS; and projected

versus actual ,enrollment. (pp. 44-52)

d. Behavioral Objective:. The.stUdent will be abie,to Choose between

two or more dec is ion alte rnat [yes and -justify his cho ice iby referring

to an eniollment projection prodtiCed y. the program ENRPRO,

1 3 1
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4.

\

. given a problem sitilation in educational administration inVolving

4

enrollment Projections. (pp. 69-67)
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(Northwest
.13egional
Educational Lindsay Building 710 S.W. Secorid Aventie
Laboratory Portland. Oregon 97204 - Telephone (503) 224-3650

May 10, 1974

400

Dear

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory is presently engaged in
planning,for the development of instructional materials which are intended
to focus on some of the techniques of modern management And which are
targeted for educational administrators. In preparation for thig work,-.
practitioners, professors and students of educational administration are
being surveyed. The purpoie of this survey is to determine If the topics
thaC are being considered for inclusion in the materiale are, in fact, _

considered important by persons involved in educational .administration.----
1

The short questionnaire that you will fmd.included with this letter Consists
of a listing.of possible administrative problems which are solvable by the
techniques under consideration for inclusion in the materials. We would
greatly appreciate it, if you would resPond to* this questionnaire from two
points 4 view---hOw often the problems occur andOW important they are.
Responses in the lefthand column should".reflect the frequency with which
you encountered the listed problems. Please use the righthand column
to indicate : the importance of training to help administrators deal: with each
of the listed orobleins.

Enclosed you Will also find.A self-addressed, starnied envelope. :After
filling out the questionnaire, plea'se put it in' the envelope ind drop it in
the mail. It -would be helpful if you could fill) out this questionnaire and
return it within 10 dars. We realVe that your time is _strictly budgeted
but the few mOments necpssary to bomplete this form ,w.ould be greatly.

. appreciated. Thank youvery mUch for your time and effort.
.

Sincerely,

Stuart M. Speedie
Computer Technology Program

SMS/n
Enclosures

NO:

13.1



PROBLEMS
ENCOUNTERED MANAGEMAL FUNCTION TRAINING -MATERIAL.S

Please check on!y ode box.

Some- Hardty
Ofte'n time EVer

-

0 . 0 -0 1. Understanding the decision-making process0 0 0 1 Planning projects't: d p'. 3. .Analyzing ongoing proçedure for efficiency

.,0 0 ., 0 4. Mlninlizing costs

El El S. Analyzing the efficiency of school district
services I

AlloCating.time.for the accomplishnient of tasks

7. Minimizing the% waiting time for a particular
scrvice

8._ Understanding the interaction of 'school
'district system's

9. Routing school buses

10. Scheduling activities so
.
as to meet a deadline

0' 11. Simultaneously minimizing costs while
maintaining quality of an activity

L.! .12.. MaNirnizing the utilization Of service .

facilities

Li13. Predicting changesoin school enrollment

14. Identifying options- in decision making
. .

15. Allocatiug budotary resources efficiently

16. ,SimultaneOusly gatisfying a numrerof
different gbals.

C17. Itietermining the.probable outcome of a
particular decision without actually
implementing..the decision

135:

Please cheek. only one box.

Needed,
Needed But Not
Very Much Essential Not Needed

0 0 0
Li - a.

D 0
.-0 0 GI

0 D..

LJ

0 a..

a
a
a
0
a
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ID:
(last 4 digits of rour SS no.)

Date:_

For each applicable item circle the letter of the
best answer.

Form: I p
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1. A decision Context is:

a. a choice between two different optionsb. the administrator's environment
c: a prOblem for .which a decision is needed ,

d. the school district of the administrator

2. List and, briefly define the three components of the decision conteit:

3.

Coinponent

Dfn:

t` 2 Dfn:

Suppose that you are a ,school superintendent. Your school board has justadopted the policy that all, children should have , at least 18 weeks of careereducation by the time they rea'ch the' seventh, grade. Only grades 4,5,6 .areto /be involved and the Sum or $50,000 has been allocated. . You have thefreedom to assign an'y number of teachers for any number of hours and ea88\ many consultants as necesSary provided you do not exceed the authorized
ardount.

I
I. e sum of $50,000 is:

rceived need
a constkaint

c. none of these
d. controllable. variable

1II. The of teachers assigned is:

a. a ontrollable variable
b. a rceived need
c. a c nstraint
d`.'" none\of these

137
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III. To develop a plan for career education in tlie upper elementary grades is::

a. none of these
b. a controllable variable
c. constraint
d. a perceived need

4. A decision atsa.tszy is:
,

a. the process by which a decision is made
b. a -problem for which a decision is needed
c, the choice ,between a .number of options
d. the kobess of implementing a decision

. 5. The, four componentsof a decision strategy are:,

a. perceived need, copstraints, controllable variables, generation of
possible solutions

b. analysis 'Of the decision context, decision on Criteria for the. best
,solution, perceiving the appropriate need, testing possible solutions
against criteria for best solution

c. analysis of the decision context, decision on criteria for the best
solution, generation of possible solutions, testing possihle soltitions
against criteria for best solution

d. finding controllable variables, decision on criteria for the best
solution, generation of possible solutions, testing possible solutions
against criteria -for best solution

6. A payoff is:

a. the situation which requires a decision
\b. the process of making a decision
e. a decision with respect to a specific context
d. the result of-a specific decision

7. Suppose that you have the responsibility for constructin&the school district's
budget for the next fiscal'year. You have available to you a full-time secretary,
allpreviousyears' budgets and budget estimates from each of your district's
schools., The most important payoff of decision making \in this case is:

a. budget length
b., tinie
c. money
d. line item costs 138
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8. is a set -of .powerful, decision strategies fdr" large trfd
_complex administrative problems.

a. operations research
b. linear'p-rogramming
c. mathematical Modeling
d. quéueing theory

,
. List four .iMportant-operatiOns research techniques and match them with

administrative applicatiOns for which they are most useful (Any operations
research teclu4que may be applicable to more than one k6b1em).

a. planning and analyzing project stages
b. analyzing waiting line problems
c. analyzing ,a working model of the decition cOntextd. problems in which the constraiks and paif can.

'be stated mathematically
problems involving service facilities

a

?

C.
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10. A project is: ' /
: "

f

a. an onizational unit with ftnite eginnings and ,endings ,
..'.\ai

,,

b. a set o interrelated ackivities each with a beginning and ending
c. a set of activities which reciu re a mix of human and material resourc.es4
d. a finit , complex organizatiOnal-unit dedicated to the attainment of a goale+

- .. .i.71

i

*1

U. An' action orkset of

a. an activity
b. an event '

c. a project-
, ,
!' a network

12. An event

/actions degned to attA ain a specifictoal is:

na'

,

a: is a set_of large and complex activities
b. markS Only the beginning of an activity -
c. has a definite duration of time
d. marks the beginning or ending of an activity

,.

A diagram which depicts a project as a set of relatio hips mong activities
by arrows and circles is:

a. a tree diagram
b. a network
c. a project layout
d. ,_a project picture

14. Which of the four listed below is not a use of dummy activities:

I. Indicating activity precedence without intetvening activities.
11.1 iIndicating- the prbcedence of activities when two aotivities begin with die

same event.
In. Providing single starting and terinitation evvits for projects With multiple'

starts or finiShes. --
IV. Eliminating the possibility that two activities mill start and end:with the

1 ame events.
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15: Match the following words with -their definitions:

Earliest start a. 'eal:liest' latest staSrt of all imMediate successors
Latest .start b. ,earlieslIfinishof all immediate predecessus
Earlrest finish c. lateát finish - 'slack time.
Latest' finish d. ear,liest 'start time I- duration bf .act tvity
Slack time e. latest finish - duration af activity

f. latest start time ,earliest §tart time
S.

°

16. Construct a TERT/CP,M network fro'm the.information given below.
each activity arrow by itg'number.

Activity Predecessor(s)
1

2
3
4 1,2,3
5 . ;

11,2:3-
6 .5
7 496 '

.

17. The Critical. Path in a PERT/CPM netWork is the path which:

a. has the least amount of slack
b. has the gr,katest arnowit of elack
c. is the shortest path through the network
d. contains the most activities

'1 411
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Below is a PERT/CPM Network.

I. Which of the paths below is the Critical. Path?

a.- 1,3,5 :
b.. 1.4,6
c. .2,4,6
d: 2,31.5

IL Below i a calendar for the month of May

M..TWT F S
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11' 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31

19: Which dates are the Earliest Start and Latest Finish dates for the
ove project' if the pioject may not begin before May 7 and must be

finished by May 18. (Assume a: five day work week)

a. May 7,14
b. May 11,18
c. May 7,18 ;
d. Mai9,.16

.90. If activity 7 took 2 weeks Sand was preceded by activities 5 and 2, the
correOt DATA statement forI program GCPATH would be:

a. 2000. DATA. 7,14f5,2
b. 2000 DATA 7,2,-1
c. 2000 ATA 7, 5,2, -4
d. 2000 D. TA 7,2,5,2,-1
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21. Below is a sample output.from program GCPATH

EARLIEST COMPLETION TIME FOR THE ENTIRE PROJECT 15.5

J08
EARLIEST

S TART FINI H
LATEST

START FINISH SeACK

1 o 5 ' 0 5 0 SCP
,

2. 5 a 5.5 8.5 .53. 11'4 40 .8.5 10.5 05.
6 10 11 10.5 11.5 .5
5 5 I i 5 II 0 CP41

6 II 41..5 II 11.5 0 *CP*

7 11.5 12.5 12.5 13.5 1
12.5 16.5 13.5 15.5

9 '11.5 15:5 11.5 15.5 0 *CP*

DONI

I. Which path IS the Critical Path?

a. 1;5,6,9
b.' 1,2,3,4,7,8
c. 1,2,3,4,9
d. 1,5,6,7,8

4

II. What is the Earliest Start, Latest Finish and Slack Time for
Activity 4?

a. 10,11: 5, . 5
b. 10,15.5,.5
c. MIL:5 2
d. 370.5,11.5,..5

22. 'List 5. educational applicatins of PERT/CPM

a.

b.

C7.

d.

e.

ii
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2,3. PERT /C.PM is a useful- communications tool 1.)ecause:
.')

a. it tells the activity superVigor 'exactly what he must do.
b. it displays a project with complex relationships of activities in a

simple and direct manner._
c: it infOrms the ,manager ,of .his management responsibilities. ,

d. it provides .a picture, oVtke.prOject" tts a ,..;et of deciSidn events in
A a simple:and direct 'manner.

.

24. Suppose that you are a -SChool district.,superintendent.. You areSPla ing a
school censuS, 'You have analyzed this proje-ct using PERT/CPM. . Y r
analysis tells you that the. Critical Path is q months _long. ' tis noW
April 1; 1973. -Your iurvey must be finished by AugUstl, 1974. Which
is the latest period in which you can initiate cht_ project?.,

a. April 1, 1973 to ApriV30, 1973
b. October 1, 1973 to July 31, 1974
c. September 1, 1973 to September 15, 197::
d. April 1, _1973 to September. 30, 1973

o

25. Give a reason based.on PERT /CPM for your an.-jwer:

2 . Give one advantage and one disadvantage of PERT 'CPM:

Advantage:

Disadvantage:

14 4
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Date:

For each applicable item circle the letter of the
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I. The situation whi. rcreates the need for a decision is the:

a. decision cont
b. perceived need
c. decision strate
d. constraints

2. List and briefly, define the t ee components of the decisign context. '
Component

1 Dfn.

3 Dfn.

r e

. ,
. SuPpote that you are an assistant superintendent. You have been assigned.

the task of eStablishing a buiing program NLiiich will result in racial balance
irithin your school system. Your district has allocated $100,000 for. htstg .

using its fleet of 75 buses. You may adjust the nuniber .orstudents on an
bus, the route any hus Will follow and the school or schoOls to which it
d.elivers. The Plan is ,to be ready to ue'-e at the beginning of school-this fall:

I. The school or schools to which a bus delivers is:

a. nop,e of these
h. a constraint
c. a perceived -need
d. a controllable variable

,
IL Toestablish a busing program is

a. a controllable' variable
b." perceived need
c. none of these .
d. a constraint.
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In. The 75 buses in the school district fleet represent:

a. a perceived need
b. a controllable variable
c. a constraint
d. none of these

471

. The process by whthh the administrator makes a decision with respect to
the decision context is the:

a. perceived need
b. decision -coniext
c. analysis of the decision coritext
d. decision str'ategy

5. The following four activities
tr analysis of the decisidn context,

decision on criteria for'best solution
generation of possible solutions
testing of possible solutions against criteria for best solution

are components of the

a. decision: strategy
-b. "controllable variables
c. deciscon.context
d. decision variables'''.

6. The result or outcome of a specific decisidn is

a. a -decisidn context
b. a payoff
c. what happens -

d. a decision strategy

,
7. Suppose that yotre res nsible ,for choosing a new readingsieries ifor

element s'choofi in your district. The decision- must,be made la* the sprin4
of,this year and you have been allocated $25,0°00. What is the moat important.
payoff .for this decision?

a. iead#1ga-cI4evemprit
total'iime to prepare

c. number- of Ifxts.
_d. manhours used
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8. Operations Research is -

. '-----------
,

a. a method for the scieptific study of Management or administrative
functions ,

b. ', ja method of research designia..to study business operations
c: a7`set of 'powerful decision cOntexte for large and complex

adthinistrative problems .

d. a set of poverful decision:strategies for Large and complex
/administrative problems

t

, 9. List four important operations eesearch techniques and Match them with
administrative. applications for Which they are most .useful (any operatiofis
research technique may b ap thable to- mre than one problem).

4 . ,.,
( '1r

. a. planning and analyzing jot stages'
b. analy-zing WOting line proble
c. analyzing a ,)?orking mOdey-of the decision context,e I

, d probtems in Which' the constraints and payoff can
can be stated- mathematica4y .. ....,

,problerns involving service, facilities
, 41,

'
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,

10. A complex organizational unit which involves a set of finite related actions
and requires a ,mix of hu&an and material resources is:

a. an activity
b. a *project
c. a set of events
d. an event

Y.

An activity is:,

a: an .action or set of actions designed to, attain a goal
b. a -set of complex and interrelated actions
c. a complex organizational unit whicti- requires a mix of humanan

material resources, ,

d. the beginning or eliding, of a set of actions

c,

12. That which marks the beginning or ending 4of an activity .s:

a. a time
b, a project
c. 'an event
d. a network

13i ,A network ks a diagram ivhich depicts:

a. a prRject as a. set of interrelatpd events' by means of arrows .
b. an actiVity as a set of interrelated events by means of arrows
c. an evoliiitas a set of interrelated actititie by means of circles-and

arrows
d. a project as a set of ,interrelated activities by means \of circles and

arrows

r-
149 140
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1 . Which three of these listed ê13w are the uses oi a dummy, gctivity :

I. Indicating the Rrecedence of activilies vihen two -actiVities end,
with the Sarnia event.

II. Eliminatfng the posslbilffy that two activities will start arid end
.viith the same eVents.,'
.1r\dicating activity.Prec'edence withont intervening activities.

VI: Providfng single starting and termination events ,for projects
w-fth multiple starls--and/or finishes.

a.
b.
C. .I, III, IV
d. II, fII, IV

e15. n each of the following items choose the term which matches the deftnition:-k
,

I. Earliest start time and duration of the activity
a. earliest start ,

b. earliest -finish
c. slack time
d. latest start r-

II. Earliest latest start of all immediate predecessors,
a. slaCk time
b. earliest finish
c. latest. start
d. latest finish

III. -Earliest finish,of all immediate predecessors
.a. earliest start
b. earliest finish
C. latest start
d. 'latest finish

.

IV. Lateit start time - earliest start time
. slack time

I. b. earliest start
c. latest start
d: latest finish

V. Latest finish - duration'of the activity
a, 'earliest sta-rt
b. earliest finish
C. late\dt\start
d. slack time,

S't
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16. Construct a PERT/CPM network from the information given below. Identify
each activity arrow by its number.

Activity Predecessors
1

2 1
3 1
4 3
5 4
6 2
7 5,6
8 5,6

17. The longest path through the network in terMs of time is:

a. the pathAith the most activities
b. the pa;t/k with the fewest activities
c. the ,Fritical path
d. the( most slack path
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18. Below is a PEHT/CPM network_

I. Which of the paths below is the Critical Path?

a. ,1,2,5
b. 1,3
c. 1,4,6,7
d. 4,3,6,7

II. Belo,w is a calendar for the month of September

S MT WT F-S
1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 ; 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

If the above project must start by Sept. 18 and be finished by
Sept. 29 its Earliest Start and Latest Finish times are:,

a. Sept. 20,29
b. Sept. 18,29
c. Sept. 18,28 s

d. Sept. 19, 29

19. If activity 14 takes 3 days to complete and is preceded by activities 13,
9, 5, the correct DATA statement for program GCPATH would be:

a. 2000 DATA 143,13,9,5,-1
b. 2000 DATA 14,3,13,9,5
c. 2000 DATA 14,13,9,5,3
d. 2000 DATA 14,13,9,5,3,-1

1 5 2
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20. Below is a iample output front program GCPATH

EARLIEST COMPLETION TIME FOR THE ENTIRE PROJECT

EARLIEST LATEST

25

JOB START FINISH START FINISH SLACK

1 0 3
I 4 t

2 1 4 4 5; 0 3 o a

4 3 s 3 5 o *CP*.

5 s 13 5 13 o 4,CP

6 13 19 13 19 o CP
7 19 23 19 23 o 47cP.

8 23 25 23 e 25 0 *CP, is

9 19 22 22 25 3

to 19 19.3 24.7 25 5.7

._

I. Which path is the Critical Path?

a. 1,2,5,6,7,8
b. 1,2,5,6,9
c. 3,4,5,6,7,8
d. .3,4,5,6,9

II. What is the Earliest Start, Latest Finish and-)Slack Time for activity 4.

. 3,5,3,5,0
b. 5,12,5,13,0
c. 2,3,4,5,1
d. 3,5,3,5,1

21. List 5 educational applicatiods of PEhT/CPM

a.

b.

c.

d.
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22. Because PERT/CPM displays a project- with complex interrelationships of
activities in a simple and direct manner it is a useful:

a. communication tool
b. decision-implementing tool
c. project monitoring tool
d. project evaluation tool

23. Suppose that you are an assistant superintendent of a large school district.
Xou have the responsibility to make enrollment predictions for the next five
years. Using PERT/CPM you have analyzed this project and found that your
critical path is 3 months long. It is now July 1, 1973 and the project mustz
be completed by May 1, 1974. How long" can you'delay the starting of this
project and still finish safely?

a. September 1, 1973
b. March 1,1974
c. October 1, 1973
d. February 1, 1974

24. Give a reason based on PERT/CPM for your .answer.

25. Give one advantage and one disadvantage of PERT/CPM:

-Advantage:

Disadvantage:

....
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1. A decision context is:

a. a choice between two different options
b. the administrator's environment
c. a problem for which a decision is needed
d. the school 'district of the administrator

2. List and briefly define the three components of the decision context.

Component

1 Dfn:

2 Dfn:

3 Dfn:

3- Suppose that you are a school superintendent. Your school board has just
adopted the policy that all children should have at least 18 weeks of career
education by the time they reach the seventh grade. Only grades 4,5,6 are
to be inVolved and the sum of $50,000 has been allocatep: You have the
freedom to assign any number of teachers for any number of hours and to titre
as many consultants as -necessapy provided you do not exceed the authorized
amount.

I. The sum of $50,000 is:

a. a pgrceived need
b. a constraint
c. none of these -
d. a controllable variable

II. The number of teachers assigned is:

a. a controllable variable
b. a perceived need
c. a cOnstraint
d. none of these

.156
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III. To develop a_plan for career education in the upper elementary grades is:

a. none of these
b. a controllable variable
C. constraint
d. a perceived need

4. A' decision strategy is:

a. the process by which a decision is made
b. a problem for which a decision is needed
c. the choice between a number of optiohs
d. the process of Implenienting'a decision

-5. The four components of a decision strategy are:

a. perceived need, constraints, controllable variables, gene-ration of
possible solutions.

b. analysis of the decision context, decision on Criteria for the best
solution, perceiving 'the appropriate need, testing possible solutions
against criteria for best solution

c. analysis of the decision context, decision on criteria for the best
solution, generation of possible solutions, testing possible solutions
against criteria for' best solution

d. finding ,controllable variables, decision on criteria for the besq
solution, generation of possible solutions,_ testing possible solutions
against criteria for best solution

6. A payoff is:

a. the situation which requires -a decision .
b. the process- of making a decision
c. a-de,cisioh- with respect to a specific context
d. the result of a specific decision

7. Suppose that you have the responsibility for constructing the s'chool district's
budget for the next fiscal year. You have available to you a full-time secretary,
all previous years' itudgets and budgestimates from each of your districtrs
schools. The most i'mportant payof'of decigion making in this case is:

a.. budget length
b. time
C. money
d. line item costs
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8. is a set of powerful decision strategies forjarge and
complex administrative problems.

a, operations research
b, linear programming
c. mathematical modeling
d, que..eing theory

9. List four important operations research techniques and match them withadministratixe applications for which they are most useful (Any operationsresearch technique may be applicable to more than one problem).

a, planning -and analyzing project stagei
b, analyzing waiting line Problems
c. analyzing a working model of the decision contextd. problems in which the constraints and payoff can

be stated_ mathematically
problems involving setwice facilities

q-
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10. A constraint is:.

a. a quantity that we.wish to either maximize or minimize
b. the measure of how successful we are at either maximizing ot

c. :a -restriction on one or several controllable variables
d. a direct restriction on the measure of effectiveness

11. A variable whose value can be manipulated in order to- get an opttmum
result Is: "

a. a controllable variable
b. ah optimized variable
c. a measure of effectiveness
d. a constraint,

12. An object function Is:

a. a restriction on one or more controllable vartables
-b. a mathematical' expression of the measure of effectiveness
c. the quantity we want to either maximize or minimize
d. a mathematical expression of the problem's constraints

134 The quantity which we;-wish to either maximize rr minimize In a
programming problem is:

a. an object function
b., a controll'able vartable
c. a constraint
d-. measure of effectiveness

linear

19. Suppose that you are respOnsible for deciding how many reading books to buy
for the first grades in your.district. You have decided on purchasing two

1 seriesseries' A and series B.(t1 is the total number of series A books,
t25is the total.number of series B books) Series A books costs $2.50 each
and laat for 2 years. Series B books cost $4.95 each and last 4.5 years.
You have $5,000 to spend and you must purchase at least 100 of each sertes.
The goal is to purchase the books so that they last the maximum amount of time.
Determine the following for this problem:

I. Controllable variables:

U. Constraints:
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III. Object Function: 1\

15. Which of the statements below deScribes tlie relationship between a feasible
solution and an optimal solution?

a. the optimal solution is the best of all feasible solutions

b. the feasible solution is the best of all 9ptimal solutions

c. a feasible solution satifies all the constraints while the optimal
solution does not.

d. there may be a great many optimal solutions but, only one feasil3le
solution.

164. List the seven steps necessary in solving a. linear programming problem:

17. Below is a model for a linear programming problem. Write down the DATA
statements in the correct order for using the computer program 141TPRG.

0 ject function: 7t1 + 5.3t2 C

/Constraints: > 50
t2 < 30
3000 t

1
+ 5000 t., < 20,000
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18. Below is an output listing from the program LINPRG.

/lb

LINPRG

LINEAR PROGRAMMING

HAVE YOU ENTERED YOUR DATA STATEMENTS?
(7E5.1. WO'0')
71

If'MAXIMIEING THE OBJECT FuncTlem. TYPE *I':
11 MINIMIZING THE OSDECT ruNcrieu. TYPE '-1'.
71

NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS?
73

NUMBER OF VARIABLES?
72

NUMBER OF LESS-THAN CONSTRAINTS?
71

r*
NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS?
70

NUMBER OF.CREATER-THAN CONSTRAINTS?
/2

ANSVERSs

THE MAXIMUM VAWE OF THE OWECT FUNCTION IS 556.4
THIS OCCURS VHENJ

VARIABLE I ' 13.04
. VARIABLE 2 . 4

ANY VARIABLES NOT LISTED HAVE VALUE 0

DONE

S.

IL

Object fundion; 35t1 + 25t2 = C

Constraints; t1 < 22; t2 > 4; $500t1 + S370t2 < $8000

t1 represents the number of Type A science centers ($500@) and
t2 represents the number of Type B science centers -($370@). The
object function attempts to maximize the number of clilldren served

'\ by science centers.

T. How many Type A centers should be purchased?
11. How many Type B cp.nters should be purchased?

, III. How many children 1\vi1l be served by these centers?

19. Linear programming is primarily useful in dealing with problems where;

a. one is able to quantify the variables involved in the problem
b. resources are allocated so as to optimize some result
c. resources are allocated so as to maximize some quantity
d. resources are Olocated so as to minimize some quantity
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O. Which of the following alternatives represent two reasons why the technique
of linear programming has only recently been used in eilucation:

a. Important educational variables are difficult to quantify.
Linear programming is applicable to only a small number of
educational problems.

b. Linear programming was developed dilly recently. There has not
been much time to fievelop educational applications.

c. The necessaly matheMaticians and computers are-not generally
available to educators. It is necessary to have specialized
training to use linear programming.

d. Important educational variables are difficult to quaptify. Few
educators are aware-of the existence of linear programming.

21. List five typical resources to be allocated in. educational problems.

a.

C.

d.

e.

22. Which of the following four Es not an advantage of using the technique of linear
programming In solving problems in educational administratiA0?

a. provides fast answers at little cost
b. provides a rational basis for decision making
c. provides a method for quantifying goals
d. provides a means for simuL3fing changes and observing the results

23. Which of the following is a disadvantage of using the technique of linear
programming?

a. linear programming provides data but does not make decisions
b. the technique is too sophisticated to use for educational problems
c. it requires mathematical sophistication to use the technique
d. linear programming often does not provide a best answer

162
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1. The situation which creates the need for a. decision is- the:

.a. decision context
b. perceived need
c. decision strategy
d. constraints

2. List ind briefly define the three components o'; the decision context.
Component

r

Dfn.

3: Suppose that :you are an assistant superintendent. You have been asql.gned
the task Of establishing a busing program which will result in racial )3alance
within yolar_school system. Your district, has allocated $100,000 for busing
using its fleet , of 75 buses. You may adjust the number of stu,dents qn any.
bus, the route anybus ,will follow and the school or schools to which 4
delivers: The plan is to be ready to use at the beginning of school

I. The school or schools to° which a bus delivers is:.

a. none of these
b. a constraint
.c.t, a perceived need
d. 'a Controllable variablft

To establish a busing program is

a. a controllable variabl
b. perceived -need
c. none-of these
d. a constraint I 6 A

.155'
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IlL 4The 75 buses in..the school district fleet represent:

\a. a perceived need
b. a controllable variable
c. a constraint
d. none of these

L

4. The process by 'which the administrator makes a deciion with respect to
the decision context is the:

a. perceived need
b. decision context
c. analysis Of the decision context
d. decision strategy

5. The following four activities
analysis of the decision context
decision on criteria for best solution

-gereraticri of passible solutions
e testing of possible solutions against criteria for best solution

are components of the

decision strategy
controllable variables

c. decision context
d. decision variables

6: The result or outcorne'-öf a specific décision-is
;

a. a decision context
b. a payoff
c. what happens
d. a decision strategy

7. Suppose that you are responsible for choosing a new reading series for the
elementary schools in your district. The decision must betmadetheapring
of this year and you have been allocated $25, 000. What the- most important
payoff for this decision? /

a. reading achievement
b. total time to prepare
c, number of texts
d. manhours used
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8. 0 erations Research is

If L

adtiethod for the scientific study of management or administrative
functions
a method of research designed to study business operations

c. a set of powerful decision contexts for large and complex .

administrative problems
d. a set of powerful decision strategies for large and cOmplex

administrative problems

9. List four important operations research techniques and match them with
administrative appli-cations for which they are most useful (any operations
research technique may be applicable to more than one problem).

,
planning and analyzing project stages

b. analyzing waitirkg line problems
c. analyzing *a. working model of the decision context :
d. problems in which the constraints and payoff can

can be stated mathematically
problems invOlving service facilities
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10. A restriction on one or more controllable variables is:

a. a controllable variable
b. a measure of effectiveness
c. an object function
d. a constraint

11. A controllable variable is:

a. a quantity we wish to either maximize or minimize
b. a yriable which can be manipulated in order to get an optimum

regult
c. a mathematical expression of the restrictions on certain variables
d. the mathematical expression for the measure of affectiveness

12. A mathematical expression of the measure of effectiveness is:

a. the object function
b., a controllable variable

a constraint
an optimizer

, .

13., The measure of effectiveness is:

a. the quantity we wish to either maximize or minimize.
b. a variable which can be iiirectly manipulated.
c. h restrfation on one or more controllable varia%les.
d. a mhthematical expression for the controllable variables. .

14. 'Suppose that you are responsible for deciding how many science centers to
buy for your nes? school. You. have a choice of two types S, Z. Type Scosts $750 and serves 20 students. Type Z costs $475 and serves 25children. (t1 is the total number of type.S centers; t2 is the total number
of type Z centers) You have $10,-000 to spend qnd you, wish to maximize
the number bf children served. You must buy at least 3 of each type:
Determine the following for this problem:

I. Controllable variables:

U. Constraints:
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15. The

, Object Function

L

solution is of all / solutions.

a.. feasible, the best, optimal
b. optimal, onedeasible,
c. optimal, the best, feasible
d. feasible, one, optimal

16. List the seven steps necessary in solving a linear programming problem.

4s.
.11

e,

17. Below is a model for a linear programming problem. Write down the DATA
statements In the correct order for using the computer program LINPRG

Object Function: 90t1 + 75t2 C

Constraints: 5t
1

+ 3t2 250
ti < 30
t2 > 50

1 6
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18. Below is the listing for a linear programming problem solved by the computer
program LINPRG.

LINPRG

LINEAR PfloGRAMMING

HAVE YOU ENTERED YOUR DATA STATEMENTS?
(YES.'1,. No.00,)

IF

?I

MA.XIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE 1 ;
IF MINIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNcTioN. TYPE '-1*.
TI

NUMRER OF CONSTRAINTS?.
73

NUMBER OF VARIABLES?
T2

NUMBER OF LESS-THAN CONSTRAINTS?
71

NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS?
tO

NUMBER OF GREATER-THAN CONSTRAINTS?
72

ANSWERS:. 4

THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE OBJECT FUNCTIoN IS 1243.42
THIS OCCURS WHEN:

vARIABLE I * SO
VARIABLE 2 * 5114.211

ANY VARIABLES NOT LISTED HAVE VALUE 0

DONE.
_

Object function: 1.5t1 ± 2t2.= L

Constraints: t1 > 50, .t2 > 75, $4.50 ti + $4.75 t2 < 3000
t1 represents the number of textbook S ($4.,50 @,) and t2
represents the number of textbook Z ($4.75 @). The
object function attempts to maximize the cumulative length
of time that the textbooks will last.

I. How many S textbooks should be purchased?
II. How many Z textbooks should be purchased?
IIL What is the cumulative length of time the textbooks wUl last?

1. 69
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19. Linear programming Is useful for solving problems in which \

are allocW..A so as to some result.

a. quantities, maximize
b. resources, minimize
c . quant it ie s , maxim ize
d. resources, optimize

20. Which of the following choices give two valid reasons why linear programming
is presently used so little in education:

a. importght educational variable are difficult, to express mimerically.
It is, necessary to have specialized training to use linear programming

:

b. It is difficult to- express Important educational variables numerically.
Few educators are aware of the existence of linear programming.

c. There has not been much time to develop educational-applications.
It is necessary, to have specialized training to use linear programming.

d. The necessary mathematicians and :computer are not generally ,

available to educators. Linear programming was developed only
recently.

21. List five typical resources to be allocated in educational problems.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

22. List five pleasures of -effectiveness in educational protlerns.
_

a.

b.

C.

d.

e .
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23. Which a the following four is not an advantage of using the technique of linear
programming in solving probleMs in educational adMinistration?

a. provides the criteria for decision making.
b. encourages identification of goals
c. provides a format for systematic analysis of a problem
d. provides fast answers at little ,cost

24. Which of the following four is a disadvantage of using the technique 4 linear
programming.

a. the technique is too sophisticated to uSe for educational problems
b. the technique is slow and cosay to use
c. it is necessary to be sophisticated mathematically to use Linear

Programming'
d. Many real-worl& situations are difficult to formulate mathematically

1 7 1
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Materials Used:

ID:
(last 4 digits of your SS no.)

Date:

For each applicable item circle the letter of the
best answer.

Form: I S
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, 1. A decision context is:

a. a choice between tsvQ different options
b. the administrator's environment
c. a problern for which a; decision is needed
d. the, school district of the administrator

2; List and briefly detine the three components of the decision context.

Component

1 Dfn:

I S

2 . Dfn:

3 Dfn: 40

3. ouppose that you are a school superintendent.: Your school board has just
adoPted the policy that all children' should have at least 1-8 weeks of .career
education _by the time they reach the seventh grade. Only grades 4,5,6 are
to be involved and the sum of sw, 600 'has been allocated. You have the
freedom to Abign any number ot teachers 'tor any number of hours and to hire
as many consultants as. necessary provided you do not exceed the authorkied
amount.

I. The sum of $50,000 fs:

a. a perceived need
b. a constraint
c. tione_of these
d. a controllable variable

II. The number of teachers assigned. is:

a. a controllable variable
b. a pereeiyed need
C. a constraint
d. 'none of these
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III. To develop a plan for career education in the upper elementary grades is:

a. none, of tt.:ese
b. a' controllable variable
c. cbristraint
d. a perceived need

A decision strateo-v is:

a. the process by which decision is made
b. a problem for which a deeision is needed v.
c. the choice between a 'number-of options
d. the process of implementing a 'decision

5. The four components of a decision strategy are:

a. perceived need, constraints controllable variables, generation of
possible solutions 1

b.' analysis of the decision context, decision on criteria for the, best
solution, perceiving the appropriate need, testing possible solutions .

against criteria for best solution .

c. analysis of the decision context, decision on criteria for the best .

solution, generation of possible solutions, testing possible solutions
,agains i. criteria for bitst solution

d. f.nding controllable vf.4 i ables , decision on criteria for the best
solution, generation of poslble solutions, testing possible solutions
against criteria- for best solution

6. A payoff is:

a. -the situation which requires a decision
b. the _process of making a decision
c. a decision with respect to a specif?c context
d. the result of a specific decision

7. Suppose that you- have the responsibility for conStructing the school district's
budget for the next fiscal year. You have available to you a full-time secretary;
allprevious years' budgets and budget estimateS from each of your district's
schoole. -The mostrortant payoff of decision making in this case is:

a. budget,length
b. time
c. money
d. line item costs
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8. is a set of powerful decision strategies for rarge and
complex administrative problems.

9.

a. operations research
b. linear programming
c. mathematical modeling
d. queueing theory

List four important operations research techniques and match them with
administrative apPlications for which they are most useful (Any operations
research technique may be applicable to more than one problem).

a.
b.
C.

d.

S.

planning and analyzing projeCt .stages
analyzing waiting line problems
analyzing a worIcing model of the decision context
problerns in which the constraints and payoff can
be stated mathematically
problems involving service facilities
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10. Simulation is

a. making reality easier to understand
b. role playing
c. representing reality by using a coMputer
d. giving the effect or appearance of reality

11. Which of the following is not a component of a simulation?

a. Object system
b. Controller
c. Model
d. Output

12. Name two uses of simulation in education.

a.

b.

13. Which of the following is not one of the three classes of simulation?

a.
b.

compliter-computer
man-model
All-computer
man-computer ,

14. Which of the below is not type 'of simulation?

a. deterministic
b . stochastic
c. organic

15. Which of the foklowing is not a Turpose of simulation?

a. Copy reality/exactly.
b. Predict future behavior of the system.
c. Describe the object sygtem.

,d. Teach abOut the object system.
176
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16. When a human being interacts with a computer' to provide inputs tó..the
model controlled by the computer, it i a,' simulation.

'a. Man-model
b. all-computer
C. man-computer

coniputer-computer

17. When a simulaticln has exact rules for relating each possible inputa to a
speCific 'itittSut, the simulation is as opposed to.

a. stochastic; deterministic
b. deterministic, stochastic
c. organic, deterministi
d. logarithmic, stochastc..

18. 'Assume that you are cons ructing DATA statements for the BUSRUT simulatithf"
program. The stop that you are working on now is number 12. ,It is in the
16th row and 2nd colun3n and there. are 7 children to pick up. Write 111.e
proper DAL stateme7f o& the 'line below.

19. Below is the output from the BUSRUT simulatign. Read through the listing .

.and answer the questions belolk.

ENTER /HE'SCHoOL cOoRDINATBS., SEPARATED HY A COMMA.
THE VERTICAL coORDINATE SHOULD HE FIRST

.715.17
WANT TO CHANGE BUS CAPACIT1E1.17 YES1.411+10.,0
71

YoU WILL HZ ABLE TO ENTER THE CAPACITY OF EACh wEHICLZ
TYPE. wHEN ENTERING. REmEMBER THAT TUE cOmP9TER WI-LL
RUN ROUTES IN THE ORDER ENTERED: LNTER ONE AT A XtME
WEN A bUEST:ZN MARK\APPEAR5, UP fel 5 rN1RIES. ENTERU IF NO MORE ARE DESHRED.
CAPACITY 1

\736
1CAPACITY 2

70

WANT TO CHANGE NUMBERS'Or BUSES? YES1,. N00
ENTER THE NUMBER OF 36 :.-PASSMBER BUSES
75

ENT:.R THE AVERAGE RATE or TRAVEL IN MPH
75
ENTER THE 741,11BER.OF GRID LINES PER MILE.

, FOR EXAMPLE; IF A QUARTER-MILE GRID IS USED, ENTER 6, 712
ENTER CZST PER MILE TO OPERATE BUES

ReuTE 1 .- ,

STOP STUDUITS ,11NUTES
23 1 8.5
20 -4 17,1,
21. 10 18.1

1 22 o 19.6
S 34.8'

THE COS BASED ON 5 :4

t,.4

PER MILE 15 S 1.16
BUS CAP CITY 36 TOTAL STUDENTS 31 .

-
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I. In 'what' column and row is the school located?

column and row

II. How many students will a tyPe 1 bus carry?

m. How many type 1 buses. are ,available?

the average rate of" travel?

V. How.mkny grid lines...ye tbere Co a mile?
-'°

What is the cost pez rmile to operate the buses?VI.

vn.

vm.

o

How many minutes does the first bus take to run its
routt ?

,
What is the total cost of 4this bus run?

The DATA for the

Age 608,
Age - 658
Age 2 - 708
Age `3 - 736

4 - _739
Kind - 763

7-

sChool year 1969-70 is _Listed below.

Gr 1 - 57-2'
Gr,2-= 579 ,

Gr 3 7 571
Gr 4 - 615
Gr 5 7 584
Gr 6 582

a

Write the DAT
'-simulationon the

Gr 7 - 618
Gr 8 - 576
Gr 9 588
Gr 2-z.. 632

Gr 571..
Gr 2.- 581

ta.ernents for this data-to
.kies belOw.

e Used in the ENRPRO

9 Below is a
ENRPRO.

portion of the projected enrollment report from the,program.
Study this figure and then answe.r the items, below. ,

AGE OR. 1967
TO

SC6IIDL DISTRICT .1 .

PAST CEN6US AvD EN1801.1.P:rNT DATA

:96d .' 1969 197n
TD. TD TO

1971
TO

GRADE 1968 1969 1,70 1941 1972"

GR 1 545 6C5 172 st 5 Sh
GR 2 550 583 574, sr.ri 5%0

GR 3 604 6Co5 1,11. S90

AGE OR 1972 1913 . 1974 ))7,
. T3

t38.40F. 1.973 19,7A 1q7.5 1771.

GR I . 554* 5;6 /14

s (Ct.

L.

/al' 1
CR 2 !!. 540.

It% 01
GR 3 539 ..
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. The enrollment in Grade 2 in the '69-'70 school year is

The projected enrollment in Grade 2 five years later is

The data indicate that thure is a(n) trend in the data
-for the projected 3,tears.

f
re.

increas ing
b. .decreasing

Below is a portion of the year-to-year percent change report . Study it and
then answer the following items. ,

$C14701. D191111:7 1

PAST Ct4SoS A40 [49qL:...fVT DATA r $ YR 1'1 YR
CR.L.L FIGURIS A0E PER:rwrs1

1961 1166 . 1269 19/C
13 in ro rn

1969 1464 1970 1971

cmrS

TIan
1-3

st;72 1971
.

a 948 !A'? 41% 178

-1.91 .41 ...-6. 67 1.42
.2.17 -.4) -.99 .7

S 60/ 't.i. SAO 609'

4{1

-iA

A7

I. What was the enrollment in grade 4 in tho-, 1968-'69 school year ?

IL What was the enrollment in grade 5 for the same year?

III. What was the percent change from 1968-'69 to 1969'70 for
grade ; ?

IV. What is the percent change in those group of students who were in ,

grade 5 in in the period from 1967-'6:'i to 196.-3`-'69 ?

F.),..10,w is a port ion of the comparison report. Study it and then answer the
items below.

SCROC, C:1 STRICT 1

ACT11AL VS PRO .1r.C7En EVA iLCMt".51T5 MR 1972 3.7AS ED "),1 RATA FrI9ri 1967 714.411/414 1971 e
e

,..

CR

CR

CH

4

5

6

ACTUAL
twoLL

50,r

555

572

' PRO JECTFD
FyRrILL,

.
451

552

S/2

AC1"1/AL ..

r,ROJECTE1).
.-

14

-24

0

` f. ..02:1:17,
A / A ,.
2.4A

,
i.-o. 3 5

0

1.7'9

'



I. What was the actual enrollment in grade 5?

II. What was the projected enrollment for grade 6?-

III. What is the absolute error in prediction for grade 4?

IV. What is the percent error for gTade 5?

18,0
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24. Assume that you are in charge of bussing for your district. For one school
you must decide whether to use one 48 passenger bus or two 24 passenger
mini-buses. Below is the printout for each of the two cases. Choose one
of. the following alternatives based on this data.

CAPACITY : CAPACITY I

724 748
CAPACITY 2 CAPACITY 2
70 70
VANT rz criAnGF. :r:MDERs 1F BUSES? YES.1, N2.0 ENTER THE NUMBER 2F 48 PASSENGER BUSES
71 71
ENTER THE NUm5'.-R OF 24 PASSENGER BUSES ENTER THE 4v.E.:14GE RATE oF TRAVEL IN MPH
72 720
ENTER THE AVERAGE RATE OF TRAVEL IN MPH ENTER THE NUMBER 3F GRID LINES 7EF NILE.
720 FOR EXAMPLE, IF A QUARTZ77.-MILE Gn:D IS USED. ENTER
ENTER THE NUmBER or ,.:7::: 1.:::::: PER m1LE. t2

?2
FOR EXAMPLE, IF A GUARTER-mILE GRID IS USED, ,NTER 4 2%.; COST PER MILE T1 OPERATE BUSES /

/ENTER COST PEa MILE 72 OPERATE BUSES
72.00 ROUTE I

- /
/

STOP STUDENTS MINUTEf'
ROUTE 1 I 5 3-
ST0P STUDENTS MINUTES 4 4 9.2
5 3 21.6 5 4 19.7
7 10 29.3 8 3 30.5
6 9 32.3 7 10 38.1
.5 45.2 6 9 41.1

THE COST BASED ON s 2 PER MILE IS 5 30.i2 3 2 49.9
BUS CAPACITY 24 TOTAL STUDENTS 22 2 10 51.A

S 5":6
ROUTE 2 THE COST BASED el S 3 PSn !ILE IS S 5:1.75
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES BUS CAPAC:TY 48 TO-AL,yrUDE!ITS 47
4 4 6.2 /
5 4 16.7 STOPS WHERE STUDENTS,vERE NIT 71CHE3 UP
3 2 23.4 54;:PE STUDENTS
2 10 24. //

/
5 28.2

\ THE COST BASED"27I S 2 PZ2 M!:.E IS 5 18.83 THE TOTAL CoS71FOR ALL ROUTES IS S 54.75
BUS CAPACITY 24 TOTAL, STUCENTS 20 THE TOTAL rTmr. F.P. ALL 7?.1I;T:5 IS 54.8 minurrs

47 srl.:9,6:rs PICKZO UP 0 II2T PICKED UP
/STOPS laiERE.ST'UDETS N3T PICXE: UP

ST0P STUDEIITS
5

THE TOTAL cosr Fon iL.. '.iUTZS IS
THE TOTAL TIME FOR ALL P.W.:TES IS 73.4
42 STUDENTS P1CnED up 5 NOT PICKED UP

MINUTES

. Use two smaller btises because they cost less.
b. Use one large us because it takes less cumulative time.
c. Use two s ler buses because they. take less clock time.
d. USe one arger bus because it picks up all students.

z
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-"/ --Prelow are the predictions of enrollment for a junior high school tor the
next five years. Which of the conclusions about this data is correct?

SCHOOL DI STRIC'T 1
FUTURE DIFOLLNEVT PHO JECTIOIS

Aar OR 1972 1973 1974 1975 1971
To TO TO - To so

GRADE 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

OR 7 642 626 61 S 579 514

Oft 8 597 636 620 112 573

CR 9 666 649 691 674 665

a. Over the next five years space needs will remain the
same for the sJventh grade.

b. The need for teachers will continue to decline in the
8th grade.

c. The space needs for the 9th grade wtii be fairly consistent
oVer the next 5 years.

d. There should be surplus staff in the 9th grade by 1974.
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ID:
(last 4 digits of your SS no.)

Date:

For each applicable item circle the letter of the
best answer.

Form: H S
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1. The situation which cre:ites the need for a decision 'is the:

a. decision context
b. perceived need
c. decision strateu
d. constraints

a. List and 1.-riefly define the three componer:t.,i of the decision context.
Component

1 Dfn.

2 Dfn.

Dfn.

.-3. Suppose that you are an assistant superintendent. You have been assigned
the task Of establishing busing program which will result in racial balance
within you.r school system. Your district has allocated $100,000 for busing
usinF its fleet of 75 buses. You may adjust the number of students on any
bus, the route any bus will follows and the sch( ,1 or schools to which it
delivers. The plan is to ready to use at the beginning of school Chisfall.

I. The school or scho to which a bus delivers is:

a. none -of these
b. a constraint
t. a perceived need
d. a controllable variable

To establish a busing program is

a. a controllable variable
b. perceived need
C. none of these
d. a constraint
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The 75 buses in the school district fleet represent:

a. a perceived need
b. a controllable variable
c. a, constraint
d. none of these

4. The process by which the administrator makes a decision with respect to
the decision context is the:

a. perceived need
L. decision context
c. analysis of the decision context
d. decision strategy

5. The following four activities
analysis of the decision context
decision on criteria for best solution
generation of possible solutions

ao` testing of possible solutions against criteria for
f
besi solution

-A

are components of the
a. decision strategy
b. controllable variables
c. decision context
d. decision variables

6. The result or outcome of a specific decision is

a. a decision context
b. a payoff
c. what happens
d. a decision strategy

7. Suppose .that you are -responsible for choosing a new reading s.eries for the =

elementary schools in your district. The decision must be mdde by the spring
of this year and you have been allocated S25,000. -.What is the most important °
payoff for this decision?

a. reading achievement
b. total time to prePare
c. number of texts --
d. manhours used
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S. Operations Research is

a. a method for the scientific study of mar:!t2ernent or administrative
functions,

b. a method of research designed to study business operations
c. a set of powerful decision contexts for large and complex

administrative problems
d. a set of powerful decision strategies for large and :nplex

administrative problems

9. List four important operations researeh techniques and match them with
administrative applications for which they are most useful. (any operations
research technique may be. applicable to more than one problem).

a. 'planning and analyzing project stages
b. analyzing )kaiting line problems
c. analyzing a working model-of the decision context
d. problems in which !he eonstfaints and payoff can-

can be stated mathematically
pitoblems involving serVice facilities

..,,,



10. is giving the effect or appearance of re.dity.

a. stochastic
b. simulat ion
c. deterministic
d. role playing

11. Which of the following is not a component of a simula!ion?

a. processes
b. object system
c. outputs
d. model

12. Name two uses of simulation in education .

a: t_

b.

13. Which of the following is not one of the three classes of simulations?

a. man-computer
b. man-model
c. computer-based-
d. model-computer

14. Which .of the below Is not a.c.).p.s.s._.0f. sir4ulatiotts3-;
't.:1 7'1'1

a. stochastic
b. logarithmic
c. determinist lc
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15. Which of the following is not r purpose oi simulat:ori?

a. Ter,2h about the object system
b. Replace the object system
C. Predict future behavior of tte object system
cL Explain past behavior of the object system

16. wher.. the computer represents all aspects of a simulation, e. , both
providing input and operating the model, it is a simulation.

a. m an-computer
b. man-model
c. computer-based
d, computer-computer

17. When some random element is park of a simulation so that random processes
relate input to output, the simulation is:

a. stochastic
b. determinis tic
c. logarithmic

18. Assume that You are constructing DATA statements for the BUSRUT simulation
program. The stop that you are working on now is number 27. It is in
the 19th row and 33rd column and there are 3. children to pick up. Write
the proper DATA statement on the line below.

19. Below is the output from the BUSRUT simulation. Rri.d through .the listing
and answer the questions beloW

sown. CRORDINATES. SEPARATED Si & GONNA.
1N2 vent:eat. COoRDINATE SHOULD n rI927

YoU RILL It ABEL TO CITER CAPACITY Or tAC14 UERICEETYPE. VNEs ENTERIWD. RENER A 1-NAT ENE COMPUTE,
PUN Aes IN TNI.ORDER ENTERED. ENTER ONE AT A TIME
9MC01 A QUESTION MAAR APPEARS. UP 14 3 =TRIES. ENTER
V Jr We mime axe pomp.
caraesrr I

1,0
CAPACATY .2
10

ENTER TNE NUMBER P xa xasseNtleo RUSES
10

WEER TNE-AUERAIE RATE Or TRAVEL IN RN
/40
irck,arootscsiirir-eArY *Eft' ;eke.tit =1

POP EXAILL. "-USED. MI!"/I
ENTER COST PER NILE TO OPERATE RUSES
.1.22

xsurr
STIP STUDENTS NINUTESII 9 4/.1
If 10 -57.6
1 96.9

1WE Ceti' c-see ON % .25 .ER MILE iS 9 14.14
OUS CAPACITY 20 TOTAL STUCCM22 t9
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I. In what column and row is the school located?
column and row

II. HoW many students will a type 1 bus cariy?

Pi. How many type 1 buses are avallable?

IV. What is tne average rate of travel?.

V. How many g-rid lines are there to a mile?

VI. What is the cost per mile to operate the buses?

VII. How kany minutes does it take the first bus to ran its
route?

VIM, What is the total cost of this bus run?'

20. The data for the school year 1967-'68 is listed below.

Age 0 - 686 Gr 1 - 595 Gr 7 - 555
Age 1 - 25 Gr 2 - 650 Gr 8 -- 569
Age 2 - Gr3-604 Gr 9 - 589
Age 3 - 774 Gr 4 - 598 Gr 10 - 602

.Age 4 - 816 Gr 5 - 607 Gr 11 - 540
kind - 819. Gr 6 - 5.76 Gr 12 - 470

Write the DATA statements for this data to be used in the simulation
ENRPRO on the lines below.

21: Below,.is a portion of.the projected ( rroliment report from the prog.am
EN-RPRO. Study this figure, and answer the following items.

SC413L DISTRICT 1
r PAST CDiS115 AND

AGE OR 19A7
'1, To

1966
TO

-GRADE 19(S8, 1969

TIATA

19A9 i 197O 1971 .

rl TO Tfl .

1470 1971 1972

SaR 7 555 . cap 4 1 A A1V7 tol -

68 ir- _ 569 550 7A 597 60

GR '9 584 -602 A104 t112 A47

_

51410g.. OISTRICT 1

.F0i14iE PROT1141

AGL O1 1,772 1473 1974 1)75
TO 1,7) TO 7n. 71

main 1973 1974 /.475 . 177f j )77

117e

OR 7 609 5)1,1 502 57 S4C

DR el 517 603 521
!

s.1 I

DR 9 666 f 669 /A55 'A32 417
. /
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I. The enrollment in Grade 9 in 1970-71 school year is

II. The projected enrollment in Grade 9 five years later.is:

M. The data indicate that there is a(n) tre- in the data
for the projected years.

a. decreasing
b. increasing

29 Below is a portion of the ear-to-year com-parison report. Study it a.n.d
answer the following items.

scloqL Dis.nicT

PAST CL.OSIIS AND iNvint.L.m4T DATA PLS TM ri y I c.Agrrs
(ALL DECIMAL PIGA:NTS APE PFMCI)TSI

1.1.14.rTlImi1907 1968 19611 1970 1071 197PTO TO T1 r. r31968 1949 1970 1971 1972 1971

A00 686 649 608 lee 2
,

5.39 -6.32 -2.48 -4.1
.av 1.36 1.63 1.46 4.1P

A14, 725 686 A38 441 618 5161

I. What was the number of children at age 0 in 1971-'72?

IL What was the number of children at age 1 in the same year?

III. What was the percent change from 1970-'71 to 1971-'72 for
age 0?

IV. What was the percent change in ,..ose grottps of children who were
at age 0 in 1969-'70, in the period from 1969-'70 to 1970-'71?

23. Below is a portion of the projected versus act4.11 enrollment report. Study
it and then answer the items below.

SCHOOL DISTRICT 1

ACTUAL VS PRO.MCTED EVR1LLM=NTS FIR ty72
SASED'ON DATA FROM 1947 THROIMM 1971

ACTUAL PROJUTEIO ACTUAL I TRR717
umnoLL ryR1LL PRD4ECTED (4-$))/A

HIND 699 A83 )6

OR 1 544 554 -10

St 2 S30 540

CR 3 1 532 539 -7
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I. What IA:as the actual enrollment in grade 3?

II. What was the prniected ,....nrollment for grade

III. What is the absolute error in prediction for --fade 1?

IV. What is the percent error foi grade 2?
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94. Assume that yott are in, Charge of bussing for your dis: rict. You must decide
which load factor-(number of students per seat) to 1.1.c for bussing to
certain schools. Using BUSRUT try out several different toad factors. Th9.
results are given in the table below.

Load Factor No. of Routes Total Cost Total Time

1 1./! 9

2 8

2 1/.2 8

3 8

S

S3.50
74.30
70.19

63.5 mInutes
.77.2 minutes
79.0 minutes.
43. u minutes

Choos: the best load-factor, Consider the data,available.

a.
b.

1,

2
372.

C. 2 1/2
d. 3

t.

>

et

9 2

c.



25. Below is the actual versus predicted enrollment repon for a high sehool.
How would you evaluate the accuracy of your prediytions?

SCHOOL DI STRI CT 1

ACTUAL. VS PRC .1FCITCD :=OLL -"NTS FT7R t 27?
84SC3 Os1 nATA Fi.rirl I /A"' Tuwpfru 1,471

AC TUAL.
plfOLL

OR

CA 1 I 570

G A 2 SA 3

1))40 CTFD
NR11-1.

A C AL
FRO ..1SCTL:D

PR1R
(A -P)/A

ASS -28

63S :11.4

570 -7 - 1 24

a. The predictions for grades 10 and 12 are fairly accurate but
it is off for grade 11.

b. The predictions of enrollment for all the grades are quite
accurate.

c. The errors in prediction for all tIree grades exceed one
classroom in magnitude.

d. Only the prediction for grade 12. is accurate.

e--

1 93.



ID:
(last 4 digits of your SS no.)

Date:

For each applicable item-ctrcle the letter of the
best answer;

Forth: I Q
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1. A decision context is:

a. a choice between two different options
b. the adminiStrator's environment
c. a problem for which a decision is needed
d. the school district of the administrator

2. List and briefly define the three components of the decision context.

Component

Din:

2 Dfn:

3 Dfn:

Q

3. Suppose that you are a school superintendent. Your school board has just
adopted the policy that all children should have at least 16 weeks of career
education by the time they reach the seventh grade. Only.. grades 4,5,6 are
to be involved and the surn of $50,000 has been allocated. You have the
freedom to assign any number of teachers for any number of hours and to tnre
as many consultants as necessary provided you do not exceed the. authorized
amount.

I. The sum of $50,000 is:

a. a perceived need
b. a constraint
c. none of these
d. a controllable variai

II. The nuMber of teachers assigned is:

a. a controllable variable
b. a perceived need
c. a constrain
d. none of these

i 9 5
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III. To develop a plan for earr education in the upiker elementary grades is:

a.
b.
C.

d.

/17;r-i.è of these
a Co'ntrollable variable
constraint
a perceived need

4. A decision strateav

a.
b.
C.
d.

the proCess by which a de,cision is made
a problem for which a decision is needed
the choice between a number of options
the process of implementing a decision

5. The four components of a decision strategy are:

a. perceived need, constraints, controllable variables,
possible solutions

b. analysis of the decisio context, decision
solution, perceiving. the appropriale need,
against criteria for best solution'

c. analysis of the decision cOntext, deci,sion
solution, generation of possible solutions,
against criteria for

d.. finding controllable
solution, generation

best solution
variables, decisibn on
of possible solutions,

agaitat,criteria for best solution

6. A 'payoff

7.

generation of

on criteria for, the best
testing possible solutiOns

on criteria for the best
testing posSible solutions

criterta for the best
testing possible solutiorit

a. the situation which requires a decision
b.. the process of making a decision .

. :

c. a decision with respect to a
(

specific context
d. the result of a specific deci ion

Suppose that you have.the responsibility for Nistructing the school district's
budget for the next fiScal year. -'ou have available to you a full7time secretary;
allprevious years' budgets and budget estimates froni each of your district's
schools. The most important payoff of decision making in" this case is:

rt.\
a.
b.
C.
d.

budget length
time
monelt
line item.costs

e

t

I.
1.9 6

187
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8. is a set of powerful decision strategies for large and
complex administrative prbblems .

a. operations research
b. linear -programming
c.. mathematical modeling
d.' queueing theory

9. List four important operations research techniques and 'match, them with
administrative applications for which they are most useful (Any operations
research technique .may be applicable to more than 'one problem).

1

a. planning and analyzing project; stages
. b. analyzing 'waiting line problems

c. analyzing a working model of the decision context
d. problems in which the constraints and payoff can

e stated mathematically ,r3-

problems involving service facilities

-

197
188

44.



10. Which of the following are not basic cOnditions whicli must be
satisfied in order for queueing theory to give useful resufts?

a.. The system must be in equilibrium
b. There must be at least one customer in the queue
c. Service times are independent
d. Customers do not leave the queue until...they are serced
e. The arrival and departure rates are independent

of each 'other
f. First come, first served
g. Arrival rate must be less than the service rate
h. Arrivals of customers are random and-independent

11. A source field is

a. The area where customers of a facility come from
4. b., The population of customers

c. The population of possible service facilities for customers
d. The population of

4
potential" customers

,
,19. 'The use'rs of a service facility'are:

a. Employers
b. Waiters
c. Arrivals
d. Customers

13. A servicei facility
$

a. A location( at'Ahich a servide is rendered.
b. A building where customers are serviced
c. The place'where:the queue th located
d. The potential. pool of, customers for the queue

The average ,numberof customers arriving at the service facility
during a unit of time -is the:

a. ervige rate
b.- Departure rate
c.. Airrival rate
d.. Customer rate 14

198 ,
189

I Q



.15. The average number of customers that can be serviced by one .serviee'
facility duririg a unit of tjme assuming no idle, time is the:

a, Avrival rate
b. Service rate
c. Queue rate
d Departure rate

16. The amount of time that a service facili is not servicing a c.ustorffer
is the:

a. Id 1.1 time
b. Queueing time
c. Waiting time
d. Service time

17. The waiting time is the time:

a. between the beginning and ending of service for a customer
b. that a customer spends in the source field before he joins the .

queue
c. the total, time that a cust bmer spends in the q ueue and' service

facility
d. between when .the customer joins the queue and when he gets

serviced

18. Which of the statistics listed below .are not statistics derived from
.queueing theory?

a. expected waiting time of an arrival
expected number of custo,mers waiting for service or being
serviced (

c. Probal3ilitS7 tliat a customer W ill .be . serviced *Within _time T
d. expected number of customers waiting for service
e. probability that the facility is idle (

f. la-lean number of custonier _being serviced
g. probabilitY that, N users are being serviced or are waiting for

service .

h. prObalfitslitythat 'more than L users are being serviced or are
waiting . .\

199 a-.

GTO

190
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19. As the number of service facilities incredses,- the length of the queue
, the waiting time and the probability of a

service facility being idle

a. decreases, increases, decreases
b. decreases, decreases, increases
c. increases, decreases, decreases
d. increases, increases, increases

20. As the arrival rate decreases, the length of the queue
the waiting time , and the probability of the service facility
being idle

a. decreases, decreases; increases
b. increaseS, decreases, decreases
C. Increases, increases, increases
d. decreases, increases, decreases

21. As the service rate decreases, the length of the queue
the waiting time , , and the probability of the service
facility being idle

a. decreases, decreases, increases
b. increases, Increases, increases,
c. increases, increases, decreases
d. increases, decreases, decreases

22. Your local high school has' a printshop for vocational education. They
do large printing jobs for the school district. The instructor has made
a request for a second Printing press. He claims that the class cannot
keep up with the nuMber of requeas they'receive. The shop receives
an average of three orders each week. It takes an average of one and
one-half days to complete a job.

. -\

Answer the follow questions about this queueing thed, ry pibblem.

I. The source field is

IL The customer's are
4

III. The service facility is

-IV. The arrival rate is

V. The serhice rate is

200 o .191
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23. Below h the output of program QUEUE for a queueiilg theory problem.
1.52e this to answer .the questions below.

ENTER SOURCE FIELD
0=INFINITE POPULATION
II = FINITE POPULAII:ON OF SIZE M
-1 TO DLIT

70

F - NUMBER OF SERVICE FACILITIES
72
A - AVERAGE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS ?ER :SNIT TI)17_:
712
S - AVERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER UNIT TIME
78

PROBABILITY THAT THE FACILITY IS IDLE - PC0) .142557
EXPECTED NUMBER EITHER BEING SERVICED OR WAITING - E(N) . 3.42857
EXPECTED NU1!1BER WAITING - ECV) = 1.92857
EXPECTED WAITING TIME 'OF AN AB.RIVAL - ECT) = .A60714
IF YOU V1SH PCN). THE PROBABILITY THAT N ARE BEING

SERVICED OR WAITING. ENTEP. THE NUMBER FOR N. IF NOT.
ENTER -I

75
PC 5 6.75013E-02
ENTER ANOTHER N OR -1 TO QUIT
7-1
IF YOU WISR PCN=L), THE PROBABILITY THAT THE NUMBER OF

USERS BEING SERVICED OR VAITING EXCEEDS SOME NUMSER L.
ENTER THE NUMBER FOR L. :F NOT. ENTER -I

71
pCN= 1 ) = .290179
ENTER ANOTHER I. OR -1 TO CUIT
7-1

I. The probability, that the number waitiag and being serviced
v

is greater than 3 is

H. Average number of arrivals is

M. The number of service facilities is

IV. The probability that the facility is idle -is k

V. The probability that five customers are waiting or being
sei-viced is

VI. A-verage, number of customers being srrviced is

VH. The expected number waiting is

How long shOuld an arrival expect to wait?

a. What is the expected number in the queue or being serviced?

X. The average service rate is

2 61
192
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24. In item 23 you were given a zprintout which reflects the following
queueing theory problem. An office- presently has two typists.
They are contemplating addin.g a third typist. Using the printout from
item 23 plus the one -given below, you must decide whether _or not
to hire an extra secretary. The time unit is days.

A poll of users has shown that they will not tolerate a wait of more
than I day.

CNTER SOURCE FIELD
DmINFINITE POPUIATI or
M FINITE i3OPULATION or slzr. m
-1 TO QUIT

70
- NUMBER OF SERVICE FACILITIES

73
A - AVERAGE uumBEr OF ARRIVALS PER UNIT TIME

T.12

- AVERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER UNIT TIME

7S

PRBBABILITY THAT THE FACILITY 15 IDLE,- 12(0) .2105E6

EXPECTED NUMBER EITH :R BEING ..:EnvIcEn'tm. VA:TING - ECN) I.7JGB4

EXPECTED NUMBER WAIT/NG - EC.I; . .216842
EXPECTED WAITING TIME: or AN ARRIVqL - EC T) d. I .D7368E-C2

a. Hire one, because the average number waiting or being
serviced will be reduced to less than tile number of
secretaries.

b. Do uot hire one because the expected waiting time is only
reduced from 1/3 to 1,7100 of a day.

c. Hire.one because the average number waiting will be reduced
more'than 80%.

d. Do not hire one, because each typist will then be idle more than
1/5 of the time.

I Q

25. Which of the following is/are not advantage(s) of qu'eueinr theory?

a. Provides a method for simulating changes in-the queueing
system aid observing the results.

h. Provides criteria for determining the "best" solution to-a problem.
G. Provides a means for analyzing most problems which involve-

waitfng in linek
d. Provides data which may suggest possible changes in the

queueing system.
Provides a framework for studying the queueing system.
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26. Which of the following is/are not disadvantailes of queueing theory?

a. The results from queueing theory are averages, not
exact results.

b. Problems must satisfy certain conditions in order to be
analyzed using queueing theory.

c. Queueing theory is very limited when dealing with small
populations.

d. Queueing theory yields data and does not make decisions.
e. The results of a queueing theory analysis are too abstract

and difficult to undersiand.

2 0 3
194
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D.
:ast 4 digits of SS+.

Date:

Bele-A are sc:-:e, f questr,ns mar.agern-rit techniques.
se, me :hcse rn. :t_. !h and with oth-. s you may riot
aizret. 1-1.ar des!,i: -at A. .:-,ernent by c,:cling SA (Strongly
Agree, A .!.:elatraii, 1.15%ziei, or SD (Strongly Disagree)
for each item. 0: are not priv 1 ao:uirr strator, please assume an
ddmirostraior.s .)! view when responuing to the items.

:s t)-;1. SA

2. 'There arc a ni..m.ber 1,:ararittne-.1
methods for solvirr adrncr.istrrfive lems
in educat SA

3. I find mathematics useful in :T..: work as an
educational administrator. SA

4. I know of dt east four sctentif:c mnnagernent
techniques fc:- solving nctm:msm-ntive rJbleuls
in education. S.A

5. Few of the problems I encour1t.2r- in u. work
can be solved by scientific mnnagemcht methods. SA

I will use scientific management techn.cues fcr
solving many of the problems .-ny SA

7. I-know of at least one scientific inati.li_crnent
technique for solving administri:tive ;...))1ems
in education. SA

-7. I plan to seloorn use scientific rnanaeon ent me.hods
in solving the problems I enc ounter in fly work. SA

I feel comfortable using scientzfic rn;na.iemcnt
techniques i n rav work. SA

10. I want to use scientific manage:nent tc-tliniqc_es
my work. SA

A N D SD

A N D SD -

A N D SD

A N D SD

A N D SD

A N D SD

A N D SD

A N D SD

A N D SD

A N D SD

Below are some questions concerning the mbteriuls you studied. Please respond
as you did to the previous informat'on.

H. The problem solving technique thit I Itched will be
very useful in solving educationnl adrmnistrativp
problems.

12. The materials I studied were elsy to onlerstand.

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

13. Using the computer made these materiA;
interesting. SA A N D SD

14. I !, ned enough from these materials usc
them,in my work as an administrator. SA A N P SD

15. 1 will not use the technioue 1 studied in my
work as an administrator. SA A N D SD

16. 1 am generally saI:isfied with ihe. mater.als
studied. SA A N D SD

17. More direction from the instructor was t.eedcril SA A N D SD

IS. The computer is an essential part of t11.-3,o materials. SA A N 13, SD

204
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Mat2ria 1s Used:

ID.
Last 4 digits of SS#.

Date:

1. What is yoUr positi{

2. What degree do you hold?

3. How many years of administrative experience have you had?

4. How many hours did .you spend on the materials?

5. Did you work '-yv yourself or with a group? Do you prefer that way?

6. Did you have enough time to finish the unit? If you did not, why not?

7. Did you have any diffi'culties using the coniputer?

205
196



8. What was the best thing about these materials?

9. What was the worst thing about these materials?

ji

a 206

9

197



10. What cculd be improved in the booklet you just read?

11. Do you have any specific criticisms of the materials?

12. Please state the diffiCulty of the materials from your point of view:a

11111

207
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c,

13. Would you recommend to others the materials you stUdied? .Why or Why'
not?

14. Please summarize your overall feeling- abdut the materials.
A

a

2 8

.
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